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Simple Steam Engines

1. Introduction. 2. Classification of Steam Engines. 3. Important Parts of a Steam Engine. 4.
Working of a Single Cylinder Double Acting horizontal Reciprocating Steam Engine. 5. Important Terms
used in Steam Engines. 6. Indicator Diagram of a Simple Steam Engine. 7. Theoretical or Hypothetical
Indicator Diagram. 8. Theoretical or Hypothetical Mean Effective Pressure. 9. Actual Indicator Diagram,
10. Diagram Factor. 11. Power Developed by a Simple Steam Engine. 12. Indicated Power. 13. Effect
of Piston Rod in Double Acting Steam Engine. 14. Broke Power. 15. Measurement of Brake Power. 16.
Prony Brake Dynamometer. 17. Rope Brake Dynamometer.

17.1. Introduction
In all steam engines, the steam is used as the working substance. These engines operate on the

principle of first law of thermodynamics, i.e. heat and work are mutually convertible, In a recipro-
cating steam engine, as the heat energy in the steam is converted into mechanical work by the
reciprocating (to and fro) motion of the piston, it is also called reciprocating steam engine. Moreover,

as the combustion of the fel takes place outside the engine cylinder, it is also called an external

combustion engine.
17L Classification of Steam Engines

The steam engines have been classified by various scientists on different basis. But the
following classifications are impohant from the subject point of view.

I 4	 Ii.	 ,l(o,zl'er I	 .'in strke

(a) Single acting steam engine, and (b) Double acting steam engine.
When steam is admitted on one side of the piston, and one working stroke is produced during

each revolution of the crankshaft, it is said to be a single acting steam engine. But when the steam is
admitted, in turn, on both sides of the piston and two working strokes are produced during each
revolution of the crankshaft, it is said to be a double acting steam engine. A double acting steam

engine produces double the power than that produced by a single acting steam engine.

1A, elnli  to the ;,it;0 of th ct lin/?r

(a) Horizontal steam engine, and (b) Vertical steam engine.

When the axis of the cylinder is horizontal, it is said to be a horizontal St earn engine. But when

the axis of the cylinder is vertical, it is called a vertical steam engine. A vertical steam engine requires

less floor area than the horizontal steam engine.

3. A.:.idi ' i 10 t.e .pec:	 th' cr;kvio(t

(a) Slow speed steam engine, (h) Medium speed steam engine, and (c) High speed steam

engine.
When the speed of the crankshaft is less than 100 revolutions per minute (r.p.m.), it is called

a slaw speed steam engine. But when the speed of the crankshaft is between 100 r.p.m. and 250rpm.,
374
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it is called a medium speed steam engine. Similarly, when the speed of the crankshaft is above 250

r.p.m., it is known as a high speed steam engine.

4. Areord'it.t to the type of exhaust

(a) Condensing steam engine, and (b) Non-condensing steam engine.

When steam after doing work in the cylinder passes into a condenser, which condenses the
steam into water at a pressure less than the atmospheric pressure, it is said to be a condensing steam

engine. But when the steam after doing work in the cylinder is exhausted into the atmosphere, it is

said to be a non-condensing steam engine. Th steam pressure in the cylinder is, therefore, not allowed
to fall below the atmospheric pressure.

. Act onisnc' to the expansion oj the steam in the ençi,ic cylrider

(a) Simple steam engine, and (b) Compound steam engine.

When the expansion of the steam is carried Out in a single cylinder and then exhausted into
the atmosphere or a condenser, it is said to be a simple steam engine. But when the expansion of the
Steam is completed in two or more cylinders, the'engine is called a compound steam engine. The
compound steam engines are generally condensing engines. But some of them may be non-condens-
ing also.
6. According to the method ofoveniing employed

(a) Throttling Steam engine, and (b) Automatic cut-off steam engine.

When the engine speed is controlled by means of a throttle valve in the steam pipe, which
regulates the pressure of steam to the engine, it is called a throttling steam engine. But when the.spced
is controlled by controlling the steam pressure with an automatic cut-off governor, it is called an
automatic cut-off steam engine.

V7,4 'important Parts of a Steam Engine

All the parts of a steam engine may be broadly divided into two groups i.e. stationary parts
and moving parts. Though a steam engine Consists of innumerable parts, both stationary and moving,
yet the following are important from the subject point of view

I. Frame. t is a heavy cast iron part, which supports all the stationary as well as moving parts
and holds them in proper position. It generally, rests on engine foundations.

./rvli,ider. It is also a Cast iron cylindrical hollow vessel, in which the piston moves to and
fro under the steam pressure. Both ends of the cylinder are closed and made steam tight. in small
steam engines, the cylinder is made an integral part of the frame.

..l Steno: chest. It is casted as an integral part of the cylinder. It supplies steam to the cylinder
with the movement of D-slide valve.

-4. 1)-slide valve. H moves in the steam chest with simple harmonic motion. Its function is to
exhaust steam from the cylinder at proper movement.

-..'c In/el and exhaust ports. These are holes provided in the body of the cylinder for the
movement of steam. The steam is admitted from the Steam chest alternately to either sides of the
cylinder through the inlet ports. The steam, after doing its work in the cylinder, is exhausted
through the exhaust port.

Piston. It is a cylindrical disc, moving to and fro, in the cylinder because of the steam
pressure. :ts function is to Convert heat energy of the steam into mechanical work. Piston .rings,
made from cast iron, are fitted in the grooves in the piston. Their purpose is to prevent the leakage
of sçeam.

7 Piston rod It is  circular rod, which is connected to the piston on one side and cross head
to the other. Its main function is to transfer motion from the piston to the cross-head.
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t, Cross-head. It is a link between the piston rod and connecting rod. Its function is to guide
motion of the piston rod and to prevent it front

9. Connei IIIIX i'll. It is made of forged steel, whose one end is connected to the cross head
and the other to the crank. Its function is to convert reciprocating motion of the piston (or cross head)
into rotary motion of the crank.

10.Crank .rliafi. It is the main shaft of the engine having a ,rank. The crank works on the lever
principle and produces rotary motion of the shaft. The crank .hafl is supported on main bearing or
the engine.

II. Eicen:rii. it is generally made of cast iron, and is fitted to the crank shaft. Its function is
to provide reciprocating motion to the slide valve.

12.Eccentric ,-orl and valve roil. The eccentric rod is made of forged steel, whose One end is
fixed to the eccentric and other to the valve. rod. Its function is to convert rotary motion of the
crankshaft into to and fro motion of the valve rod. Thg valve rod connects the eccentric and the D-slide
valve. Its function is to provide simple harmonic motion to the D-slide valve.

13.FIyw/ieel.it is a heavycast iron wheel, mounted on thecrank shaft. Its function is to prevent
the fluctuation of engine. It also prevents the jerks to the crankshaft.

14.Gc,rcou,r It is a device to keep the engine speed, more or less, uniform at all load
conditions. It is (lone either by controlling the quantity or pressure of the steam supplied to the
engine.
I7	 Working of a Single Cylinder Double Acting Horizontal Reciprocating Steam Engine

The principal parts of a single cylinder, double acting horizontal reciprocating steam engine
are shown in Fig. 17.1.

The superheated steam at a high pressure (about 20 atmospheres) from the boiler is led into
the steam chest. After that the steam makes its way into the cylinder through any of the ports 'a' or
'b' depending upon the position of the D-slide valve. When port 'a' is open, the steam rushes to the
left side of the piston and forces it to the right. At this stage, the slide valve covers the exhaust port
and the other steam port 'b' as shown in Fig. 17.1. Since the pressure of steam is greater on the left
side than that on right side, the piston moves to the right.

Steam supply
1 •	 D-slide valve	 Flywhec'

•.:J L',xs' ,s "_ E)thauSt	 Eccentric
Steam che.— W port ,,	 rod\

Ecmeentric
alve	 Crankrod	 Vallve	 shaft

	

guide	 II

istcn 'T 	Connecting	
Crank

rod	 rod
Cylinder	 Piston	 '- Crosshead

Fig. 17A	 Si ng le  c lirdcr double acting horizontal reciprocating steam engine.

When the piston reaches near the end of the cylinder, it closes the steam port 'a' and exhaust
port. The steam port 'b' is now open, and the steam rushes to the right ske of the piston. This forces
the piston to the left and at the same time the exhaust steam goes out through the exhaust pipe, and
thus completes the cycle of operation. The same process is repeated in other cycles of operation, and
as such the engine works.
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Note At the end of each stroke, the piston changes its direction of moton and is momentarily stopped. The
crank comes in line with the piston rod. The extreme left and right positions of the.çrank, where the piston rod
exerts no turning tendency on the main shaft, are called dead centres of the crank.
173. Important Terms used in SteaM Engines

The *theoretical indicator diagram for a simple steam engine is shown in Fig. 17.2. The
following are some importantcrms used in steam
engines.

I. Bore. The internal diameter of the cyl- 	 P, 1 2 Cut-cU point
inder of the engine is known as bore.	 t

2.Dead centre-T. The extreme positions of
the piston inside the cylinder during its motion are	 Release point
known as dead centres. There are two dead centres, 	 i p------------
i.e.	 o	 5,

v_41l..___v.
- Volume -

Cylinder

pc ^

a_ Crank end

	

cover	
Of piston.

iTi
.O.D.0

Cover or back Cyl inder
end of piston

length

Fig. 17.2. Important terms used in steam3. Clearance so/tone. 'fl volume of
space between the cylinder cover and the piston, 	 engines.

when the piston is at LD.C. position is called clearance volume (t,). It is usually represented as a
percentage of stroke volume.

4.Stroke va/ante or swept volume. The volume swept by the piston when it moves from I.D.C.
to O.D.C., is known as stroke volume or swept volume (v). It is also known as prrfon displacement.
Mathematically, stroke volume or swept volume,

Va = x D2 x L

where	 D = Bore or internal diameter of the cylinder, and

L = Length of the stroke.

5. Cut-off volume. Theoretically, the steam from the boiler enters thih  and
pushes the piston outward doing external work. At some point during outward rnivementof the piston,
the supply of steam is stopped. The point or the volume where the cut-off of steam takes place is
called the point of cut-off or cut-off volume.

6.A verae piston speed. The distance travelled by the piston per unit time is known as average
piston speed. Mathematically,

Average piston speed = LW ni/mm, for single acting steam engine
= 2 LNrnumin, for double acting steam engine

where	 L = Length of the stroke in metres, and
N = Speed in R.P.M.

•	 For further derails. 5cc Art. 17.7.
** Ina vertical en g ine. these centres are known as bottom dead centre (B.D.C.) and lop dead centre (T.D.C.).

**(a) Inner dead centre (1.D.C.), and
(b) Outer dead centre (O.D.C.).

In a horizontal engine, the inner most po-
sition of the piston (towards the cylinder cover
end) is known as inner dead centre, whereas the
outer most position of the piston towards the
crank end is called outer dead centre, as shown
in Fig. 17.2.
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7. Mean effective pressure The average pressure on the piston during the working stroke is
called mean effective pressure. It is given by the mean depth of the p-v diagram. Mathematically,

mean effective pressure,

- Workdone  cycle

- Stroke volume

17.6. Indicator Diagram of a Simple Steam Engine

It is a graphical representation of the variation in pressure and volume of steam inside the

cylinder or p-v diagram. As a matter of fact, the theoretical or hypothetical indicator diagram of a
simple steam engine has been developed from that of a modified Rankine cycle. It is based on the

following assumptions:
!. The opening and closing of steam ports is instantaneous.

2. There is no pressure drop due to condensation.

3. T1ère is no wire drawing due to restricted valVe opening.

4. The steam is admitted at boiler pressure and exhausted at condenser pressure.

5. The expansion (or compression) of the steam is hyperbolic (i.e. p v = C)

it may be noted that the above assumptions are not correct from the practical point of view.
As a result of this, it has lead to the change in the indicator diagram from the basic modified Rankine

cycle.

Note In the succeedingaiticles, we shall discuss work done and mean effective pressure (also knows as
theoretical work done and theoretical mean effective pressure) from the theoretical indicator diagrams.

17.7. Theoretical or Hypothetical Indicator Diagram

The theoretical or hypothetical indicator diagram without clearance and with clearance is

shown in Fig. 17.3. In other words, if there is no steam in the cylinder (Or there is zero volume of

steam at point I), the indicator diagram will be as shown in Fig. 17.3 (a). Similarly, if there is some

steam in the cylinder at point 1, the indicator diagram will be as shown in Fig. 17.3 (b).

flx<=

—,Volume

(u) \¼ihojI ckataiicç.	 clearance.

I i'. i73. Tn ic tic.sl or h oth'tic::I indicator diagram

The sequence of processes is given below:

1. Pimevs !-2 At point I, the steam is admitted into the cylinder through the inlet port. As
the piston moves towards right, therefore the steam is admitted at constant pressure. Since the supply
of steam is cut off at point 2, therefore this point is known as cut -off point.

2. l',oces, 2-3. At point 2, expansion of steam, in the cylinder, starts with movement of the
piston till it reaches the dead end. This expansion takes place hyperbolically (i.e. pu = C) and pressure

falls considerably as-shown in Fig. 17.3.

P,rsie.ix 34. At point 3, the exhaust port opens and steam is released from the cylinder to
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the exhaust. As a result of steam exhaust, pressure in the cylinder falls suddenly (without change in
volume) as shown in Fig. 173. The point 3 is known as release pokit.

4.Pox ess 4-5. At point 4, returnjoumey of the piston starts. Now the used steam is exhauted
at constant pressure, till the exhaust port is closed, and the inlet port is open. The steam pressure at
point 4 is called back pressure.

5. Process 5. 1. At point 5, the inlet port is opened and some steam suddenly enters into the
cylinder, which increases the pressure of steam (without change in volume). This process continues
till the original position is restored.
17.8. Theoretical or Hypothetical Mean Effective Pressure

The theoretical or hypothetical mean effective pressure may be determined as discussed below,
by considering the theoretical indicator diagram without clearance and with clearance as shown in
Fig. 17.4 (a) and (b) respectively.

Voume—.-

Pf:T:4f\PV=CL 
IL	 5

Ph 'L O

V3

\hitckat,in,c.	 (b) With clearance.

Fg. i 74 Thccc . icatorhytxtheucal indctordiagran

(: c i.ru tile /,eoretLal 'r h'j'hericul i'tdicar,,, iiagraøz . th.sit Cl'72'le

The theoretical or hypothetical indicator diagram without clearance is shown in Fig. 17.4 (a).

Let	 p = Initial or admission pressure of steam (i.e. pressure at point 1) or boiler
pressure,

= Back pressure (i.e. pressure at point 4 or 5) or condenser pressure,
= Volume of steam in the cylinder at the point of cut-off (i.e. volume at

point 2). and
= Stroke volume or swept volume or piston displacement volume. It is

the volume of steam in the cylinder at the end of stroke (i.e. volume at
point 3 or 4).

We kiiow that theoretical or hypothetical workdone per cycle

= Area of figure 123451

= Area I2QP+Area 23RQ— Area 45PR
rpjV2+2.3pv2jog(v3/v2)_pv3

and theoretical or hypothetical mean effective pressure,

Workdone=	 per cycic = 
p1 V2 +2.3p1 v2 log (v3Iv2)—pv3

Stroke volume	 v3
25-
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=	 —+2.3p1 x-ilog(v3/v2)-p - i.(1+2.3 log r)-ph

	

PIxt,	
P

	

3	 V3	 - r

where	 r = v./ v, = Expansion ratio

- Volume of steam in the cylinder at the end of stroke
Volumeof steam at the point of cut-off

Notes: 1. The volume of steam in the cylinder at the end of stroke, neglecting clearance, is equal to stroke
volue

2. The ratio 01 / is3 (i.e. reciprocal of expansion ratio)is termed as cut-off ratio. It is defined as the ratio
of volume between the points of admission and cut-off of steam and the stroke volume.

3. The steam consumption in kg per cycle maybe obtained as follows:

Steam consumption per cycle

=	 Volume of steam supplied per cycle in m3

Specific volume of thy steamat admissionpressure(p 1 ) in m 3 / kg, from steam tables

- Volume of steam in the cylinder at the point of cut-off (is2)

V,

If the steam is initially wet having dryness fraction x, then steam consumption per cycle

= - kg
S

2. considering the theoretical or hypothetical indicator diagram with clearance

The theoretical or hypothetical indicator diagram with clearance is shown in Fig. 17.4 (b).

Let	 p1 = Initial or admission pressure of steam (i.e. pressure at point I) or boiler
pressure,

p5 = Back pressure (i.e. pressuie at point 4 or 5) or condenser pressure,

v = Clearance volume of the cylinder.

is2 = Volume of steam at the point of cut-off (i.e. volume at point 2)

is = Stroke volume or swept volume or piston displacement volume.

is3 = Total volume of steam in the cylinder = +

b =. Ratio of clearance volume to stroke volume	 I v,

c = Ratio of volume between the points of admission and cut-off of steam
to the stroke volume = (v - vi.) I v

We know that theoretical or hypothetical workdone per cycle.

= Area of figure 123451 = Area 12 QP+ Area 23 RQ- Area 45 PR

= p 1 (v2 -. v)+2.3p 1 u2 log (v3Iv2)-p5v

and theoretical or hypothetical mean effective pressure,

P.
= Workdone per cycle - (v, - vi. ) + 2.3 p ,  v2 log (v3 /V2) -Ph

Stroke volume	 -is.

= Pt	
)_P

h
Vl	

^ V, 
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= III c+2.3p 1 1 	 'log'	 Ph

	

(bv,+co, '	( v+v 

Jii,	 )	 bv,+cv

)_P"
= p c+2.3p, (b+c)lo8(

b+l
	a	 . (jj)

Notes : I. We know that cut-off ratio
- Volume of steam in the cylinder at the point of cut-off
- Volume of steam in the cylinder at the end of stroke

v2	 bv,+'cv,	 bfc
v1	vr +V	 b+l

and expansion ratio, 	 r = 
v3
- 

= b+I
-

v2 b+c

2. When clearance is neglected, then b = 0 or r =I/e. Now from equation (10,

P,
p,, =—(t+2.3 log r)-p 	 ... (same asbefore)

Example 17.1. A steam engine cylinder receives Stearn at a pressure off 1.5 bar and cut-off
fakes place at ha if of the stroke. Find the theoretical mean effective pressure, if the back pressure of
the steam is 0.15 bar. Neglect clearance.

Solution. Given p 1 = 11.5 bar; V2 =04 V3 pb=0.15 bar

We know that expansion ratio,

r =	 = v3 /0.5v3 = 2

We know that theoretical mean effective pressure,

P1
p,n = — ( l+2.3 log r)—p,,

=-1-(1+2.3Iog2)-0.15 =9.S8bar Ans.

Example 17.2. The cylinder of a non-condensing steam engine is supplied with steam at a
pressure of 12 bar. The clearance volume is I/JO of the stroke volume and the cut-off takes place "i
0.25 of the stroke. The back pressure is/. I bar. Find the mean effective pressure of the steam on the
piston. Assume hyperbolic expansion.

Solt;Iiuti. Given: p, = I2 bar ; b =	 = 1/10 = 0.1; c=(v2-v)Iv,=0.25
p5 = II bar

We know that mean effective pressure,

1b-f I 
)-Php	 ,1c+23P,(b+c)Iog_

12 x 0.25 +2.3 x 12(0.1 +025)lo(o10.1 + I
+0.25)

= 3+966 log 3.143 - 1.1 = 6.7 h:r

17.9. %cflt;ml i4joicalor Diagram

The comparison of actual indicator diagram (dawn with firm line) and theoretical indicator
diagram (drawn with dotted line) is shown in Fig. 17.5. The following points, regarding actual
indicato( diagram. are important from the subject point of view
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I. The pressure of steam in the engine cylinder at the beginning of the stroke is less than the
boiler pressure. This happens because of the fact that a certain pressure drop is necessary to produce
a flow of steam from boiler to the engine cylinder.

Boiler
lpressure 2

A—

FSS\

ccmpressio	

Rease

n	 c
5L -'------- E --- — - ---

Condenser Pressure

- Volume -.-

Fig. 17.5. Actual indicclur diagram.
5. During the exhaust stroke, the pressure in

the cylinder is higher than that of condenser pressure in case of condensing steam engines and higher
than atmospheric pressure in case of non-condensing steam engines.

6. The exhaust valve closes at some point E, and the remaining steam in the cylinder is
compressed along the curve EF before the end of the exhaust stroke. This reduces the wire drawing
when the inlet valve opens at F and also reduces initial condensation. This also serves the purpose of
cushioning, which gradually brings the piston, to rest, and thus prevents the shock on the connecting
rod bearings, which would otherwise be produced.

7.Due to wire drawing effects, the steam is admitted just before the end of exhaust stroke at
F. The pressure produced by compre.ion upto this point is raised to admission pressure by the time
piston has reached at the end of exhaust stroke.
Notes: 1. The effect of wiredrawing is to decrease the area of indicator diagram. hiother words, work done
by the engine is reduced. This is, however, compensated by the ft that the wire drawng or throttling dries the
steam slightly.

2. The effect of clearance, at the first sight, appears to increase the steam consumption from E to F.
But the clearance increases the mean effective pressure and thus increases the work done. However, the net effect
of the clearance is to decrease the efficiency. The increase in steam consumption may be reduced by making the
pointof compression earlier, and thus increasing the pressure obtained at F when the fresh steam is admitted to
the cylinder. Earlier compression, however, decreases the area of indicator diagram, i . e. work done is reduced.

17.10. Diagram Factor
The diagram factor (usually denoted by K) is the ratio of the area of actual indicator diagram

to the area of theoretical or hypothetical indicator diagram. Mathematically, diagram factor,

K
- Area of actual indicator diagram
- Area of theoretical indicator diagram

We know that the area of the indicator diagram represents the work done per stroke. Therefore,
diagram factor may also be expressed mathematically.

K -
	 nejActual work doer stroke.;

- Theoretical work done per stroke

We also know that work done per stroke
= Mean effective pressure x Swept vourne

Actual work done per stroke
= Actual m.ç.p x Swept volume

2. During the forwaru stroke of the piston,
there is always a slight fall in pressure (shown by line
A) due to wire drawing through the steam ports.

3. As the inlet port can not close instantane-
ously, the point of cut-off will not be sharp as 2, but
rounded off as at B. The rounding of the cut-off point
depends upon the type of valve and valve-mechanism
employed.	 .0.

4. The exhaust port opens before the end of
the forward stroke (as shown by point C) due to wire
drawing through exhaust ports. This causes the
rounding off the toe of the diagram.
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and theoretical work done per stroke

= Theoretical m.e.p x Swept volume

•	
Actual mean effective pressure( p)

- Theoretical mean effective pressure (p,,,)

The diagram factor may, therefore, be defined as the ratio of actual mean effective pressure
Its the theoretical mean effective pressure.
Notes: I. The value of the diagram factor, to be used in any particular case, depends upon a number of factors
such as initial conditional steam initial pressure of steam. back pressure, speed of the engine, type ol the engine,
type at the valves. etc.

2. An average value of K lies between 0.65 and 0.9.
3. Actual mean effective pressure,

= Theoretical m.e.p x Diagram factor = p,, x K

Example 173. The steam is supplied at itpressure of 8.4 bar and cut-off occurs at 0.35 of
the stroke; The back pressure is 1.25 bar. If the diagram factor is 0.75, determine the actual mean
effective pressure. Neglect clearance.

Solution. Given:p 1 =8.4 bar; v2 = 0.3Sv3 ;p=l.25 bar; KO.7S

We know that expansion ratio,

r = v5 1v2 = o3 10.35v1 = 2.86

We knDw that theoretical mean effective pressure,

Pt
= —(1+2.3 log

(I + 2.3 log 2.86)— 1.25 = 4.77 Oar

Actual mean effective pressure,
= p,,, XK = 4.77x0.75 = 3.58 kir Ans.

17.11. Power Developed by a Simple Steam Engine

'the term 'power' may be defined as the rate of doing work. It is thus the measure of
performance of a steam engine, e.g. an engine doing a certain amount of work in one second will be
twice as powerful as an engine doing the same amount of work in two seconds. Mathematically,
power developed by an engine,

Work done
- Time taken

In S.I. system ot'units, the Unit of power is watt(briefly written as W) which is equal to I N-m/s
or li/s. Generally, a bigger unit of power known as kilowatt (briefly written as kW) is used which
is equal to 1000W.

In case of steam engines, the following two terms are commonly used for the power
developed

I. Indicated power, and 2. Brake power.
The indicated power and brake power are discussed, in detail, in the following pages.

17.12. Indicated Power

The actual power generated in the engine cylinder is called power input or indicated power
(briefly written as l.P.). Since the instrument used to draw the p.o diagram (from which work done
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during the stroke is obtained), is known as indicator, that is why this power is called indicated power.
Now consider a simple Steam engine, whose indicated power is required to be found out.

Let	 = Actual mean effectivepressure in N/rn2,

A = Area of the cylinder or piston in m2,

L = Length of the stroke in metres, and

N = Speed of the crankshaft in revolution per minute (r.p.m.).

We know that force on the piston

= Pressure x Area = P. x A (in N)

and work done per stroke 	 = p. xA xL N-rn

Work done per minute

= PXAXLXN

= p < A x Lx 2N

LAN
and indicated power, 	

I.P. 
p =	 W

LA N
=	 W60 

When the actual mean effective pressure is given in bar, then

P0 '< IO5LAN
W

60

P. x 105 xLAN	 lOOpLAN
- 60x1000 kW=
	 kW

- 2tpLAN
kW

-	 60

• (For single acting)

• (For double acting)

•	 (For single acting)

I N-rn/son I J/s= 1W]

• (For double acting)

(; I bar= 105 N/rn2

(For single acting)

(For double acting)

Note 5 The value of actual mean effective pressure (pa) may also be obtained from the following expression:

Area of actual indicator diagram in m 2 x Spring strength in bar/rn 
1fl bSr-	 Length of actual indicator diagram in m 

Example 17.4. A double acting single cylinder has 200 mm stroke, 160 mm diameter. It runs
at 250 r.p.m. and the cut-off is 25% of the stroke. The pressure at cut-off is 15 bar and exhaust is at
0.3 barforadiagrwn factor of 0.75. Estimate the indicated power in kW.

Solution.GiVefl:L=200lflm=0.2m;D=160mm=0.16m;N250r.p.m.;v2=25%of
stroke =0.25 v3 ;P, = IS bar; p,, = 0.3 bar; K=0.75

We know that expansion ratio,

V3 	 V3
r	 =4

v2	 0.25v3

Theoretical mean effective pressure,

P1	
j-(l

15P. = — (I +2.3 log r)-p = -	 + 2.3 log 4)-O.3 = 8.64 bar
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and actual mean effective pressure.
p. = p,xK = 8.64x0.75 = 6.48 bar

Area of the cylinder.

A = xD2 = (0 . 16)2 = 0.02 M2

We know that indicated power,
200pLAN = 200x6.48x02X0.02X250kw

LP.= 60	 60

=216kW Ans.
Example 17.5. Calculate the indicated power and steam consumption in kg/h of a double

acting steam engine from the following data:
Dia,ncter of cylinder = 300 mm ;Stroke = 450mm; R.P.M. = 120; Steam pressure = 7 bar,

and 0.9 thy; Back pressure = 1.2 bar; Cut-off takes place at 32 % of stroke forboth ends.

Solution. Given: D3Q0mm0.3m450045mN2O1Pm;PIba'

x=0.9 ;Ph=12bar
Since the cut-off takes place at 32% of the stroke for both ends, therefore
Volume at cut-off 	 = 0.32 x Stroke volume

= 0 .32xxD2 XL = 0 .32x(0 .3)2 0 .45 = 0.01m3

and expansion ratio,	 r =	 = 3.125

Indicated power
We know that actual mean effective pressure,

P. = K[(1+2.3 log r)_P]

= [3.125 (1 + 2.3 log 3.125) - 1.21 = 3.6 bar ... . (Taking K = I)

Araofcylinder, A= xD2 = (0.3)' = 0.07m2

Indicated power,

LP.=
200 p,,LAN = 200x3.6x0.45x0.07X 120. = 45.4 kW Ans.

60	 60-

Steam consumption
From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 7 bat, we find that specific volume of dry

steam,
= 0.2 727 rri3lkg

We know that mass of steam used per stroke

Volume of steam at cut-off	 0.01=	 -=00407kg
X Vg	 0.9 x 0.2727
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and mass of steam used per minute = 0.0407> 2N = 0.0407 X 2 X 120 = 937 kg/mm
Steam consumption per hour

= 9.77x60 = 586.2kg/h Atis.

Example 17.6. Deerrnjne the stroke and d ia,neter of a do'ible acti" steam engine cylinder
developing 1801W under the following conditions.:

Initial steam pressure 7 bar; back pressure 1.12 bar; crank speed 100 r.p.ni. ;average piston
speed 135 rn/mm diagram factor 0.8, cut-off at 0.4 of the stroke.

Solution. Given: l.P.= 11$0 kW p 1 =7 bar ;p= I.l2 bar ;N= 100 rpm. ; Average piston
speed= 135 mlmin;K=0.8 ;v2=0.4v3

Stroke of the cylinder

Let	 L = Length of the stroke in metres.

We know that average piston speed,

2 L N = 135 or L = 135/2N = 135/2x 100 = 0.675 in Ans.
Diameter of the cylinder

Let	 D	 Diameter of the cylinderin metres.

Area, A = xD = 0.7854D2m2

First of all, let us find the actual mean effective pressure (p).

We know that expansion ratio,

r = v3 1v2 = v 3 /0.4v = 23

Theoretical mean effective pressure,

Pi= —(I +23 log r)-ph

=(l+2.3 log 2.5)-l.l2 =4bar

and actual mean effective pressure,

P. = p, x K = 4 x 0.8 = 3.2 bar

We know that indicated power (I.P.),

200p , LA N 200 x 3.2 x 0.675 x 0.7854 D2 x 100ISO ==	 -
60	 60

= 565.5D2

D2 = 0.318 or D = 0.564 m Ans.

Example 17.7. A single cylinder double acting steam engine is supplied with steam at 11.5
bar and exhaust occurs at 1.1 bar. The cut-off occurs at 40% of the stroke. If the stroke is equal to
1.25 times the cylinder bore and tht engine develops an indicated power of 60 kW at 90 r.p.m.,
determine the bore and stroke of the engine.

Assume hyperbolic expansion and a diagram factor of0.79. Also estimate the theoreticai steam
consumption in nz31rnin.

Solution. Given p 1 = 11.5 bar p,, = 1.1 bar ; = 40% v = 0.4 v L = 1.25 D; I.P. = 60 kW;

N=90r.p.m. K=0.79
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Bore and stroke of the engine

Let	 D = Bore of the cylinder in metres,

L = Length of the stroke in metres = 1.25 D
	

(Given)

We know that expansion ratio,

r = V / V2 = V3 /0.4 v = 2.5

and actual mean effective pressure,

K[(l +2.3 log r)_Ph]

= 0.791	 (1+2.3 log 2.5)— i.] = 61 bar

Area of the cylinder.

A =xD2 = 0.7854D2m2

We know that indicated power (l.P.)

60—- 	
60	 -	 60

= 1797 D'

= 0.0334 or D = 0.322 m Ans.

and
	 L = 1.25 D = 1.25 x 0.322 = 0,403 rn Ans.

Theoretical steam consumption
We know that stroke volume,

v1 = A L = 0.7854 D2 L = 0.7854 (0.322)2 0.403 0.0328

Since the cut-off occurs at 40% of the stroke, therefore volume of steam at the point of cut-off
per stroke,

= 0.4x0,0328 = 0.013 12m3

Theoretical steam consumption per mm.

= v2 x2N 0.013 12x2x90 = 2.36ni 3/rnin Ans.

17.13. Effect of Piston Rod in Double Acting Steam Engines

In a double acting steam engine, the piston rod reduces the
effective area of the piston during return stroke as shown in Fig.
17.6.

Let	 p, = Actual mean effective pressure on
each side of piston in bar,

A Area of the piston on the cover end
or back end side in m 2, and

a = Area of the piston rod in m2.

Effective area of the piston on the crank end side,

A 1 = (A—a)m2

over end	 Crank àn
of piston	 of pIsIOA

Fig. 17.6. Double acting steam
engine
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We know that indicated power for the cover end or back end side of the piston.

100p LAN

	

(1.P.) =	 kW

and indicated power for the crank end side of the piston.

100pLA 1 N	 I00pLç1-a)N

	

=	 kW
60	 -	 60

Total indicated power of a double acting Steam engine,

I.P. = (1.P.) 1 + (1.P.)2

- 100P,,LAN100pL(Aa)N

	

-	 60	 60

- 100p0 LN(A+A-a)	 lOOp,, LN(2A-a)
kW

	

-	 60	 -	 60

Note Af the actual mean effective pressure on both sides of the piston is different, then total indicated power:
IOOp 1 LAN IOOpL(A-a)N

	

I.P.=	
+

60 	 60	 kW

IOOLN60 [p,,1A+1,,2(A-a)]kW

Example 17.8. Following data refer to a double acting steam engine:
Bore = 300 mm;Stroke = 550mm ; Piston rod diameter = 30mm ; Speed = 97 r.p.m. ; Bose

of both indicator diagrams = 100mm; Area of cover and crank side diagrams i 765 and 741 mm2
respectively; Spring 'number = 500 bar/rn ; Steam pressure at inlet = 75 bar; Steam pressure at
exhaust = 0.3 bar; Cut-off = 215 of stroke.

Neglect clearance volume of the cylinder and calculate the indicated power of the engine.
Solution: Given: D=300mm=0.3m;L=550mm=0.55m;d=30mm=0.03m;

N=97r.p.m.;b= l00mm=0.l m;a 1 =765mm2 =765x l0 6 m2 ;a2 =74l mm2=741x106

m2 ; s = 500 bar/rn *p1 = 7.5 bar p = 0.3 bar Cut-off = 2/5 of stroke

We know that actual mean effctive pressure for the cover side,

- Area of indicator diagram for cover side x Spring number
•	 Length or base of indicator diagram

a1Xs	 765x106x500—=3.825bar

Similarly, actual mean effective pressure for the crank side,

(12 5	 741xI0x500
p,,2 = -i--	 01

	
3.705 bar

Area of the cylinder.	 A = x 02	 It (0.3)2 = 0.0707 m

and area of the piston rod, 	 a =	 < d = (0.03)2 = 0.707 x 10 -3 m

*	 '.nIj'LI I•Iii,
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We know that indicated power for the cover side,

100p,1LAN	 100x3.825x0.55x0.0707X97
=	 = 24.04 kW

and indicated power for the crank ',ide,

I	
-

(i)p,L(A —a)N - 100x3.705 xO.55 (0.0707-0.707x !1Y3)97
60	 60

= 23.06 kW

Total indicated power,

I.P. = (1.P.) 1 + ( I.P.)2 = 24.04 + 23.06 = 47.1 kW Ans.

17.14. Brake Power
The power available at the crankshaft of an engine-is called power output or brake power

(briefly written as B.P.). It has been observed that all the power generated by the engine cylinder is
not available at the crankshaft for doing useful work. This happens because some of the power is
utilised in overcoming the internal friction of the moving parts of the engine. This power lost in
friction is known as frictional power (briefly Written as F.P.). Thus

B.P. = I.P—F.P.

17.15. Measurement of Broke Power

The brake power of an engine is measured by an apparatus known as dynamometer. Though
there are many types of dynamometers for measuring the brake power of an engine, yet the absorption
type dynamometers are important from the subject point of view. These dynamometers are of the
following two types:

I. Prony brake dynamometer, and 2. Rope brake dynamometer.
These dynamometers are discussed, in detail, in the following pages.

I7.I6. Prony Brake Dynamometer

Nut
S

Counter
weight

Pulley

17.7. I'rouv hr.kc dyuaiinctcr.

A simplest form of an absorption type dynamometer is  prony brake dynamometer., as shown
in Fig. 17.7. It consists of two wooden btoks placed around a pulley fixed to the shaft of an engine
whose power is required to be measured. The blocks are clamped by means of two bolts and nuts, as
shown in Fig. 17.7. A helical spring is provided between the nut and the upper block to adjust the
pressure on the pulley to control its speed. The upper block has a long lever attached to it and carries
a weight W at its outer end. A counter weight is p1aed at the other end of the lever which balances
the brake when unloaded. Two stops S, S are provided to limit the motion of the lever.
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When the brake is to be put in operation, the long end of the lever is loaded with suitable
weights Wand the nuts are tightened until the engine shaft runs at a constant Speed and the lever is
in horizontal position Under these conditions, the moment due to the weight W must i. '. the
moment of the frictional iesistance between the blocks and the pulley.

Let	 W = Weight at the outer end of the lever in newtons.
I = Horizontal distance of the weight W from the centre of the pulley in

metres,
F- Frictional resistance between the blocks and the pulley in newtons,
R = Radius of the pulley in metres, and
N = Speed of the shaft in r.p.m.

We know that the moment of the frictional resistance or torque on the shaft,

T = WI = FR N-rn

Workdone in one revolution

= Torque x Angle turned in radians = Tx 211 N-rn

Workdone per minute = Tx2itN N-rn

We know that brake power of the engine,

Workdone per mm	 Tx2itN W/x2itNB.P. =	 =	 =	 -- watts

	

60	 60	 60

Notes: 1. From the above expression, we see that white determining the brake power of an engine with the
help of a prony brake dynamometer, it is not necessary to know the radius of the pulley, the coefficient of fiction
between the wooden blocks and the pulley and the pressure exerted by tightening of the nuts.

2. When the driving torque on the shaft is not uniform, this dynamometer is subjected to severe
oscillations.

Example 17.9. Following obserwnions were recorded during the trial of a prony brake
dynamometer.

Weight hung from the lever = 100 N; Distance between weight and pulley = 1.2 m ; Shaft
speed = 150 r.p.m. Find the brake ps.wer of the engine.

Solution. Given: W= 100 N; I = 1.2 in ; N= 150 r.p.m.
We know that brake power of the engine,

	

- W.1x2atN	 I00xI.2x21txl50w
60	 -	 60:

= 1885W = 1.885 kW Ans.

17.17. Rope Brake Dynamometer

It is another form of absorption type dynamometer which is most commonly used for
measuring the brake power of the engine. It Consists of one, two or more ropes wound around the
flywheel or rim ofa pulley fixed rigidly to the shaft ofan engine. The upper end of the ropes is attached
to a spring balance while the lower end of the ropes is kept in position by applying a dead weight, as
shtewn in Fig. 17.8. In order to prevent the slipping of the rope over the flywheel, wooden blocks are
placed at intervals around the circumference of the flywheel.

In the operation of the brake, the engine is made to run at a constant speed. The frictional
torque, due to the rope, must be equal to the torque being transmitted by the engine.

Let	 W = Dead load in newtons,

S = Spring balance reading in newtons,
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Wooden	 Spring balance
ocks

Rope

r
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D = Diameter of the wheel in metres,

d Diameter of rope in metres, and

N = Speed of the engine shaft in r.p.m.

Net load on the brake

= (W—S)N

We know that distance moved in one revolu-
tion

= it(D+d)ni

Workdoie per revolution

= (W—S)n(D+d) N-nt

and workdone per minute

=(W—S)it(DI-d)NN-m	 C

Brake power of the engine,

B.P. = Workdone per mm.
60

(W--S)it(D+d)N watts
60

Cooling
water

Dead weight
W

Fig. 17.. Rope brake dynncmctrr.

If the diameter of the rope (d) is neglected, then brake power of the engine,

(W—S)ItDN
B.P. =	 watts

Note Since the energy produced by the engine is absorbed by the frictional resistances of the brake and is
transfonsied into heat, therefore it is necessary to keep the flywheel of the engine cool with soapy water. The
flywheels have their rims made of a channel section so as to receive a stream of water which is being whirled
round by the wheel. The water is kept continually flowing into the rim and is drained away by a sharp edged
scoop on the other side, as shown in Fig. 17.8.

Example 17.10. The following data were recorded in laboratory experiment with the rope
brake -

Diameter of the flywheel = 1.2 m ; Diameter of the rope = 12.5 mm; Engine speed = 200
Dead load on the brake = 600 N; Spring balance reading = 150 N.

Calculate brake power of the engine.
Solution. Given: D = 1.2 os; d= 12.5 mm=0.0125 rn; N= 200rpm.; Wr600N;

5= 150N
We know that brake power of the engine,

B.P.	 j50)71(1.2+0.0125)iv
60	 60

	

= 5715W	 5,715 kW Ans.

EXERCISES
1. In a reciprocating simple steam engine, the Steam is supplied at 7 bar and cut-off occurs at 1/4 of

	

the stroke. Determine the mean effective pressure, if the back pressure of the steam is I bar 	 [Ans. 317 bar)
2. Steam at a pressure of 10 bar is admitted into a steam engine with expansion ratio of 4.5. If the

mean eflèctive pressure required is 3.5 bar, determine the back pressure. Neglect Compre skin and clearance of

	

the engine.	 .	 [Ans. 2.06 bar)
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3. Find the actual mean effective pressure of a double acting single Cylinder steam engine with
admission pressure of 10 bar and cut-off at 1/3 of the stroke. The exhaust pressure is 657 mm vacuum with 760
mm barometric pressure. TaIr diagram factor as 0.68. 	 ]Ans. 4 66 bar I

[Hint :p	 .d-657 = lo3mmofmercury 103x 133.3 = 13730N/m 2 = 0.I3l3bar)

4. Calculate ma atee power of a double acting steam engine from the following data:
Diameter of th 'ylinder =600 mm; Stroke = 900mm ; R.P.M. = 88; Admission pressure= 8 bar

Back pressure = 1.8 bar.
The cut-off takes , -'ce at 20% of the stroke for both ends. Assume the diagram factor to be 0.8.

Neglect the effect of clearance. 	 [Ant. 141.6 kW]

5. The stroke length to diameter ratio in a double acting steam engine cylinder is 1.3 and its expansion
ratio is 23. Tl'e engine is supplied with dry saturated steam at 9.8 bar which exhausts at 1.05 bar. The engine
develops an indicated power of 185 kW at a speed of 200 r.p.m. Assuming a diagram factor of 0.8; determine
the dimensions of the cylinder.

Assume hyperbolic expansion and neglect clearance.	 I Ant. 374.5 mm 486.8 mm]
6. Find out the diameter and stroke of the engine to develop 35 kW at a speed of 120 r.p.m. The piston

speed is 72 nmin. The steam enteriat a pressure of II bar for 3 / 8 of the stroke. The steam engine is to be of
the condensing type and the back pressure is 0.3 bar. Assume the diagram factor to be 0.82 and no clearance.

[Ans. 240 ram 300 innil

7. A single cylinder double acting steam engine has piston diameter 250 mm, stroke 400 mm and
diameter of the piston rod 50 mm. The mean effective pressure on both sides of the piston is 2.5 bar. Determine
the indicated power when the engine runs at 200 r.p.m. 	 [Ant. 32.08 kWI

8. A double acting steam engine with a bore of 300 mm and stroke of 400mm runs at 300 r.p.m. The
inlet is at 8 bar and the back pressure is 1.2 bar. The cut-off occurs at 30% of the stroke. Determine the power
developed, taking the diagram factor as 0.8 .. If the steam is dry saturated at 8 bar at the point of cut-off, determine
the steam consumption in kg/h.	 [Ant. 91.6 kW 1260 kg/ill

9. Dry saturated steam is supplied to a single cylinder double acting steam engine at a pressure of 9
b;.r and is exhausted at 1.4 bar, The cut-off takes place at 0.4 stroke and the engine develops 25 kW. The
stroke-bore ratio of the engine is 1.25 and the speed 250 r.p.m Assume diagram factor of 0.75, Calculate the
cylinder bore and piston stroke of the engine. Neglect clearance and assume hyperbolic expansion.

If the actual steam consumption is 1.3 times the theoretical quantity, find specific steam consump-
tion in kg/kWh. 	 lAns.0.195 m. 0.244 in 21.17 kg/kW h)

10. The following observations were recorded during a test on a single acting, non condensing, single
cylinder steam engine: Effective brake diameter= 2.75 in Net load on the brake= 1650 N; Speed = 100 rpm.

Find the brake power of the engine.	 [Ans. 23.76 kWj
II. In a single cylinder double acting steam engine, steam is admitted at a pressure of 12 bar and is

exhausted at 1.3 bar. The diameter of the cylinder is 250 mm and the stroke length is 450 mm. The cut-off of
steam occurs when the piston has moved 150 mm from its I.DC. position. The r.p.m. of the engine is 260.
Neglecting clearance and assuming a diagram factor of 0.9, determine the indicated power of the engine. If the
power lost in friction amounts to 7.5 kW, what will be the brake power of the engine. 	 [Ant. 1 14.86 kW)

QUESTIONS

1. State the classifications of steam engine.
2. Describe, with a neat sketch, the working ofa single cylinder, double acting reciprocating

steam engine.
3. Explain the following terms as applied to steam engines : (a) clearance volume ; (b)

stroke volume (c) cut-off volume ; (d) release and back pressure'; (e) mean effective pressure.

4. What do you understand by hypothetical indicator diagram ? Derive an expression to
determine hypothetical mean effective pressure of a steam engine having clearance.

5. How and why does the hypothetical indicator diagram differ from actual indicator
diagram?
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6. Discuss, with the help of pressure-volume diagram, the effect of clearance and compres-
sion on the workdone per stroke in a steam engine.

7. What is diagram factor? State the reasons why its value is less than unity.
8. Differentiate between indicated power and brake power of a steam engine.
9. Describe the effect of piston rod in a double acting steam engine.

10. Explain the method of measuring brake power of a steam engine.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

I. All steam engines work on
(a) Zeroth law of thermodynamics	 (b) first law of thermodynamics
(c) second law of thermodynamics 	 (d) none of these

2. A single acting steam engine produces .....power than that of double acting steam engine.
(a) half	 (b) double	 (c) four limes

3. The function of a D-slide valve in a steam engine is
(a)to guide motion of the piston rod and prevent it from bending
(b)to transfer motion from the piston to the crosshead
(c)to convert heat energy of the steam into mechanical work
(d)to exhaust steam from the cylinder at proper moment

4. The ratio of clearance volume to the swept volume is called
(a) cut-off ratio	 (b) expansion ratio
(c) clearance ratio	 (d) none of these

5. In case of condensing steam engines, the pressure of steam in the cylinder during exhaust
stroke is .....condenser pressure.

(a) equal to	 (b) lower than	 (c) higher than
6. The clearance in the engine cylinder

(a) increases the mean effective pressure (b) increases the workdone
(c) decreases the efficiency of the engine (d) all of these

7. The diagram factor is the ratio of the
(a)area of the actual indicator diagram to the area of theoretical indicator diagram
(b)actual workdone per stroke to the theoretical workdone per stroke
(c)actual mean effective pressuth to the theoretical mean effective pressure
(d)all of the above

S. The average value of diagram factor lies between
(a) 0.2 to 0.5	 (b) 0.6 to 0.65	 (c) 0.65 to 0.9	 ( 0.9 to 1.2

9. For the same length of stroke and speed of crankshaft, the piston speed for a double acting
steam engine is .....the piston speed of single acting steam engine.

(a) equal to	 (b) twice	 (c) four times
10. The actual power supplied by the engine crankshaft is called

(a) indicated power (b) brake power	 (c) frictional power

.•\

1. (b)	 2(a)	 3.(d)	 4.(b)	 5(c)
6.(d)	 7.(d)	 8.(c)	 9(b)	 10(b)
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Compound Steam Engines

1. Introduction. 2. Arrangement of Cylinders in Compound Steam Engines. 3. Advantages of

Compounding of Steam Engines. 4. Classification of Compound Steam Engines. 5. Tandem Type Compound
Steam Engine. 6. Woolf Type Compound Steam Engine. 7 Receiver Type Compound Steam Engine. 8.
Combined Indicator Diagram of a Compound Steam Engine. 9. Work 'Done and Power Developed by a
Compound Steam Engine. 10. Determination of Cylinder Dimensions for a Compound Steam Engine. II. Two
Cylinder Compound Steam Engine with Complete CIinaoun Expansion in both the H.P. and LP. Cylinders.

,, 12. Two Cylinder Compound Steam Engine with Complete Expansion in H.P. cylinder and Incomplete
Expansion in LP. Cylinder. 13. Two Cylinder Compound Steam Engine with Incomplete Expansion in both
the H.P. and LP. Cylinders. 14. Three Cylinder Compound Steam Engines.

181. Introduction
in the previous chapter, we have discussed the working of Simple Steam Engines. The

scientists and engineers, working for the improvement of simple team engines, thought of various
methods. One of the method was to use a high pressure steam. They faced the following difficulties
in expanding a high pressure steam in a single cylinder:

I. The steam, when admitted into a cylinder, comes in contact with a relatively cold cylinder
walls which cause initial condensation.

2. When the steam is expanded down to the condenser pressure, there is a greater range of
pressure difference. This causes a larger temperature range in the cylinder.

3. Due to the greater rnge of pressure difference, the ratio of expansion is large.

4. The stroke of the pistilil is large due to the large ratio of expansion.
To overcome these difficulties, the expansion of steam is divided into stages,each stage taking

place in a different cylinder. In this method, the high pressure steam is first partly expanded in the
high pressure cylinder and then exhausted into the low pressure cylinder, where the expansion is
completed. This method reduces the ratio of expansion in the cylinder, as a result of which the length
of stroke is also reduced. Moreo'ver, it reduces the temperatuie range in each cylinder. This lead to
the development of compound steam engines.

182. Arrangemel.t of Cylinders in Compound Steam Engines

We have already discussed that a steam engine, in which the expansion of steam takes place,
in more than one cylinder, is known as a compound steam engine. The cylinder, which receives the
high pressure steam, is known its high pressure (H.P.) cylinder. The steam after expanding in the high
pressure cylinder, exhausts into a larger cylinder ktjown as low pressure (LP.) cylinder. In this
cylinder, the last stage of expansion is performed. The L.P. cylinder generally exhausts into a
condenser. That is why, the compound steam engines are generally condensing type, but they may
be noncondensin, :lso. lithe expansion of steam takes place in three cylinders, the engine is called
triple expansion engine. Similarly, if the expansion is carried out in four cylinders, it is known
quadruple expansion engine.

394
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In case of triple expansion enginesrthe first stage of expansion is performed in H.P. cylinder,
intermediate expansion takes place in intermediate pressure (I.P.) cylinder, and the last expansion is
completed in L.P. cylinder. In quadruple expansion engine, the intermediate expans',n is carried out
in two I.P. cylinders.
Note The high pressure cylinder is. gcierally, of smaller size than the low pressure cylinder.
183. Advantages of Compounding of Steam Engines

Following are the advantages of compounding the expansion of seam in two or more cylinders:
I. There is a considerable economy in steam for highpressure operations.
2. The temperature range per cylinder is reduced, with a corresponding reduction in the

condensation.
3. The.ratio of expansion is reduced, thus reducing the length of stroke.
4. The leakage past the valves and piston is reduced, because of the reduced pressure

difference across these parts.
5. The steam can be reheated after expansion in one cylinder, and before entering the next.
6. The mechanical balance can be made more nearly perfect, and therefore high speeds are

possible.
7. In case of a breakdown, the engine can be mod fled to continue working on reduced load.
8. More uniform turning moment is exerted on the crank shaft, by spacing the cranks at 90°

in the case of &two cylinder engines or at 1200 in triple expansion engines. Thus a lighter
flywheel is required.

9. The forces in the working parts are reduced, as the forces are distributed over more.palts.
10.The Cost of the engine, for the same power and economy, is less than that of a simple

steam engine.
18.4. Classification of Compound Steam Engines

The compound steam engines maybe classified according to the arrangement of cranks, and
the angles between them. Two-cylinder compound engines are generally classified as:

I. Tandem type compound steam engines,
2. Woolf type compound steam engines, and
3. Receiver type compound steam engines.
These compound engines are discussed, in detail, in the following pages:

183. Tandem Type Compound Steam Engine

Steam from boiler 	 To exhaust

Fig. 18.1 Tandem (ypccornpund steam engine.

ln.this engine, the cylinders (H.P. and L.P.) have a common piston rod working on the same
crank as shown in Fig. 18.1.
26-
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In a Tandem type compound steam engine, the steam from the boiler is admitted to one side
of the high pressure cylinder. The exhaust steam, from this cylinder, passes directly into the low
pressure cylinder. Since both the pistons
are at the end of their strokes, these cylin-
ders may therefore be regarded as having	

,	 H.P. and L P. H.P. and L.P.cranks at 0° to each other.	 -.

	

Fig. 18.2 shows the graph of turning 	 E
0

moment of the crankshaft versus crank an-	 E

gle. It may be noticed from the graph that 	
0)
c

their cycles are in phase, therefore maxi- 	 E
D

mum and minimum turning moments on
he crankshaft due to each cylinder will act

at the same time (i.e. at the same crank	 0	 1800	 3600	 5400

angle). This is the disadvantage of this type 	 Crank angle
of compound engine, as a larger flywheel
is required to overcome these fluctuations Hg. IS 2. Turinrig niionicnt-crank urigic graph lot landem

in turning moment.	
compound steam engine.

1.6. Woolf Type Compound Steam Engine

In this engine, the two cylinders (H.P. and L.P.) have different piston rods attached to two differen
cranks set of 180° to each other. These cranks are cast in the same crank shaft as shown in Fig. 18.3.

	H.P. cylinder	
in

u rieceiver

—H
-

	slearnj	 [j I L6. ^ Fxliausthorn boiler I

Piston rods

	

18	 .	 \\ 	 I 1,1): I.	 .i•,IJmL Cii hut.

In a Woolf type compound steam en-

gine, the steam from the boiler is admitted
to one side of the high pressure cylinder. The
exhaust steam, from this cylinder, passes
directly into the low pressure cylinder.

Fig. 18.4 shows the graph of turning
moment on the crankshaft versus crank'an-
gle. As the cranks are 180° apart, the two
cycles are in phase and there is a targe vari-
ation in he turning moment on the crank-
shaft, which requires a large flywheel. Thus
the Woolf type compound steam engine has
the same disadvantage as the Tandem type
compound steam engine.
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18.7. Receiver Type Compound Steam Engine
In this engine, the two cylinders (H.P. and L.P.) have different piston rods attached to two

different cranks set at 900 to each other. These cranks are cast in the same crank shaft as shown in
Fig. 18.5.

H.P. cylinder	 L.P. cylinder

Steai	 r exhaustl I	 I!	 I
boiler i	 ii -;-Ifrom 4	 I

Piston
rods

Fig. I S.5. Rcccici typo ci,mpuund stciin engine

In a receiver type compound steam engine, the Steam from the boiler is admitted to one side
of the high pressure cylinder. Since the two cranks are set at 90°, therefore the two cylinders are out
of phase. As a result of this, the steam can not
directly pass from the high pressure cylinder to
the low pressure cylinder. It is, therefore,essen-
tial to introduce an intermediate vessel known
as receiver between the high pressure cylinder
and low pressure cylinder, as shown in Fig. 	 a'
18.5. The steam from the high pressure cylinder
enters the receiver, from which it enters the low
pressure cylinder.

Fig. 18.6 shows the graph of turning
moment versus crank angle of a receiver type
compound engine. As the cranks are 90° apart,
the two cycles are out of phase by 90°. The

18.6	 Turnin g n rnrit-erai.i. auIc graph forresulting turning moment diagram is also
shown in Fig. 18.6. It will be noticed that van-

rcivcr type	 iiipind steam engine.

ution of turning moment is considerably reduced by placing the cranks at 90°, hence 's lighter flywheel
is required. This is the chief advantage of the receiver type compound engine.

Woolf type dod Receiver type compound steam engines are cross compound steam engines. In cross
compounding, the cylinders are arranged side by side and each cylinder has separate piston, connecting rod and
crank.

18.8. Combined Indicator Diagram of a Compound Steam Engine
We have already discussed in the last chapter, that an indicator diagram is a graphical

representation of the variation in pressure and volume of steam inside the cylinder on p-V diagram.
In a compound steam engine, since there are two (or more) cylinders, therefore separate indicator
diagrams are first drawn for H.P. and L.P. cylinders. These two diagrams are then combined together
into one diagram, as shown in Fig. 18.7, as discussed below:

!. First of all draw the average indicator diagrams for both sides of the H.P. and L.P.
cylinders.
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2. Replot both the diagrams to the same *scale of pressure and volume.

3. Now plot the two diagrams together to give a combined indicator diagram, as shown in
Fig. 18.7.

Volume—.-
(a) Without cushion steam. 	 (h) With cushion steam.

Fig. 187. Combined indicator diagram or a cdpound steam engine.

Note: If cushion steam is to be shown (or in other words, the diagram is to be drawn with clearance), then the
same may be done as shown in Fig. 18.7(b)..
18.9. Work Done and Power Developed by a Compound Steam Engine

We have already discussed, in the last chapter, work done and power developed by a simple
steam engine. The same equation, in a slightly modified form, is used for the work done by a
compound engine. The following two conditions are generally regarded as the guiding factors for the
work done by a compound steam engine:

I. Total work done by a compound steam engine is shared equally by both the cylinders. Or
in other words, both the M.P. and L.P. cylinders do the same amount of work.

2. The initial thrust or load on the piston of both the H.P. and L.P. cylinders is the same.
Asa matter of fact, it is difficult to satisfy both the conditions from the practical point of view.

But these are taken on ly as guiding factors in order to derive the equations for the work done.
The power developed by a double cylinder compound steam engine is giveii by the relation:

200p LAN
l.P. =	 kW

where	 p, = Actual mean effective pressure referred toL.P. cylinder in bar,

L = Stroke length in metres,
A = Area of the L.P. cylinder or piston in m2, and

N Engine speed in r.p.m.
Note: The actual mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder may be obtajied as discussed in Art. 19.1 1.
18.10. DetermiflatiOn of Cylinder Dimensions for a Compound Steam Engine

The estimation of cylinder dimensions is one of the most important step in the calculation and
design of the compound steam engines. The common cylindleIr dimensions are diameter of H.P.
cylinder, diameter of L.P. cylinder, stroke length etc.

In the following pages, we shall discuss following types of compound steam engiiis:
I. Two cylinder compound steam engine with complete continuous expansion in both the

cylinders.

*	 It is j ci ii n ini in practice to ur different scales of pressure and volume for the indicator diagt.mrns of It I',

I 1-'. c !,riicr.

I -- Volume-
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2. Two cylinder compound steam engine with complete expansion in H.P. cylinder but
incomplete expansion in L.P. cylinder.

3. Two cylinder compound steam engine with incomplete expansion in both the cylinders.

18.11. Two Cylinder Compound Steam Engine with Complete Continuous Expansion In both
the H.P. and L.P. Cylinders
Consider a two cylinder compound steam engine having complete continuous expansion of

steam in both the H.P. and L.P. cylinders. Let the theoretical indicator diagram (neglecting cushion
steam or clearance volume) of such an engine be drawn, as shown in Fig. 18.8.

Let p1 = Pressure of steam admitted into the H.P. cylinder,

= Pressure of steam at the release point of H.P.
cylinder (or admission point of L.P. cylinder),

Pb = Back pressure of the L.P. cylinder.

v 1 	 Volume of steam admitted into the H.P. cylinder

V2 = Volume of steam at the release point of H.P.
cylinder (or admission point of L.P. cylinder),

V3 = Volume of steam at the release point of L.P.
cylinder.

A = Area of H.P. cylinder.

AL = Arça of L.P. cylinder, 	 Fig. 18.8. Compound steam engine
with complete continuous

L = Length of stroke, 	 expansion.
N = Speed of the engine in r.p.m. and

K = Overall diagram factor for the combined indicator diagram.
We know that volume of H.P. cylinder (neglecting clearance volume),

vl=AHXL

and volume of L.P. cylinder (neglecting clearance volume),

= A1,xL

We also know that expansion ratio in H.P. cylinder,
V2

r
Vt

Similarly, expansion ratio in L.P. cylinder,
03

rL 02

We know that the actual mean effective pressure in H.P. cylinder,I
= K l 

p,
—(l+2.3 log rH)—p2

LH

and work done,	 = p x V2 K[ t (I +2.3 log

=K[(l+2.3 log rH)_Pi]v2
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= Kfp 1v 1 (I +2.3 log r11)–p2v2]

= K[p 1 v 1 -f 2.3p 1 v1 log r11–p2v21

Since expansion of steam follows the law p v = C. therefore

Ply1	 P2 2 =

W11 = Kx2.3p 1 v1 log r11

Similarly, mean effective pressure in L.P. cylinder,

1
PL= K1 

P2
— ( l+2.3 log r)–ph

L rL

and work done,	 TL = PL XV3 =

K[p2v2 (l +2.3 log r)–pv3J

= K [ p2v2 + 2.3 p2v2 log rL – PJP3I

= K x 2.3 p2v2 log rL	 . . . (ii)

Now let us consider the following two conditions;

I. When the workdone is both the cylinders is equal, and

2. When the initial load or thrust on both the pistons is equal.

1. When the n'orhtjt,,,e in both the vlinder.s is equal

Considering that the workdone in both the cylinders (i.e. in H.P. and L.P. cylinders) is equal.
Therefore equating equations (i) and (ii).

KX2.3p 1 v 1 loggr11 = Kx2.3p2v2 log r

r. = rL	 . . . (. p1 " I  	 P2"2)

V2	 V3	 .	 (
r = - and r -

V 1	 V2	 H	 I

atd
P2	 Pb V1 	 P2	V2 17h

or

2	 tt'l-a I/u (,i,tla h,,,rla, t/Irut u	 ji	 !ist . /: IS equal

Considering that the initial load or thrust on both the pistons (i.e. the pistons of both the H.P.
and L.P. cylinders) is equal. Therefore

(PI — p2) A 11 = (P2—ph)AL

(i)

or
(PI—p2)	 A L	 1)3	 p2

( p2 – & — A 11 - —
= AxL; 03 = A 11 xL and

PlPhP2PbPP2Ph

or
	

P2
	 (same as above)
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Notes: 1. It is only a theoretical case, for double cylinder compound steam engine. However, its relations are
used in a triple cylinder compound steam engine.

2. The actual mean effective presssJre for the combined indicator diagram is ger,tcIly known as actual
mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder and is given by

P. = K[1l+2.3 log R)_Pb}

03	 V2 01
where	 R = Total expansion ratio = - =	 =

and total workdone,	 W pxv3 = K[(l+2.3 log R)_pb]v)

18.12. Two Cylinder Compound Steam Engine with Complete Espansii,n in H.P. Cylinder
and Incomplete Expansion in L.P. Cylinder

Consider a two cylinder compound steam engine having complete expansion in H.P. cylinder
and incomplete expansion in L.P. cylinder. Let the theoretical indicator diagram (neglecting cushion
steam or clearance volume) of such an engine be drawn as shown in Fig. 18.9.

Let	 p. = Pressure of steam admitted into the H.P. cylinder,

P2 = Pressure of steam at the release point of H.P. cylinder (or admission point of
L.P. cylinder),

P3 
= Pressure of steam at the release point of L.P. cylinder.

= Back pressure of steam in L.P. cylin-
der,	 i

v1 = Volume of steam admitted into the
H.P. cylinder, 	 f	 H P.

02 Volume of steam at the release point 	 p2	
2

ofH.P. cylinder (or admission point Of
L.P.cylinder), P3 	 -------

03 = Volume of steam at the release point 	 p - -	 4
of L.P. cylinder.

	

V1	V2	 V

Ali = Area of H.P. cylinder, 	 - Volume—.'

AL = Area of L.P. cylinder, 	 Fig. 18.9. Compound steam engine with

L = Length of stroke,	
complete expansion in H.P. cylinder

and incomplete expansion in
N = Speed of the engine in r.p.m., and 	 L.P.cylinr

K = Overall diagram factor for the combined indicator diagram.
We know that volume of H.P. cylinder (neglecting clearance volume),

v2 = AHxL

and volume of L.P. cylinder (neglecting clearance volume),

03 = ALxL

We also know that expansion ratio in H.P. cylinder.
V2

rH --Vt

Similarly, expansion ratio in L.P. cylinder,

V3
r =L 

02
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We know that actual mean effective pressure in H.P. cylinder.

= K{1(1+2.3 log rH)_P2J

and work done.	 WH = PH XV2 =

= K.-fJ-(l+2.3 log 
rH)_P2]v2

I 
VV1

Kfp 1 v (I +2.3 log r)-p2v2J

zi Kp 1 v+2.3 p 1 v 1 log YH_P2V21

Since expansion of steam follows the law p v = C, therefore
P i t, 1 = p2V2 = p3V3

WH = K x 2.3 p 1 v1 log rH 	 . . . ( i)
Similarly, mean effective pressure in L.P. cylinder.

= Kr( l + 2 .3 log r_Ph]
L L

and work done,	 WL = p x = KI (I + 2.3 log r1) - Pb] V3r

KF__(1+2.3 log rL)_pb]t3

L 12

= K[p2v2 (l +2.3 tog r)-pv3 ]	 . . . (ii)
Now let us consider the following two conditions:
1. When the workdone in both the cylinders is equal, and
2. When the initial toad or thrust on both the pistons is equal.

I. When the workdone in both the cylinders is equal

Considering that the workdone in both the cylinders (i.e. in H.P. and L.P. cylinders) is equal.
Therefore equating equations (i) and (ii),

Kx2.3p 1 v 1 log r = K[p2v2 (l+2.3 log r)_-pv1)

2.3 p,1 v 1 log r = p212 0 + 2.3 tog rL)

	2.3 log . 	=	 +2.3 log r)-
. p iv I	 ply1

I + 2.3 log TL - 
PA	 ... (-pv 1 = p2V2)
PIVI

, PA2.3 log l ( 
rH
— 1 =1 - -----

	

rL	 plo1
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2.3 log —-')	 I- pbVI

	

V 1 V )	 PIVI

2.3 log --= _!

	

V1V3 )
	

p1v1

2. Wien the initial load Or thrust on both the pistons is equal
Considering that the initial load or thrust on both the pistons (i.e. the piston of both the H.P.

and L.P. cylinders) is equal. Therefore
(p I — p2) A H = (P2 — ph) AL

p i —pi AL!
or	 ...(.V=ALXL and V2XL)

	

P2 P	 A H	 2
Example 18.1. A tvo cylinder compoundsteam engine is to develop 90 LW at 110 r.p.m.

The steam is supplied at 7.35 bar and the condenser pressure is 0.21 bar. The stroke of each piston
is equal to LP. cylinder diameter. The total expansion ratio is 15. Allow a diagram factor of ).7.
Assume hyperbolic expansion and neglect clearance and receiver loss. Determine the diameter of
the cylinders so that they may develop equal power.

Solution. Given: I.P.=9OkW;N=llOr.p.m.;p I = 7.35 bar; Ph O.21 bar; L=DL;

R=o3/V 1 = 15; K=0.7

Diameter of L.P. cylinder
Let DL =Diameter of L.P. cylinder is metres.

A = Area of L.P. cylinder in in = (DL )2

= 0.7854 (DL )2

L = Length of stroke in metres = DL . . . (Given)

We know that actual mean effective pressure referred to
L.P. cylinder.

P. = K[(l+2.3 log R)_Ph]

2 P3CL

Volume—

Fig. 18.10

= 0.7[2 5 (l +2.3 log 15)_0.21] = 1.124 bar

We also know that indicated power (l.P.),

200p LA N 200x 1.124 x DL(0.7854(D[)2 110
90=—=60	 60

= 323.7 (DL)2

(DL)2 = 0.278 or DL = 0.527 in Ans.

Di(u,letero[ILP. cylinder
Let	 DH = Diameter of H.P. cylinder in metres, and

A H = Area of H.P. cylinder in m 2 = (DH) 2 = 0.7854 (DH)2 m2
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For equal powers in H.P. and L.P. cylinders, we know that

( v '	 p,,v3
2.3 logj

sVv3)	 Pi 

v	
)	

0.2
2.3lo

X 15 V, – 
I 735 3<15 = 0.5714	 .... v3iu = IS)

I V

g ^ 

log	
l 
= 

0.5714

15	 2.3
-----=O.2484

1.772	 . . . (Taking antilog of 0.2484)l5v –

•	
— - 65x1.772 = 5.155
UI

V2 	 1)2 V	 5.155We know that	 - =	 = — = 0.3437	 . . .(.. v3 = 15v,)
V3	 v1 v3	15

0.7854 (DH)2 L
or

	

	 = 0.3437
0.7854 (DL)2 L

DH = '10.3437 (DL)2 = 'fO.3437 (0.527)2 = 0.309 m Ans.

Example 18.2. The following data refer to a double acting compound steam engine:
I.P. = 375kW; R.P.M= 420; Stroke = 600mm ;Admission pressure = JO bar; Backpressure

= 0.3 bar: Expansion ratio = JO; Diagram factor = 0.8.

Assuming complete expansion in H.P. cylinder and equal initial load and expansion follows
the law p v = constant and neglecting clearance, determine

I. The admission pressurefor the low pressure cylinder, and 2. The diameter of each cylinder.

Solution: Given: LP.=375kW; N=420r.p.m.; L=600mm=0.6m; p1=lobar;
Ph=0•3 bar; R = z^,Iv, = 10;K=0.8

I	 pre.sure br !/!e Iov p, -e cure cvltufe,

Let	 p2 = Admission pressure for the
low pressure cylinder.

DL = Diameter of L.P. cylinder.

A L = Area of L.P. cylinder,

=
TE  

(D) = 03854 (DL)2,

Djj = Diameter of H.P. cylinder, and

A H = Area of H.P. cylinder,

= (D)2 = 0.7854 (D11)2

KM

Since the expansion follows the law pv
constant, therefore	 Fi. IN A
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P l o t = p2v2 = p3V3

plo1 io
p3j5 lbar	 ...(,VJVlO)

p_3 	 p3 AL L	 I x 0.7854 (DL)2 L	 (DL)2
and'? 	 = '	 v2	 AH L	 0.7854 (D0)2 L	 (D)2

For equal initial load on the pistons of H.P. and L.P. cylinders, we know that

(p1—p2)A = ( p2 — ph) A1

p 1 —p2	 A1	 0.7854(D1 )2	(D1)2

P2 - Ph - A - 0.7854 (DH)2 - (DH)2	
(LI)

From equations (i) and (ii),

PI P2 2
or PIPiP2P2Ph

P2—Pb
or

101`2 p—p2 x0.3 or p+0.7p2—I0=O

_07± 2 Xl0	 —0.7±6.36
2	 2

	

= 2.83 bar Ans.	 . . . (Taking +ve sign)

2. l.)ia,netci oJ es/i i'l,mlcr
We know that actual mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder.

= K[(I +2.3 log R)_Ph]

= 0.8[ .}(l +2.3 log 10)_0.3] = 2.4 bar

200xp LAN 200x2.4X0.6X0.7854(DL)2420
and indicated power (I.P.),	 375 =	 = ---	 kW

6-0

= 1583 (D1)2

(D1)2 = 0.237 or DL = 0.4807 to Ans.

(D )2 	 0.237
From equation (i), 	 (DH), =	 == 0.0837

P2	 2.83

DH =	 in Au',.

Example 18.3. A double acting compound steam engine with two cylinders is supplied with
steam at 14 bar and O.9 dry. The steam is exhausted into the condenser at 0.35 bar. Both the cylinders

have stroke length of 350 mm and have equal loads on their pistons initially. The diameters of H.P.

and LP. cylinders are 200 mm and 300 mm respectively. If the engine runs at 300 r.p.m., find: I.
intermediate pressure; 2. indicated power; and 3. steam consumption of the engine in kg/hour-

Assume diagram factor as 0.8 and complete expansion of steam in H.P. cylinder.
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Solution.Given :p 1 = 14 bar ;x=0.9 ;p = 0.35 bar; L=350 mm=0.35 m ;	 = 200mm
O.2 in, DL=3OOmm=O.3m;N=30Or.pmKo8

We know that volume of H.P. cylinder,

V2 = (D) L = (0.2)2 0.35 = 0.011 m3	 p,

and volume of L.P. cylinder,	 t
01 = (DL)2 L = (03)2 0.35	 0.0247 m3

E P2

P3I. Iniermediate pressure

Let	 P2 = Intermediate pressure.

We know that for equal initial load on the pistons,

(P I _P2) 03

(P2—Pb)

(14p)	 0.0247
(p2 —O.35) - o.oii =2.25

^2

Volume-

Fig. 18 . 12

= 2.25 p2 - 2.25 xO.35 or p2 = 4.55 bar Ans.
2. Indicated power

Since expansion of the steam is hyperbolic, therefore
p l o t = P2V2

Vt	
= 4.55 xO.0ll 

= 0.0036m3
P i	 14

Total expansion ratio, R =	 = 6.860.0036

We know that actual mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder,

=

= 0.8[6(I + 2.3 log 6.86)— 0.351 = 4.5 bar

Area of L.P. cylinder, 	 A = (D3 2 = (0.3) = 0.0707 m2

We know that indicated power,

= 20()pLAN - 200x4.5x0.35x0.0707x300
60	 -	 60	

kW

= 111.3kw Arts.

3. Steam consumption of the engin e in kg/hour

From the steam tables, we find that the specific volume ot steam at 14 bar (i.e. admission
pressure).

V = 0.1407 m3/kg

or
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Since the steam admitted into the H.P. cylinder is 0.9 dry, therefore actual volume of steam
(this is equal to the steam admitted in one stroke).

= XV, = 0.9x0.1407 0.1266 m3/kg

Total volume of steam admitted (or consumed) in one honr

v 1 x2Nx60 =0.0036x2300X60 = 129.6m3/h

Steam consumption of the engine

= 0.1266 = 1023.7 kg/h Ans.

18.13. Two Cylinder Compound Steam Engine with Incomplete Expansion in both the H.P.
and L.P. Cylinders
Consider a two cylinder compound steam engine having incomplete expansion in both the

H.P. and L.P. cylinders. Let the theoretical indicator diagram (neglecting cushion steam or clearance
volume) of such an engine be drawn as shown in Fig. 18.13.

4P 
C

PV

V4

—Vakme---.-

V 1 = Volume of steam admitted into the H.P. 	 Fig. 18.13. Compound steam engine
cylinder,	 with incomplete expansion.

= Volume otsteamat the reteasepoint of H.P. cylinder.

v3 = Volume of steamadmitted into the L.P. cylinder,

= Volume ofsteamat the releasepoint of L.P. cylinder,

A N = Area of H.P.cylinder,

AL = Area of L.P.cylinder,

L = Length of sjoke,

N = Speed of the engine in r.p.m. and

K = Overall diagram factor for the combined indicator diagram.

We know that volume of H.P. cylinder (neglecting clearance volume),

0, = A1xL

and volume of L.P. cylinder (neglecting clearance volume),
04 = ALxL

We also know that expansion ratio in H.P. cylinder,

Let p1	 Pressute of steam admitted into the H.P.
cylinder,

P2 = Pressure of steam at release point of H.P
cylinder,

p3 = Pressure of steam admitted into the L.P.
cylinder,

p4 = Pressure of steam at the release point of
L.P. cylinder,

Pb = Back pressure of steam in L.P.cylinder,

=
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Similarly, expansion ratio in L.P. cylinder.

V4
r

V3

We know that actual mean effective pressure in H.P. cylinder,

r
PH =K[_

P 
(l+2.3 log rH)_P

H

and work done,	 W =  	 X v2 = K{ (1 + 2.3 log rH) - p3 ] v2

Similarly, actual mean effective pressure in L.P. cylinder,

1
PL	

P
= KJ --(I +2.3 log

I r

and work done,	 WL = PL X	 = KI (I + 2.3 log rL) - Phi v4	... (ii)
rL	 J

Now let us consider the following two conditions
I. When the workdone in both the cylinders is equal, and
2. When the initial load or thrust on both the pistons is equal.

1. When the workdone in both the c ylinders is equal

Considering that the workdone in both the cylinders (i.e. in H.P. and L.P. cylinders) is equal.
Therefore equating equations (1) and (ii),

K{(l +2.3 log ru)_P3]v2

= K[(l+2.3 log r3_ph]v4L rL
Or	 (l+2.3lorH)_P3I	

IrH

=	 (I + 2.3 log rL) — Ph] =	 I (1+2.3 log rL) —Ph]v2 jr	 rHLrL

	

V	 V V

	

V2	 V V2	 r4

2. When the initial iou,1 . 'r f/trust ,,,; Oaf/i the pistons is equal

Considing that the initial load or thrust on both the pistons (i.e. pistons of both the H.P. and
L.P. cylinders) is equal. Therefore

(pI—p3)AH=(Ps—ph)AL

Pt — P3	 A L 	 V4
or	 ----=-	 ...(;v4=ALxL and v2=AHxLP3 Ph	 A li	 V2



02	 V2
rH =	 = 0.25 V2 =

and expansion ratio in L.P. cylinder,

04	 04
r = - =	 = 2.857

L	 03	 0.35v4

V.to
to

0.

( (uuf'au It, i .\le(IIn

Example 18.4. The following data refer to a double acting two cylinder compound steam

engine:

	

H.P. cylinder	 L. P. cylinder

Piston diameter	 250 mm	 450 mm

Stroke length	 600 nun	 600 mm

Cut-off (percentage of stroke length) 	 25%	 35%

Expansion follows the law	 hyperbolic	 hyperbolic

Diagram factor	 0.75	 0.65

R.P.M.	 120	 120

If the steam is supplied to H.P. cylinder at 10 bar and exhau.st takes place at 0.1/bar, detemil.ne:

1. Mean effective pressure of H.P. and L P. cylinders; and 2. Ratio of workdone in two cylinders.

Assume no clearance and compression.

Sthdion. Given: D}l=250mm=0.25m;DL45Omm=0.45m;L=600mm0.6m;

v 1 =25%v2 =0.25v2 ; v1 =35%v4 = 0.35v4 ; K=O.75;	
1

KL r= O.65 ;N= 120 rpm. ; p 1 = l0 bar; p=O.11 bar

I. Mean effective pressure of H.P. and LP. cylinders 	 H.P.	 = C

We know that expansion ratio in H.P. cylinder, 	 P,— — —

—Volume---.-
We also know that volume of L.P. cylinder, 	 I.14

04 = A L XL = E(DL)2L = (0 .45) 2 0 . 6 = 0.0954 m'

and volume of H.P. cylinder,

= A H X L = (DH)2/..	 (0.25)2 0.6 = 0.0294m3

04	 0.0954	
3 245

02 - 0.0294 -

Since the expansion is hyperbolic (i.e. p 0 = constant), therefore
PI V = p2 02 = p3 03 = P4 V4

Pi 0i	 V x 
V2 

x 
V4 

= lox ix -i-- x 2.857 = 2.2 bar—-----
= V 

= ' 
x V2 04 V3	 4 3.245

We know that actual mean effective pressure of H.P. cylinder,

= KH [(l+2.3 log rH)_3]

= 0.75{(l +2.3 log 4)-2.21 = :2 hr \IIs.

J
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and actual mean effective pressure of L.P. cylinder,

PL = KL [(l+2.3 log rL) – ph ]
rL

0.651
	 (I + 2.3 log 2.857) –0.11 ] = 0.954 bar Ans.
2.857 

2. Ratio of workdone in H. P. and 'P. cylinders
We know that workdone in H.P. cylinder per minute,

Wm = p,,xv2 xN 2.82x 105 x0.0294x 120 = 9.9x 105N-m

is taken in N/rn2)

and workdone in L.P. cylinder per minute

WL = pxv4 XN-= 0.954x 105 x0.0954x 120 = 10.92x 105N-m

(p,,1 is taken in N/rn2)

Wo = 9.95 x l0 = 0.911 Ans.
WL	 I0.92x 10

Example 18.5. The steam is supplied at 7.5 bar tea double acting, two c ylinder compound
steam engine. The back pressure is 0.2 bar, lithe cylinder volume ratio is 3.5, cut -off ii, H.P. cylinder
is 40% of stroke, and cqt-off in L.P. cylinder is 53% of stroke, determine the L.P. receiver pressure.
Also compare the initial loads on the piston.

Assume hyperbolic expansion and neglect clearance.
Solution. Given : p1 = 7.5 bar; ph = 0.2 bar; v/v2 = 3.5 ; V 1 = 40% v, = 0.4 v,;

v=S3%v4=0.53v4

We know that ratio of expansion in H.P. cylinder,	 1

V	 V	 pv=C

r == 2_ = 25	 H.P.
V 1	0.4v2	 1 2

and ratio of expansion in L.P. cylinder,

V4	 V4
rL = v. = 0.53v4 = 1.89

L. P. receiver pressure	
I

Let

	

	 p3 = L.P. receiver pressure.

Since the expansion is assumed hyperbolic, therefore

P t Vt = p3 v

V 1	 V
or	 p1 x—xv2 = p3X.-.-xV4

11, 	 V4

I	 V4
p, X_ p1 X—X---

r1 it,	 1.89	 I
= p1 x—x-- = 7.5x--x'- = 162 h.tr Ans.
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Comparison of initial loads on the piston

We know that

	

Initial load on H.P. piston - (P i P) A u -
-	

-
1	 A -- Land AL  v IL)

Initial load on L.P. piston - ( p3 —pb)AL	 (p3 Pb) v4	 I.	 4

7.5-1.62	 I
1.62-0.2 x- = 1.183 Ans.

Example 18.6. A compound steam engine is to develop 260 kW when taking steam at & 75
bar and exhausting at 0.15 bar. The engine speed is 140 r.p.m. and the piston speed is 150 rn/mitt.
The cut-off in the H.P. cylinder is to be 0.4 and the cylinder volume ratio is 3.7 Allow a diagram
factor of 0.83 for the combined cards and determine suitable dimensions of the cylinders. If the
diagram factor for the H.P. cylinder alone is 0. 85, determine the separate powers developed in the
two cylinders when the LP. cut-off is arranged to give equal initial loads on the pistons. Assume

	

hyperbolic expansion and neglect clearance effects. 	 -
Solution. Given :l.P.=26OkW;p 1 =8.75 bar; p=0.15 bar ;N=140r.p.m.; Piston speed

= lSOrn/min :v 1 =0.4v2 ;v41v2 =3.7 K=0.83 ;KH=O.85

We know that expansion ratio in H.P. cylinder.

1)2	 V2
r[ =	

= ft4v2 = 2.5

and total expansion ratio.	 .
V4	 1)4 V

R=—=—x--=3.7x2.5=9.25
1	 V2 V1

Suitable dimensions of the cylinders	 I
Let	 L = Length of stroke in metres,

DL = Dianicterof UP. cylinder inme-
tres, and

DH = Diameter of H.P. cylinder in
metres.

We know that piston speed,

ISO = 2 L N 2 L x 140 = 280L or L 1501280 0.536 in Ans.
Actual mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder.

P. = K[ (1+2.3 log R) –Pb] = 0.83 19.25(1 + 2.3 log 9.25) _0.15]

= 2.4 bar

Area of L.P. cyOnder,

A = (D! ,)2 = 0.7854 (DL)2 m2

We know that indicated power (1.P.),

200p LAN 200 x 2.4 x 0.536 x 0.7854(D3 2 140
260 =	 = 470 (D)2--- =

60
(D1)2 = 0.553 or DL = 0.744 m Ans.

OR
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We know that ratio of L.P. cylinder volume to H.P. cylinder volume.

3.7 = v
4 = 0.7854 (DL)2L	 (J)2

V2 	 0.7854 (D H)2 L - (D, )2

(D1)	 0553
(DH)2 = --- =.-1-:-	 0.1495	 = ().38ui Ans.

3.7

Power developed in H. P. cylinder

First of all, let us find the pressure of steam at release point of H.P. cylinder (i.e. p).

We know that for equal initial loads on both the pistons,

PI -p3 = - =

	

P)Pb	 V2

8.75-p
= 3.7 or 8.75-p3 = 3.7p3-3.7x0.15

p3 = 1.98 bar

Actual mean effective pressure in H.P. cylinder,

PH = KH 
Pt
-(I+2.3 log r11)-p

= 0.85[ 25 (l +2.3 log 2.5)- 1.98] = 4bar

	

Area of H.P. cylinder, A.	 (DH)2	 (0.386) = 0.1174 m2

Power developed in H.V. cylinder
200 p,, LA 1.1 N 200 x4 x 0.536x 0.1174 x 140 kW

-	 60	 -	 60
= 117.4 kW Ans.

and power developed in L.P. cylinder

= 260-117.4	 142.6 kW Ans.

Example 18.7. A compound steam engine develops 200 kW at 150 r.p.m. when the steam
enters the H. P. cylinder at JO bar and leaves the L P. cylinder at 0.2 bar. Cut-off takes place at 0.45
drake in H.P. cylinder and ratio of L. P. cylinder volume to H.P. cylinder volume is 3.2. calculate
the c y linder diameters and stroke length assuming a diagram factor of 0.75 and mean piston speed
as /80 rn/mi,,.

Also find the fraction of stroke at which cut-off occurs in L.P. cylinderfor approximately equal
initial force on both the pistons.

Solution. Given: I.P. = 200 kW; N= 150 r.p.m. ; p 1 = 10 bar ;p,, = 0.2 bar; v 1 = 0.45 ii,;

= 3.2 ; K = 0.75 ; Mean piston speed = 180 rn/mm

We know that expansion ratio in H.P. cylinder,
V2	 V2

rH == 0.45 2 = 2.22
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V4 U4 V2
and total expansion ratio, R = - =	 = 3.2x2.22 = 7.1

V 1 	 V2 V1

Stroke length	 •

Let	 L = Stroke length in nietres	 P,
pvc

We know that mean piston speed,

180=2LN=2LX150300L	
H.P.

P2—_ L 2

or	 L = 180/300 = 0.6 m Aris.
3

0Diameter of L.P. cylinder

	

it	 L.P

Let	 DL = Diameter of L. P. cylinder in metres.

____________________
Area, A = (D	 0.7854= 0.7854 (D1)2

We know that actual mean effective pressure referred 	 'I V2

to L.P. cylinder,	 -VoIu,e3

P. = K{(l+2.3 log	
18.17

= 0.75[(1 +2.3 log l.l)_-0.2] = 2,47 bar

and indicated power (1.P.),

200p LAN 200x2.97X0.6X0.7854 (DL )2 150
200=	 =	 =700(D1)2

60	 60

(D1)2 = 200/700 = 0.286 or DL = 0.534m Ans.

Diameter of H.P. cylinder

Let	 DH = Diameter of H.P. cylinder in metres.

We know that ratio of L.P. cylinder volume to H.P. cylinder volume,

3.2
14 0.7854 (DL)2L	 (DL)2

- V2 - 0.7854 (DH)2 L - (D)2

== [j4)2 = 0.298 m Ans.

Fraction of stroke at which cut-off occurs in LP. cylinder

Firstof all. let us find the pressure of steam at release point ofH.P. cylinder (i.e. p). We know

that for equal initial loads on both the pistons.

=	 = 3.2
P3Ph	 '2

l0_J?3
= 3.2 or 10—p1 = 3.2 p3-3.2x0.2

P3 = 2.53 bar
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We know that volume of H.P. cylinder.

= (li11)2 L = (0.298)2 0.6 = 0.042 m3

= 0.45 xO.042 = 0 .01 9M3	 . ..(; V 1 = 045v2)

and volume of L.P. cylinder,

V4 =

	

it	 71
 (D)'L = . (0.534)2 0.6 = 0.1344 m3

Since expansion of the steam follows the law pv C, therefore
p l ot = 1`313

or	 V3 
== IOxO.019 = 0.075ii

	

P3	 2.53

Cut-off in L.P. cylinder

	

V3	 0.075=	 =	 = 0.56 Ans.

	

v4	 0.1344
Note: The cut-off in L.P. cylinder may also be obtained as follows

We know that 	 P1 V) = P3 V3

•	 . V3 PJ  JQ.395
V i 	p3 	 2.53

0	 V V
Now	 - = - x --- x 11 = 3.95x—x— =0. Ans.

U.	 V1 02 v4	 2.22 3.2
18.14. Three Cylinder Compound Steam Engines

In the previous articles, we have been discussing double cylinder, (or in other words double
expansion) compound steam engines. In such engines, we have always been referring to H.P. and
L.P. cylinders.

But sometimes, we use three cylinder compound steam engines instead of two cylinder
compound steam engines. As the name indicates, a three cylinder (or triple expansion) compound
steam engine consists of three cylinders namely H.P. (high pressure) cylinder, I.P. (intermediate
pressure) cylinder and L.P. (low pressure) cylinder. In a triple expansion compound steam engine,
the steam is first admitted into the H.P. cylinder. After expansion in the H.P. cylinder, it is admitted
into the I.P. cylinder. Similarly, after further expansion in the I.P. cylinder, the steam is admitted into
the L.P. cylinder. Again after further expansion in the L.P. cylinder, the steam is exhausted.

All the relations of double cylinder compound Steam engines also hold good for triple cylinder
compound steam engines. The following examples will illustrate the theory of triple cylinder
compound steam engines.

Example 18.8. A triple expansion engine is supplie4with steam at 13 bar and the condenser
pressure is 0.2 bar. The overall expansion ratio is 13. Neglecting clearance effects, assuming no
pressure drop at release in the high pressure and intermediate pressure cylinders, and assuming
hyperbolic expansion, determine the ratio of cylinder volumes. Take the high pressure cylinder
volume as unity, -in order that equal powers may be developed in the three cylinders.

Solution. Given :p 1 = l3 bar; p=0.2 bar ;R = v41v 1 = 13 ;v2 = I

Let	 03 = Volume of J.P. cylinder, and

04 = Volume of L.P. cylinder.
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We have discussed in Art 18.11 that work done in H.P. cylinder,

wit = K x 2.3 p 1 v 1 log r	 (0

Similarly, work done in I.P. cylinder. 	
H.P.

W1 = K x 2.3 p2v2 log r.	 . . . (ii)	 ________

and work done in L.P. cylinder, 	 I.P.

WL = K[p3V3 (l+2.3logr1)–pv4]	 ..(iii)

Since power developed in each cylinder is the same,
therefore

Hyperbolic
expansion
(pvC)

or

W = = W	 bLIi
K  2.3 p,1 v1 log rli = K x 2.3 p2v2 log r1 	- Volume

(Equating W. and W1) 	Fig. 18.18

p1 "I	 p2 02)

	

V2	 V	 (	 V2	 03
or	 ;r =— andr= —

	

V	 V2	 H

v2xV2
03=

	

V	 V1

Again	 Kx2.3p 1 v1 log r = K[p3v3 (l+2.3 log

	

23 log 
r33	 i] PbV4

-	 l+2.3logI
4

— II--
PIVI	

V3)j PV

2.3 log	 = l+2.3 log	 1–

	

v 1	 V3 ) J1V1	
...(:p1 v =p2v2=p3v3)

) 

(v	 04

	

Vj–	
[vj	 Pt 

2.3 log _a	 2

.

3 log	 I —
Pb 04

x	 IA' 
2
-xi3 = 0.8	 ...(: v/v1 = 13)

	

(v2 V 	
2.8 03478logi X— I =

VI V4

 ... (Taking antilog of 0.i478)
VI 04

Substituting the values of v2 = I.	 = 110 1 and v4 = 13 v,, in the above equation,

I	 I
x	 2.227 or	 = 13x2.227 = 28.95

	

—	 =

	

v	 v 1 x13v 1 	(v)

I -
— – 3.07 or V 1 = 0.326m3
01

(Given v2 = I)

(Equating W	 WL)

- V4 )
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We know that v 
=	 = 3.07

-	 V1

and

	

	 V4 = l3v = 132<0.326 = 4.24

Ratio of cylinder volumes,
V2 :V3 :o4 = I :3.07:424 Ans.

Example 18.9. A triple expansion engine is required to develop 3000kW I. P. at 100 r.p.m.
The steam is supplied at 10.5 bar and back pressure is 0.07 bar. The piston speed is 180 ,n/,nin, and
diagram factor is 0.6 If the ratio of cylinder volumes is 1: 3: 7.5 and cut-off in H.P. cylinder is 0.7.
determine the size of cylinders.

Solution. Given: I.P. = 3000 kW ; N = RIO r.p.m.;

17 1 = 10.5 bar; p = 0.07 bar; Piston speed = , I80 ni/mm ; H.P. A-
K=0.6;v4 /v2 =3 ;v6 1v2 =7.5 ;v1/v2=0.7

	

	 2

pa
We know that total expansion ratio,

V6	 V6 V2R:=X

	

Job	 777-

and actual m.e.p. referred to L.P. cylinder, 	 l. 2 3 NN 5	 6

.._VOlurne

P. = K[(l+2.3 log R)_Ph]	 Fig. 18. 19

1	 1
= 0.6 

L 

10.5 (I + 2.3 log 10.7) _0.07] = 1.94 bar
10.7

Diameter o/ L P. &vI,nder

Let	 DL 
= Diameter ofL.P. cylinder in metres.

It
Area,	 A =	 = 0.7854 (D1 )2 m2

We know that indicated power (l.P.),
200pLAN 100pAX2LN

3000=--=• 60	 60

100 x 1.94 x 0.7854 (D1 )2 18() —
— 457 (D1 )2 . . .(; 2 L N = 180 rn/mm)

(1))2 = 5.56 or DL = 256 in Ans.

!)uaIuter (?f H. P. I •vli,,1er

Let	 D = Diameter of H.P. cylinder in metres.

We know that volume of L.P. cylinder,

=	 (1)1 )2 L = 0.7854 (2.56)2 L = 5.1471.

and volume of H.P. cylinder.

V2	 (D11)2 L = 0.7854 (D) 2 L
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We are given that

Diameter of!. P. cylinder

!6-
	 5.l47L

or	 =7.5
0.7854 (D ')2 L

(DH)2 = 0.8738 or D,, = 0.935 m Ans.

Let	 D, = Diamterof1.P. cylinderin metres,

We know that yolume of I . P. cylinder.

04 = (D1 )2 L =D.7854(D1)2L

04	 _M (DL =
We are given that	 - = 3 or

02	
0.7854 (Q935)2 L

(D. 2 = 2.623 or	 = I.62m Ans.

Example 18.10. In a triple cylinder compound steam engine, the steam is supplied at 12.5
bar and the back pressure is 0.2 bar. All the cylinders have restricted expansions with volumes in the
ratio of! :2.5:6 and overall expansion ratio is 15. The cut-off in LP. cylinder is 50% of the stroke
and in LP. cylinder is 65% of the stroke. Assuming hyperbo lie expansion and neglecting clearance.
6nd: 1. the theoretical mean effective pressure of the three cylinders referred to LP. cylinder; 2. the
'heoretical mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder when there is a complete expansion in
H.P. and I.P. cylinders. The overall expansion ratio is 125; and 3. the percentage loss ofpower due
to restricted expansion in H.P. and I.P. cylinders.

Solution. Given	 p5 = 12.5 bar ; p = 0.2 bar; v4 /02 = 2.5; v6 1v2 = 6;

R = v61v2 = I5;v3Iv4-5O%Of Stroke 01V, = 0 . 5v4 ;v/v6 65%0fSt10kC0r V5 = 0.6506

We know that cut-off in H.P. cylinder,

O	 t) V
–1x–=—x6=0.4

V2	V	 v2 	 IS

I. Theoretical mean effective pressure of the three cylinders referred to L.P. c%'lilu.er

Let	 p,,, = Theoretical mean effective pressure.

From the geometry of the cylinders, we find that

expansion ratio in H.P. cylinder,

V	 I
=	 =	 = 2.5

Similarly,	 r1 = - =	 = 2

H.P.
-----A

V6
and

Since expansion of steam fo lows the law p  = C,

therefore

ply1 = p3V3 = p3V5

LR

v12 V3 jV4V

....._Volume

Fie. 18.20
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01
P3 = p 1 x— = p x 

V1
—x 

V2
—x 

0
—

03	 V2 04 V3

= 12.5x0.4x-!_ x2 = 4 bat

Similarly	 p5 = P3  V-i =p3x 
VI X "4 X V

5	 4	 6	 2

4x0.5 xx 154 = 1.28 bar
	 L4 040

V6	 02 06	 6

We know that theoretical mean effective pressure of H.P. cylinder,

P,,,H = .L (l + 2.3 log r14)-p3
rH
12.5=	 (I + 2.3 log 2.5) -4 = 5.58 bar

and theoretical mean erfective pressure of H.P. cylinder referred to L.P. cylinder

	

= P,,, H X L2 	 5.58 x 1 = 0.93 bar

	

V6	 6

Similarly, theoretical mean effective pressure of I.P. cylinder,

P3
p,,, 1 = —( I +2.3 log r)-p5

= (l+213 log 2)-L8 = 2.1 bar

and theoretical mean effective pressure of I.P. cylinder referred to L.P. cylinder

	

V4	 25= 2.lx— = 0.88 bar

	

06 	 6

Similarly, theoretical mean effective pressure of L.P. cylinder,

(.. V	 I

•••L 066

V.	 2.5
06 	 6 )

P5= —(l+2.3 log r)-p6rJ

1.28p,,,1 = .j-(l +2.3 log l.54)-0.2 = 0.99 bar

Total theoretical mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder,

P.1 = 0.93 + 0.88 + 0.99	 2.80 bar Ans.	 . . . (i)
2. Theoretical mean effective pressI.re referred to LP. cylinder for complete expansion

We know that theoretical mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinder when there is
complete expansion in H.P. and I.P. cylinders (or in other words there is a complete expansion from
VI to v6),

L'	 -
P.41 = -- ( l+2.3logR)-p6

(

= (1 + 2.3 log 12.5) -0.2 = 3.3 bar Ans. . . . (Given R = 12.5)
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3. Percentage loss of power due to restricted expansion in H.P. and I.P. cylinders
We know that percentage loss of power due to restricted expansion in H.P. and L.P. cylinders

X 100	 3.3-2.8 = 0.1515 or 15.15% Ans.
P.2	 3.3

EXERCISES
I. A horizontal, double acting compound steam engine is to develop 360 kW under the following

conditions:
Pressure at steam chest = 12 bar ; Back pressure = 0.2 bar ; Average piston speed = 180 rn/mm

R.P.M.= ISO; Ratio of L.P. to H.P. cylinder areas=4 ;Total expansion ratio= 15 ;Overall diagram factor= 0.8.
Determine the main dimensions of the engine. Assume complete expansion in H.P. cylinder and

hyperbolic expansion. Neglect clearance.	 [Ans. 1. = 0.5 m: Du  = 0.415 M; D, = 0.831 rn)

2. A compound steam engine in required to develop 110 kW at ISO r.p.m. The steam is supplied at
7.5 bar and back pressure is 0.2 bar. Assuming complete hyperbolic expansion ratio of IS, calculate the cylinder
diameters, so that powerdeveloped by each cylinder is equal. Take stroke length equal to diameterof L.P. cylinder
and diagram factor as 0.7. Neglect clearance.	 (Ans. Di r = 0.367 m; DL = 0.623 m)

3. The following data refer to a double acting compound steam engine:
Indicated power = 300 kW ; Speed = 120 r.p.m Stroke = 900mm; Initial pressure= 12 bar; Back

pressure = 0.14 bar; Expansion ratio = IS ; Diagram factor = 0.85.
Assuming complete expansion in H.P. cylinder, equal initial load, hyperbolic expansion and

neglecting clearance, determine: I. the receiver pressure for L.P. cylinder; and 2. the diameters of H.P. and L.P.
cylinders.	 (Ans. 2.7 bar DL = 0.669 m ; DH = 0.364 nil

4. A double acting, two cylinder compound steam engine develops 185 kW at 120 r.p.m., when
supplied with steam at a pressure of 7.5 bar. The condenser pressure is 0.2 bar; allowable piston speed is ISO
mis; the ratio of cylinder volumes is 3.5; diagram factor is 0.8; and cut-off in H.P. cylinder is at 0.4 stroke.

Assuming hyperbolic expansion and neglecting clearance, determine the cylinder dimensions.

[Ans. L = 0.684 m; Du = 0.366 m)

5. A double acting compound engine working between pressures 10,5 bar and 0.3 bar has a total ratio
of expansion as 10. The cut-off in the H.P. cylinder takes place at0.4 of stroke. Assuming hyperbolic expansion,
find: 1. the cut-off in the L.P. cylinder if the initial loads on two pistons are equal, and 2. the ratio of workdorie
in the two cylinders. 	 [Ans. 0.45 of stroke; 1.117)

6. A double acting compound steam engine is required to develop 400 kW at 125 r.p.m. The steam is
supplied at 13 bar with cut-off at 0.5 stroke in the H.P. cylinder. The condenser pressure is 0.14 bar, the mean
piston speed 235 metres/mm; overall expansion ratio 14; overall diagram factor 0.7; the stroke of H.P. and L.P.
cylinders are same. Neglciing clearance and assuming hyperbolic expansion, calculate the L.P. and H.P.cylinder
diameters and the stroke. Also find the cut-off in L.P. cylinder for equal load on both the pistons.

[Ans. L = 0.94 m: D, = 0.758 m; Du = 0,286 m, 0.531

7. A double acting compound steam engine has cylinder diameter H.P. = 300 mm ; L.P. = 600 mm
and stroke of both cylinders is 400mm. The engine develops 32 kW while running at 160 r.p.:n, The steam is
supplied at 13.8 bar and hack pressure is 0.28 bar. If cutoff in the H.P. cylinder is at one-third stroke, find the
actual and theoretical mean effective pressure referred to L.P. cylinderand hence fund the overall diagram factor.
Neglect clearance.	 lAns. 2.64 bar :3.73 bar; 0.821

8. A two cylinder compound steam engine receives steam at a pressure of 8 bar and discharges at 0.2
bar. The cylinder volume ratio is 4. The cut-off in H.P. and L.P. cylinder is 0.4 and 0.5 of the stroke respectively.
Determine: I. the actual mean effective pressure in H.P. and L.P. cylinders, if the diagram factor for the H.P.
and L.P. cylinders is 0.75 and 0.65 respectively, and 2. the ratio of workdone in H.P. and L.P. cylinders.

[Ans. 3.4 bar, 0.75 bar; 0.9851

9. A compound steam engine develops 330 kW indicated power when taking steamu at 105 bar and
exhausting at 0,21 bar. The rotational speed is 180 r.p.m. and the piston speed is 183 mlmin. The cut-off in H.P.
cylinder is to be 0.4 of the stroke; cut-off in L.P. cylinder is 0.5 of stroke, and the cylinder volume ratio is
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4. Assuming hyperbolic expansion and neglecting clearance, determine suitable cylinder dimensions. 'lake
diagram factor 0.84. Find also the L.P. receiver pressure and compare the initial loads on the piston,

[Ans. L=0.508 m;DL = O.71 m,	 m 2.1 bar: 1.111

10. A double acting compound steam engine working between pressures of 10 bar and 0.21 bar is to
develop 150 kW indicated power at 90 r.p.m. The H.P. cylinder cut-off is at 0.35 of stroke and ratio of L.P.

cylinder to H.P. cylinder volume is 3.2. Determine the cylinder diameters and stroke assuming a diagram factor
of 0.7 and mean piston speed of 135 metres/mm.

Find also the fraction of stroke at which the cut-off should occur in L.P. cylinder for equal initial
load on both the pistons. 	 [Ans. L = 0.75 in D = 0.603 in; D1 = 0.337 in 0.43 of stroke!

- Ii. A double acting compound steam engine is developing 45 kW at 200 r.p.m. The engine is supplied
with steam at 10 bar. The back pressure is 650 mm of Hg and the barometer reads 750 mntof 1-1g. The cut-off
in II P. cylinder takes place at 50% of the stroke and the overall expansion ratio is 12. The ratio of stroke to L.P.
cylinder diameter is 1.2 and the overall diagram factor is 0.7. Find the cylinder diameters, stroke and L.P. cut-off
for equal initial piston loads. 	 [Ans. D1 = 0.333 m.D11 =0.136 in. L = 0.4 in 0.54 oistrokcl

12. A double acting compound steam engine is supplied with steam at 8 bar and exhausts into a
condenser at a pressuie of 0.3 bar. The ratio of cylinder volumes is 4 and cut-off in H.P. cylinder takes place at
50% of the stroke. The length of stroke of both the cylinders is same. Assuming hyperbolic expansion and
neglectng clearance, find:

!. the cut-off in L.P. cylinder for equal initial load on the pistons,
2.the mean effective pressure of each cylinder referred to L.P. cylinder, and
3.the percentage loss of work due to incomplete expansion in H.P. cylinder.

[Ans. 0.543: 1.23 bar. 1.31 bar 8.63 %[
13. A triple expansion engine is to develop 2200 kW indicated power at a piston speed of 400 rn/mm.

The volumes ofH.P., I.P. and L.P. cylinders are in the ratio of!: 2.5 :7.5. The initial pressure of steam is 17
bar and the,xhaust pressure is 0.2 bar. The cut-off in H.P. cylinder is at 0.5 of the stroke and overall diagram
factor is 0.65.

Assuming complete expansion in H.P. and I.P. cylinders and hyparbelic expansion, determine the
Oamerersofthecyliriders. Neglectcleaance.	 [Ans. DL= 1.272 in D1 - 0.734 in . D11 = 0.464 sir

14. In a triple expansion steam engine, the steam is supplied at 15 bar and back pressure is 0.14 bar.
All lbr cylinders have restricted expansion. The cylinder volumes are in the ratio of I : 2.5 :7.5 and overall
expansion ratio is 15. If the cut-off in !.P. cylinder occurs at 50% of stroke and cut-off in LI'. cylinder is 60%
it stroke, calculate the total mean effective pressure of all the cylinders referred to L.P. cylinder. Assume

hyperbolic expansion and neglect clearance 	 [Ans. 3.402 han
15.. A triple expansion engine is required to develop 2950 kW at a piston speed oF 210 nt/rain, under

the following conditions:
Pressure in the steam chest = IS bar; Back pressure = 0.15 bar; Cylinder volume ratios = 1:2.4:

7.2; Total expansion ratio = 18; Overall diagram factor = 0.62.
Assuming equal initial load on each piston. find: 1. cylinder diameters :2. receiver pressures; and

3. cut-off points in each cylinder.
Neglect clearance and assume hyperbolic expansion.

[Ans.Di =2.367m,D1 = 1.367rnD0 =0.882in; 5.46 bar. l.47S bar: 0.4,O.458.0.565f

QUESTIONS
I. Explain what is meant by compounding of steam engines.
2. State the advantages of compounding a steam engine.
3. Explain, with the help of line diagrams, the varibus methods of compounding a steam

engine
4. What are the main factors in deciding the sizes of the cylinder in a compound steam

engine?
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OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS
I. In a compound steam engine, the last stage of expansion is carried out in a

(a) low pressure cylinder 	 (b) high pressure-cylinder

(c) Intermediate pressure cylinder	 (d) none of these
2. By compounding the expansion of steam in two or more cylinders, the ratio of expansion

(a) increases	 () decreases	 (c) does not change
3• By compounding (he expansion of steam in two or more cylinders, the length of stroke

(a) increases	 (b) decreases	 (c) does not change

4. A compound steam engine requires .....flywheel than simple steam engine.

(a) lighter	 (b) heavier

5. In a compound steam engine, the diameter of high pressure cylinder is .....the low pressure

cylinder
(a) equal to	 (b) less than	 (c) greater than

6. In a Tandem type compound steam engine, the high pressure and low pressure cylinders

(a) have common piston rod	 (b) are set at 90°

(c) have separate piston rods 	 (d) are set in V-arrangement

7, The high pressure and low pressure cylinders in a Woolf type compound steam engine
are regarded as having cranks

(a) 1800 to each other 	 (b) 900 to each other

(c) 0° to each other	 ( none of these

$. In a receiver type compound steam engine, the high pressure and low pressure cylinders

(a) have common piston rod 	 (b) are set at 90°

(c) have separate piston rods 	 (d) are set in V-arrangement

9, A compound steam engine in which the piston rods of high and low pressure cylinders
are attached to two different cranks set at 180 0 to each other, is called

(a) receiver type compound engine	 (b) Woolf type compound engine

(c) Tandem type compound engine	 (d) both (a) and (b)

10. The high pressure and low pressure cylinders in a receiver type compound steam engine
are regarded as having cranks

(a) 180° to each other	 (b) 900 to each other

(c) 00 to each other	 (t none of these

ANSWERS

1. (a)	 2(b)	 3.(b)	 4(a)	 5.(b)

6.(a)	 7.(a)	 8.(c)	 9.(b)	 10. (b)
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Performance of Steam Engines

I. Introduction. 2. Efficiencies of a Steam Engine. 3. Mw, of Steam in Engine Cylinder. 4.
Missing Quantity. 5. Methods of Reducing Missing Quantity or Cylinder Condensation. 6. Heat Balance
SheeL 7. Governing of Steam Engines. 8. Governing of Simple Steam Engines. 9. Thnrnle Governing of
Simpk Steam Engines. 10. Cut-off Governing of Simple Engines. 11. Governing of Compound
Steam Engines. 12. Throttle Governing of Compound Steam Engines. 13. Cut-off Governing of
Compound Steam Engines. 14. Steam Consumption (Willian's Law).

19.1. Introduction

In the last two chapters. we Ive discussed simple and compound steam engines. In these
chapters, we have discussed power generated and cylinder dimensions of the steam engines. But in
this chapter, we shall discuss their performance i.e. efficiencies, governing etc.

19.2. Efficiencies of a Steam Engine

The efficiency of an engine is defined as the ratio of work done to the energy supplied to an
engine. The following efficiencies of a steam engine are important from the subject point of view:

I. Mechanical efficiency. It is the ratio of the *brake power (B.P.) to the indicated power
(l.P.). Mathematically, mechanical efficiency,

B.P.
=

It may be observed that the mechanical efficiency is always less than unity (i.e. 100%) because
some power is lost in overcoming the engine friction. In other words, the indicated power is always
greater than brake power. This power which is lost in overcoming the engine friction is known as
frictional power. Therefore, frictional power,

F.P. = I.P. - B.P.

2. Overall efficiency. It is the ratio of the work obtained at the crankshaft in a given time
to the energy supplied by fuel during the same time.

Let	 rn1 = Mass of fuel burnt in kg per hour, and

C = Calorific value of fuel in kJ/kg of fuel.

Energy supplied by fuel/mm

60

and work obtained at the crank shaft/mm

= B.P.x6OlcJ	 ... (; B.P. is in kW and j kW= I kJ/s)

The indicated power (l.P.) and bi..ke power (Br.) has already been discussed in chapter Ii.

422
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Overall efficiency,

- B.P.x6OxôCJ - B.P.x3600
0	 m1xC - mXC

3. Indicated thermal efficiency. It is the ratio of heat equivalent of indicated power to the
energy in the steam supplied per minute.

Let	 m= Mass of steam used inkg/min,
h 1 = Enthalpy or total heat of steam supplied at admission pressure

p, in kJ/kg (from steam tables), and

h 1, = Enthalpy or sensible heat of feed water at back pressure Pb in
Id/kg (from steam tables).

Energy in steam supplied/mm
= m(h1–h1)kJ/rnin

and heat equivalent to I.P. 	 = l.P. x 60 kJ/min
Indicated thermal efficiency

I.P.x60
-

Note: The mass of seam used in kg per indicated power or brake nower per hour (i.e. in kg/kWh) is known as
specific steam consumption.

We know that mass of steam used per hour
rm,X60kg/1i

Specific steam consumption
m x6()

I.P. or B.P. kg/kWh

4. Brake thermal efficiency. It is the ratio of the heat equivalent of brake power to the
energy in the steam supplied per minute. Mathematically.

Brake thermal efficiency

B.P.x60
- m (h1 - h)

Note Whenever thermal efficiency is mentioned without qualifying the name, i.e. "indicated' or 'brake, the
ir.dicated thermal efficiency should be calculated.

5. Relative efficiency. The relative efficiency is also known as efficiency ratio. It is the ratio
of thermal efficiency to the Rankine efficiency. Mathematical]), relative efficiency.

Thermal efficiency
- Rankine efficiency

Example 19.1. During a test on a single acting non-condensing, single cylinder steam
• engine, the following observations were recorded:

Bore = 225 men, Stroke— 600mm ; Speed = 100 r.p.m. ; Effective broke diameter "2.75 in;
Net load on the brake = 1650 N ; Area of indicator diagram 2500 mm2 ; Length of indicatot
diagram 100 mm; Spring strength = 530 bar/m.

Determine: 1. indicated power , 2 Brake power; and 3. Mechanical efficiency.
Solution. Given: D225 min =O225m.L=&JJr=Q6m.N....1O(jrpm;D...275

m; (W – S) =  l650N;a 1 =25O0n 2 =2500 x 10 6 m2 ;b= lOOmm=O.I m;s=S3Obar/m
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We know that actual mean effective pressure.
Area of indicatordiagramx Spring stregt

Length of indicator diagram

	

-	 - 2500x 10 x 530 13.25 bar

	

- b -	 0.1

Areaof cylinder, A = xD2 = (0.225)2 = 0.04m2

1. Indicated power
We know that indicated power.

I00p0 LAN 100x13.25x0.6x0.04X100 =53kW Ans.

	

LP.=	 60	 =	 60
. ( . Engine is single acting)

2. Brake Power
We know that brake power,

B.P. = (W—S)nD
1 N — 1650xtx2.75X100 = 23760W

	

60	 -	 60

= 23.76 kW Ans.

3. Mechanical efficiency,
We know that mechanical efficiency,

= .!: = 2376 0.448 or 44.8% Ans.

Example 19.2. Estimate the brake power of simple steam engine having 250 mm piston
diameter, and 40 mm piston rod diameter with 250 mm stroke length operating at 300 rpm. The
initial and back pressure of steam is &5 bar and 1.2 bar respectively. Assume 90% mechanical
efficiency, cut-off at 25% of the forward stroke and 0.73 diagram factor. Neglect clearance and
compression.

	N=300r.p.m.;p 1 85 bar Ph l.2 bar	 0%=0.910)2;K=O73

We know That expansion ratio.
V2	 V2

	= 	
0.25v2 =

and actual mean effective pressure,

P. = K[(l+2.3 log r)_Pb ] = 0.73[(l +2.31og4)— 1.2]

= 2.82 bar

Area of piston, 	 A = XD2 = 1C (0 .25)2 = 0.0491 m2

and area of piston rod, 	 a = Xd2 = 
.? (Q•Q4)2 = 0.00 1 26
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Indicated power,
- I00pj.AN 100pL(A—a)N - 100pL(2A—a)N

60	 60	 -	 60

- 100 x 282 X0.25 (2x 0.0491-0.001 26) 300 - 34.2 kW
60

We know that mechanical t fficiency (i,,),

09 = B
	 or B.P. = 0.9x1.P. = 0.9x34.2 = 30.78 kW Ans.

Example 19.3. A double acting steam engine with cylinder 150 nun diameter and 200 mm
stroke is to develop IS LWat 300 r.p.m. with cut-off at 20% of the stroke. The back pressure is 03
bar. Determine the admission pressure if diagram factor is 0.7. Also calculate the indicated thermal
efficiency of the engine if it receives 220 kg of dry Steam per hour. Neglect clearance.

Solution.Given :D= l5Omm=0,l5rn;L200mm=0.2m ;I.P.= l8kW;N=300r.p,m.;
02 =0.2 V1 ;p,, = 0.3 bar; K=0.7 ; m = 220 kg/h = 3.67 kg/mm

Admission pie s.sute
Let	 p1 = Admission pressure in bar, and

= Actual mean effective pressure in bar.

We know that area of the cylinder,

A = !x D2 = (0. I5)2 = 0.0177m2

and indicated power (LP.),

200p LAN 200xp x0.2x0.0177x300
18=	 =	

60	 =354

p = 5.085 bar

Expansion ratio, r = V3 /02 = 03 /0.2	 =

We also know that actual mean effective pressure (p.)'

5.085 = K E-1 (l+2,3 logr)_phj =[ (1+2.3 log 5) — 0.3

= 0.7(0.52 p1 —0.3) = 0.364 p 1 —0.21

5.085+021
=	

= 14.5 bar Ans.
0.364 

Indicted thermal efficiency

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 14.5 bar, we find that
h 1 = hg = 2789 kJ/kg	 .. .(Fordry steam)

and corresponding to a pressure of 0.3 bar,

= 289.3 Id/kg

We know that indicated thermal efficiency.

LP.x60	 18x60
M, (h —h1)	 3.67(2789 —289.3)	 0.118 or 11.8% Ans.
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Example 19.4. A double acting single cylinder steam engine runs at 250 r.p.m. and develops
30 kW The pressure limits of operation are JO bar and! bar. The cut -off i at 40% of the stroke. The
strokejbore ratio is 1.25 and the diagram factor is 0.75. Assume dry saturated steam at inlet,
hyperblc expansion and negligible effect of piston rod.

Find: 1. the mean effective pressure; 2. the cylinder dimensions, and 3. the indicated thermal
effidency.

Solution.	 Given: N=250r.p.m. ;l.P.=3OkW;p 1 = tO bar ;p,,= I bar ;v2=0.4v,1;
L/D=l.25;K=O.75

1. Mean effective pressure
We know that expansion ratio,

r = v3 / = V3 /0.4 v3 = 2.5

and actual mean effective pressure,

P. = K[(l+2.3 log r)_p]

= 0.75[T(1 f2.3 log 2.5)— I] = Sbar Ans.

2. Cylinder dimensions
Let	 D Diameter of the cylinder in metres, and

L = Length of the stroke in metres = 1.25 D	 . . (Given)

Area of the cylinder. A = xD2 = 0.7854 D2 m2

We know that indicated power (I.P.),

- 200pLAN - 200x5x L25DxO.7854D2x250
0—	

60	 60

= 4090 D3

= 0.0733 or 1) = 0.194 m Ans.

and	 L = 1.25D	 1.25 xO.194 0.2425m Ans.

1. Indicated thermal efficiency
First of all, let us find the mass of steam (m i) used per minute.

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 10 bar, we find that for dry saturated steam,

= 0.1943 m3/kg, and h 1 = 2776.2 kJ/kg

and corresponding to a pressure of I bar,

= 417.5 kJ/kg

We know that stroke volume,

= x D2 x L = (0. 194) 2 0. 2425 = 0.007 17 rn3

and volume of steam in the cylinder at the point of cut-off,

V. = 0.4 V2 = 0.4 x 0.007 17 = 0.00287 m3
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We know that mass of steam used per stroke

V2	 0.00287
=0.1943 = 0.0147 kg

and mass of steam used per minute,

0.01 I7x2N = 0.0I47x2x250 = 7.35 kg/mm

Indicated thermal efficiency

I.P.x60	 30x60
m(h 1 - h)	 7.35(2776.2- 417.5) = 0.104 or 10.4% Ans.

Example 19$. The following data were obtained during test on double acting steam engine:

Indicated mean effective pressure = 2.5 bar; R. P.M. = 104 ; Bore = 250 mm; Stroke
300 mm ; Net brake load = 1150 N; Effective brake drum diameter = 1.65 ,n.

The steam is supplied at 7 bar and is dry and saturated. The condenser pressure = 0.07 bar;
condenser temperature = 22" C and condensate quantity = 3.3 kgfmii

Determine I. indicated power. 2. brake power; 3. mechanical efficiency ; and 4. brake
fher,nal efficiency.

Solution.Given:p=2.5 bar; N= l04r.p.m.;D=250mm=0.25 in; L300mm=03m.
(W-S) = 1150 N: D 1 = 1.65 m ; p 1 = 7 bar ;p =0.07 bar; t= 22°C; m = 3.3 kg/mm

I. Indicated power

We know that area of piston,

A = xD2 = (0.25)2 = 0.0491 m2

Indicated power,

200pLAN 200x2.5x0.3x0.0491x104I.P. = -	 =	 = 12.8 kW Ans.60	 60

2. Brake power

We know that brake power,

I0.33xl03W

= 10.33 kW Ans.

3. Mechanical efficiency

We know that mechanical efficiency,

= RP.	
10.33 = 0.807 or 80.7% Ans.

4. Brake thermal efficiency 	 -

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 7 bar, we find that

h 1 = h = 2762 Id/kg	 . . .(Fordrysaturatedsteam)
and corresponding to a condenser pressure of 0.07 bar,

= 163.4 Id/kg

28-
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We know that brake thermal efficiency
- B.P.x60 -	 10.33x60 = 0.0723 or 7.23 17c Ans.
- m, (h 1 -	 3.3 (2762- 163.4)

Example ][9.6. Steam is supplied at a pressure of 12 bar and 0.95 dry to a simple double
acting non-condensing steam engine working with the following data:

B.P. 40 kW; Cut-off 0.5 of stroke; Back pressure = 1.1 bar; Clearance = 5% of stroke;

Mean piston speed 125 rn/mm; R.P.M. = 300; Diagram factor= 0.8; Mechanical efficiency 90%.
Assume hyperbolic expansion and neglect compression effect of piston rod. If the steam

C )t&SUmptiOfl is 700 kg/h, calculate I. stroke length ; 2. cylinder diameter; and 3. brake thermal
eficiency of the engine.

Solution. Given: p 1 =l2 bar; x=0.95 ;B.P.=40 kW; c=(v2-v)/v,=0.5 'Pb='•' bar;
b=vjvO.05; Mean piston speed =125n1n;N=300r.p.m.;K0.8;1,,90%=0.9;
m, 700 kg/ h= 11.67 kg/min

1

Stroke length

Let	 L = Length of stroke Inmetres.
We know that mean piston speed,

125 = 2 L = 2Lx300 = 600L
L = 125/600 = 0.208 in Ans.

2. Cylinder dia,neter
Let
	 D = Cylinder diameter is metres.

Area,	 A = A XD2 = 0.7854D2m2

We know that theoretical mean effective pressure,

*p,,. =p 1 c+2.3p 1 (b+c) log I ( b+ I-)_P,

(	 "
= 12x0.5+2.3xI2(0.05+0.5)lo 	 0.05+1	 1.1

= 6+15.18 log l.91- 1.1 = 9.17 bar

and actual mean effective pressure,
= Kxp,, = 0.8 x9.17 = 7.34 bar

We know that indicated power,

I.P. = B.P./ TI. = 40/0.9 = 44.44 kW

We also know that indicated power (LP.),

4.4•44
200 p. LA N 200x7.34x0.208x0.7854D7X300 = 1200

60	 60

D2 = 0.037 or D = 0.192 ret Ans.

Refer Chaplcr 17 Art. 178.
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3. Brake thermal efficiency
From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 12 bar, we find that

hfl = 798.4 kJ/kg, and h1g1 = 1984.3 kJ/kg

and corresponding to a pressure of 1.1 bar,

h = 428.8 Id/kg

We know that enthalpy or total heat of steam supplied,

= hfi +x' h151	 798.4 + 0.95 X 1984.3 = 2683.5 Id/kg

Brake thermal efflency

- B.P.x60	 40x60
= 0.0912

- 11.67 (h 1 - h17,) - 11.67(2683.5— 428.8)

= 9.12% Ans.

Example 19.7. A steam engine is supplied with dry saturated steam at 7 bar and exhausts
at 1.4 bar. The steam consumption was found to be 2 kg/mm, when the engine output tws 4;4 kW.
Using steam tables or chart, find the relative efficiency of the engine.

Solution. Given:p1=7bar;p2=1.4bar;m=2kg/min;jP.=4.4kW

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 7 bar, we tThd that

= h = 2762 Id/kg	 . . . (For dry saturated steam)

and corresponding to a pressure of 1.4 bar,

= 458.4 Id/kg

We know that indicated thermal efficiency

- IP.x60 -4.4x60
= 0.0573 or 5.73%m(h 1 —h,,,) - 2(2762-458.4)

Now the enthalpy or total heat of steam at 1.4 bar (h2) may be obtained from Mollier chart by

plotting the initial condition of steam at 14 baron the saturation curve and then drawing a vertical
line up to the pressure line of 1.4 bar. The corresponding value of h2 is 2470 Id/kg.

-Rankine efficiency - h1—h2 - 2762-2470 = 0.127 or 12.7%
- h1_ h, 2762-458.4

We know that relative efficiency

- Thermal efficiency - 	
= 0.451 or 45.1% Ans.

- Rankine efficiency - 0.127

19.3. Mass ofSteam in the Engine Cylinder

A steam engine takes a certain mass of steam, from its boiler, during each stroke of the piston.
This is known as cylinderfeed. In addition to the cylinder feed, there is some steam left behind in the
clearance space from the previous stroke. The steam left in the clearanc' space is known as cushion
steam. Mathematically, total mass of steam in the engine cylinder,

m = m,+mr

= Mass of steam used per hour, and

= Mass of cushion steam.
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The mass of steam used per hour may be calculated by
measuring the mass of steam condensed in the condenser over
a specified period. The mass of cushion steam is given by the
relation;

VA
,n. = -

UKh

where v, = Volume of steam at any point (H)
in the compression curve as
shown in Fig. 19.2.

Vxh = Specific volume of steam at the
given pressure at point H (from
steam tables).

a.
IP, H SC

FZ Volume —

Fig. 19.2. p-r,djagram of steam in
the engine cylinder.

Example 19.8. The volume and pressure at a certain point on the compression curve of an
4c1ua1 indicator diagram is 0.002 m3 and 2.4 bar respectively. Find the mass of cushion steam and
the total mass of steam in the cylinder using expansion stroke. The steam consumption per minute is
6.5 kg and speed is 100 r.p.m. Assume the engine to be double acting.

Solution. Given: vh = 0.002m3 ; p= 2.4 bar; m =6.5 kg/mm ; N= 100 rpm.

Mass of cushion steam
From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 2.4 bar,

we find that specific volume of steam at point 11,

= 0.7464 m3/kg

We know that mass of cushion steam.

Vh=	 =	 = 0.0027 kg Ans.
Vgh	 0.7464

._b_ Vatume-
Total mass of steam Fig 19,3

We know that mass of steam consumed per stroke,

Massofsteaminkth	 rn	 6.5
= Numberof strokes /min - 2N = 2x 100 = 0.0325 kg

Total mass of steam in the cylinder for expansion stroke

= m+m = 0.0325+0.0027 = 0.0352 kg Ans.

19.4. Missing Quantity

When a p .vcurve for the mass of dry saturated steam is plotted on the actual indicator diagram,
a curve (such as MN) is obtained. This curve is known as saturation curve. With the help of the
saturation curve, the dryness fraction of steam, at all points of the expansion curve BC. is obtained.
Thus, at any point K,

Dryness fraction of steam

= 1K = Volume of steam, in cylinder atKJL	 Volume of steam at K, if dry

Now the volume of steam represented by the line KL is called the volume of missing quantity

at point K. The missing quantity per stroke at point K may also be regarded as the difference of the
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total mass of steam in the cylinder during expansion stroke and the mass of steam in the cylinder
assuming dry saturated at point K. Therefore.

Missing quantity per stroke at K	 M

= Total mass of steam in the cylinderduring A	
A	 B	 t line

expansion stroke - Mass of steam in the T p,,	 L

cylinder assuming dry saturated at K

= (m, + inc.) -
	

C NVA

where	 v. = Total volume of steam at point K, and	 I	 E	 0

= Specific volume of dry saturated steam at 	 - Volume
pressure pk (from steam tables).

Fig. 19.4. Saturation curve in the p-v
Notes: 1. The ratio of v I v is known as indicated mass of steam	 diagram of steam in the en-
(m,) at any point K on the expansion curve. Therefore missing quantity	 gine Cylinder.
per stroke

= Cylinder feed - Indicated mass of steam
2. The missing quantity is mainly due to cylinder condensation and a small amount of steam leakage

past the valves and piston.
19.5. Methods of Reducing Missing Quantity or Cylinder Condensation

Asa matter of fact, missing quantity is the loss of work in each stroke in an engine cylinder.
It is, therefore, desirable to reduce the missing quantity. The cylinder condensation or missing quantity
may be reduced by the following methods:

1. By the efficient steam jacketing of the cylinder walls.

2. By superheating the steam supplied to the engine cylinder.

3. By lagging in pipe from the boiler to the engine cylinder with a non-conducting material.

4. By compounding the expansion of steam in two cylinders, instead of one cylinder. Or, in
other words, by keeping the expansion ratio small in each cylinder.

5. By increasing the speed of the engine.

Example 19.9. The total mass of steam in an engine cylinder is 0.032 kg. It is found from
the indicator diagram that at a pressure of 3.5 bar, the total cylinder volume occupied by steam is
0.0134 m3. Find the dryness fract ion of steam at this pressure and also the missing quantity.

Solution. Given: m = 0.032 kg Pa = 3.5 bar; = 0.0134 m3

From steam tables, we find that at a pressure of 3.5 bar, specific volume of steam at Doint K,

I pk

Vk = 0.524 m3/kg

Total volume of steam at point K, if dry

= 0.524x0.032.= 0.0167m3

Dryness fraction of steam
We know that dryness fraction of steam,

- Volumeof steam in the cylinder at point K - 0.0134
X -
	 Volume of steam at point K, if dry	 - 0.0167

= 0.802 Ans

-Volume_P-

Fig. 19.5
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Missing quantity
We also know that volume of missing quantity

= Volume of steam at K. if dry
- Volume of steam in the cylinder at point K

= 0.0167-. 0.0134 = 0.0033m Ans.

Example 19.10. Estimate the dryness fraction of steam in a cylinder at 0.7 of the stroke from
the following data:

R.P.M. = 100; Cut-off = 0.5 of stroke; Steam condensed per minute= 45 kg/mm ;Clearance
= S ;Swept volume= 0.1062 m1 ;Pressure of steam at 0.7 stroke = 4.2 bar; Pressure of steam
at 0.8of return stroke on compression curve= 1.33 bar; Volume of] kg of steam at 4.2 bar = 0.438
m3 ; Volume off kg of steam at 1.33 bar = 1.296 m3. 	

A	 B

Solution. Given: N = 100 r.p.m ; VEI -1;A = 0.5 v;
m = 45 kg/mm ; v=0.O8 v ; v = 0.1062 m3 j =4.2 bar;

p = 1.33 bar; vxk = 0.438 m3/kg ;	 1.296 m3/kg

We know that mass of Steam used per stroke or
cylinder feed, no

	

4.--

Clearance volume,

Mass of steam in kg/min
No. of strokes/nun

m 45=	 =100= 0.45 kg

(Assuming single acting engine)

_ 1
0.8

•	 Fig. 19.6

= 0.08v = 0.08x0.1062 = 0.0085m3

and volume of steam at point lion the compression curve (i.e. at 0.8 of the return stroke).

vh = v. + (I -0.8) v = 0.0085 + 0.2 x 0.1062 = 0.0297 m3

We know that mass of cushion Steam,

=

vh

 

= 17 = 0.023 kg
tIXh 

Total mass of steam used during expansion stroke.

mk = m, + m = 0.45 + 0.023 = 0.473 kg

Let	 x = Dryness fraction of steam at 0.7 of the stroke i.e. ai point K,

Now volume of steam at point K (i.e. at 0.7 of the stroke).

v. = v+0.7v = 0.0085+0.7x0.1062 = 0.083m3

We know that mass of steam used during expansion stroke,

-	 Volume of steam at 
m - Volume of steam at K, if dry x

m

Vt 	 0.083
X

;;-;; 0.473 x 0.438 = 0.4 Ans.
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Example 19.11, Thefol lowing results were obtained by measurements taken on an indit*asor

diagram of a doubte acting steam engine:
(i) Immediately after cut-off: Volume 0.1 m3 and pressure = 12.5 Lin

(ii) Immediately after compression has begun: Volume = 0.03 m 3 and pressure 4 bar.
The speed of the engine was 105 r.p.m. and the steam supply per minute was ThO kg. Find the

missing quantity in kg/mm.
Solution. Given: v=0.lm3;p1=l2.5 bar; v0.03Ifl3p4batN105r.P.m.

m= 180 kg/mm
We know that mass of steam used per stroke, i.e. cylinder feed,

Mass of steam used/rnin 	 m	 180

	

m =	 =-=	 = 0.857kg
No. ofstrokes/min 	 2W 2x!05

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 12.5 bar, we find that specific volume of
steam,

= 0.157m3/kg

and corresponding to a pressure of 4 bar, specific volume of
steam.

	

	 Opk

= 0.462 m3/kg

	

Mass of cushion steam, 	 PA

Vh =	 = 0.065 kg
Vgh	 0.462

and indicated mass of steam,

rn =
Vk  

=	
= 0.637 kg

vgk	 0.157 

We know that missing quantity per stroke

Fig. 19.7

= (m + m) - rn. = (0.857 + 0.065) - 0.637 = 0.285 kg

Missing quantity/mm
= 0.285 x 2 x 105 = 59.85 kg Ans.

Note: This is the missing quantity at the beginning of the expansion stroke.
19.6. Heat Dalance Sheet

The complete record of heat supplied and heat rejected during a certain time (say one minute)
by a steam engine in a tabulation form is known as heal balance sheet. The following values are
generally required to complete the heat balance sheet of a steam engine.

I. Heat supplied to cylinder per minute
Let	 m = Mass of steam supplied to cylinder in kg/mm,

= Mass of steam supplied to jackets in kg/mm, and

h = Total heat of steam supplied in kJ/kg.

Heat supplied to cylinder/mm.
=h(in,1m1)kJ/min

Note: If some water is received from receiver drain (m,), then heat supplied to the cylinder/mm.
= h(m,+rn1+m)kilmin
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2. Flea: absorbed in indicated power
We know that heat absorbed in indicated power (1.?.) per minute

= I.P. x 60 kJ/min	 . . . (ii)

3. Heat rejected 10 the cooling water'
Let	 mr = Mass ofthe cooling waterhnin,

= Outlet temperature of cooling water, and

tj = Inlet temperature of cooling water.

Heat rejected to the cooling water

= m X c,,, (t0 - 1.) = 4.2 mr (t0 - t) kJ/min

(: Sp. heat of water, c,,, = 4.2 kJ/kg K)

4. Heat rejected in condensate
Let	 t, = Temperature of the condensate.

Heat rejected in condensate

= m5 cc ç = 4.2 m, t kJ/min	 . . . (iv)

(': Sp. heat, of condensate, c,, = 4.2 kJ/kg K)

Note: The sum of heat rejected to the cooling water and condensate is known as heat rejected to exhaust steam.

5. Heat rejected in jacket drain
Let	 mj = Mass of water drained for jackets/mm, and

tj = Temperature of jacket water.

Heat rejected in jacket drain

= m1 c,,,t = 4.2m,t1 kJ/min 	.. .(v)

6. Unaccounted heat
There is always some loss of heat due to friction, leakage, radiation etc., which can not be

determined experimentally. In order to complete the heat balance sheet, this loss is obtained by the
difference of heat supplied to cylinder per minute and heat rejected in l.P., exhaust steam and jacket
drain.

Finally, the heat balance sheet is prepared as given below:

Heat in
Particulars

S.No.	 ki/min

Total heat supplied 	 ...	 /00

I.	 Heat absorbed in I.P.

2. Heat in cooling water

3. Heat in condensate

4. t- leatinjacketdrain

5. Unaccounted heat

Example 19.12. The following observations were made during a trial of a jacketed simple
Steam engine:

Pressure of steam supplied 	 = 10 bar
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Cylinder feed	 = 13.5 kg/mm
Jacket feed	 = 1.5 kg/mm
Condition of cylinder and jacket fred	 = 95* dry
Mass of circulating water 	 = 220 kg/min
Outlet temperature	 = 35° C
Inlet temperature	 = 15° C
Condensate temperature	 = 50'C
Temperature ofjacket drain	 = 150' C
Indicated power	 80 kW
Draw a heat balance she et for the engine and also find indicated thermal efficiency.
Solution. Given: p=IO bar; m,13.Skglnhifl ;m1 = 1.5kg1mm ;x=95%=0.95 ;m=22O

kg/mm ; t=35°C ;t = 15°C;t=50°C;t,= 150°C; IP.=8OkW

heat balance sheet
From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 10 bar, we find that

h1 = 762.6 kJ/kg; and hf, = 2013.6 kJ/kg

We know that total heat in 1 kg of steam.

It = h1+xh18 = 762.6+0.95x2013.6 = 2675.5kJ1kg

Total heat supplied to the cylinder per minute

= h (m,+m)= 2675.5 (13.5 + IS) = 40132 ki/min

Heat absorbed in I.P. per minute

	

= l.P.x60 = 80x60 = 4800 kJ/min	 .(i)

Heat rejected to cooling water per minute

	

= mc(t, — l)	 220x4.2(35— 15) = 18480kJ/min 	 . .(ii)

Heat in condensate per mm

= mcç = 13.5x4.2x50 = 2835 kJ/min

Heat rejected in jacket drain

=Mj C. tj = 1.5x4.2x 150 = 945 kJ/min

Unaccounted heat per mm (by difference)

= 40132—(4800+18480+2835+945) = 13072kJ/min

Vow prepare the heat balance sheet as given below:

1-feat in
Particulars

SNo. I 	 klimm

	

Total heal supplied	 40 132
	

J00i-

I.	 Heat absorbed in I.P. 	 4800
	

11.96

2. Heat in cooling water 	 18 480
	

46.05

3. Heal in condensate	 2835
	

7.06

4
	 Heat in jacket drain	 945

	
2.35

5.	 Unaccounted heat
	

13072
	

32.58

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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/, gdiatd thermal efficiency
We know that heat equivalent to LP./min

4800 kJ/min

and net heat supplied/min = Total heat supplied— Heat in condensate

= 40132-2835 37297kJ/min

Indicated thermal efficiency

- Heat equivalent to LPimin= 0.1287 or 287% Ans.
Net heat supplied I mm	 37297

Example 19.13. The following observations were recorded during trial on ajacketed double
acting compound steam engine supplied with dry saturated steam:

I.P. of the steam engine 	 = 180 kW
Pressure of steam supplied	 = 6 bar
Receiver pressure	 = 2.5 bar
Cylinder feed	 17.8 kg/mm
Discha rge from jacket drain	 = 2.2 kg/mm
Discharge from receiver drain 	 = 1.4 kg/mm
Mass of circulating water 	 = 350 kg/min
Rise of temperature in cooling water	 = 25'C
Condensate temperature	 = 50'C
Temperature ofjacket drain	 = 154.5" C
Average brake torque	 = 4500 N.m
Engine speed	 = 250 r.p.m.
Find mechanical and brake thermal efficiency ofthe steam engine. Also prepare heat balance

sheet on minute as well as percentage basis.
Solution. Given: l.P.=l80kW;p=6bar;p,=2.5bar;m=l7.8kg/min;m1=2.2kg/min;

1.4 kg/rrtin ;m, = 350 kg/mm ; r — t = 25°C; ç= 50°C; t= 154.5°C; T=4500.N-m;
N= 250 r.p.m.

Il'ie(liat?j(tit efJ,(icn(
We know that brake power of the engine,

B.P.= 2n	 =NT 2itx250x4500 1178(X)W= 117.8 kW
60	 60

Mechanical efficiency,

B.P.117.8
=	 =180 = 0.654 or 054 'k. Avis.

Make the,,naI e/fiuie,ur
We know that heat in B.P. per minute

B.P.X60 = 117.8 X60 7068 kJ/rrtin

Heat in condensate per minute
= m, c . t = 17.8 x 4.2 X 50 = 3738 kJ/min

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 6 bar, we find that heat in I kg of dry
saturated steam,
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h = 2755.5 kJ/kg

Heat supplied to the cylinder per minute

= h(rn+m+m) = 2755.5 (17.8+2.2+ 1.4) = 58970JJ/niin

and net heat supplied per minute
= Total heatsupplied - Heat in condensate

58 970-3738 = 55232kJ1min

Brake thermal efficiency
- Heat in B.P. per minute - 7068
- Net heat supplied per minute - 55 232

= 0. 1 28 or 12.8% Ans.

Heat balance sheet

Heat in I.P. per minute
= 1.Px60 = 180x60 = I0800kJ/Min

We know that heat rejected to the cooling water per minute

= rn,, c,, (: - I.) = 350 x 4.2>< 25 = 36750 ki/min

and heat rejected in jacket drain per minute
= mc: = 2.2x4.2x 154.5 = 1428 kJ/min

From steam tables, corresponding to a receiver pressure of 2.5 bar, we find that heat in I kg
of saturated water.

hf = 535.4 kJ/kg

Heat rejected in receiver drain per mm

= I.4x535.4 = 750 kJ/min

Unaccounted heat per minute (by difference)
= 58 970 — (10 800 + 36750 + 3738 + 1428 + 750) = 5504 kJ/min

Now prepare the heat balance sheet as given below:

Hear in
Particulars

	

S.No.	 J/,mn_—

Total heat supplied 	 58 970	 100

	

I.	 Heat absorbedin l.P.	 10800	 18.31

2. Heat in cooling water	 36 750	 62.32

3. Heat in condensate 	 3738	 6.34

4. Heat in jacket drain 	 1428	 2.42

	

S.	 Heat in receiver drain 	 750	 1.27

	

6.	 Unaccounted heat 	 5504	 9.34

19.7. Governing of Steam Engines
As a matter of fact, simple and compound steam engines are always designed to run at a

particular speed. But in actual practice, load on the engine keeps on fluctuating from time to time.
The change of load, on the steam engine, is sure to change its speed and rate of steam flow. It has
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been observed that if load on the steam engine is decreased, without changing the quantity of slearri,
the engine will run at a higher speed. Similarly, if load on the steam engine is increased, wtlout
changing the quantity of steam, the engine will run at a lower speed.

Now, in order to have a high efficiency of a steam engine, at different load conditions, its
speed must be kept constant as far as possible. The process of providing any arrangement, which will
keep the speed constant (according to the changing load conditions) is known as governing of steam
engines.

We know that work done in a cylinder of a steam engine, is equal to the area of the indicator
diagram to some scale. It is thus obvious, that if the engine is subjected to an increased load, more
work must be done in the cylinder. Similarly, if the engine is subjected to a reduced load, less work
must be done in the cylinder. Now in order to do a greater amount of work in the cylinder, area of
the indicatordiagram must be increased. Similarly, inorder to doaless amountof work in thecylinder,
area of the indicator diagram must be decreased. A little consideration will show, that in order to
increase the area of indicator diagram either steam pressure or volume of the intake steam should be
increased (or decreased for decrease in area of the indicator diagram). These days, both the above
mentioned methods are used for the governing of a steam engine. In the following pages, we shall
discuss the governing of simple and compound steam engines.
19.8. Governing of Simple Steam Engin

The governing of simple steam engines is done by a number of methods. But the following
two methods are important from the subject point of view:

I. Throttle governing, and 2. Cut-off governing.
These two methods of governing of simple steam engines are discussed, in detail, in the

following pages:
19.9. Throttle Governing of Simple Steam Engines

r'
Full load

Haltload
[a]____

'IV'	 Full load

S s

Hall
load

	

—Volume -.-	 - Volume -.-

	

(a) Throttle governing.	 (b) Cut-oil governing.

Fig. 19.8. Governing of simple steam cngroCS.

The throttle governing, of simple sleam engines, is a method of controlling the engine output
by varying pressure of the intake steam. The pressure of intake steam is varied by opening or closing
the throttle valve under the control of a centrifugal governor. This is illustrated in Fig. 19.8 (a). In
this figure. actual indicator diagram of the simple steam engine at full load on p-v diagram is shown.
Whenever load on the engine is decreased, it tends to run the engine at a higher speed. Now, in order
to run the engine at the designed speed, less work is required to be done in the engine cylinder. Or in
other words, area of the indicator diagram is required lobe reduced. In throttle governing, area of the
indicator diagram is reduced by reducing pressure of the admission steam as shown in Fig. 19.8(a).
Similarly, if the load further decreases, pressure of the admission steam is also further reduced.
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Notes: 1. In throttle governing, cut-off of the engine cylinder remains the same.

2. If load on the engine is increased, then pressure of the admission steam is aiso increased to suit the
increased load.

3. The throttle governing of a simple steam engine results in the reduction of its thermal efficiency, and
as such is somewhat wasteful with regard to the steam. The reason for the same is that at any load (below the
full load), the full pressure of the steam is not used. Moreover, due to constant cut-off, a large quantity of steam
is used in every stroke. This also tends to lower the thermal efficiency of the engine.

19.10. Cut-off Governing of Simple Steam Engines

The cut-off governing, of a simple steam engine, is a method of controlling the engine output
by varying volume of intake steam. This is done by varying the cut-off point by a slide valve under
the control of a centrifugal governor. This is illustrated in Fig. 19.8(b). In this figure, actual indicator
diagram of the simple steam engine at full load on p-v diagram is shown. Whenever load on the engine
is decreased, it tends to run the engine at a higher speed. Now, in order to run the engine at the designed
speed, less work is required to be done in the engine cylinder. Or in other words, area of the indicator
diagram is required to be reduced. In cut-off governing, area of the indicator diagram is reduced by
reducing volume of the intake steam, as shown in Fig. 19.8(b). Similarly, if the load further decreases.
volume of the intake steam is also further reduced.
Notes: I. In a cut-off governing, pressure of the intake steam remains the same.

2. If load on the engine is increased, then pressure of the admission steam is also increased to suit the
increased load.

3. This method is more economical and efficient. That is why, these days, cut-off governing is mostly
used. But it requires a special valve gear.
19.11 Governing of Compound Steam Engines

The governing of compound steam engines is done by a number of methods. But, like the
governing of simple steam engines, the following two methods are important from the subject point
of view:

I. Throttle governing, and 2. Cut-off governing.
These two methods of governing compound steam engines are discussed, in detail, in the

following pages.
19.12. Throttle Governing of Compound Steam Engines

\	 Full load	 :::\ \	 Full load

t;l;a;4ç

—Volume .... 	 -	 -VOIUtfl

	

(a) Throttle governing.	 (b) Cut-off governing.

Fig. 19.9. Governing of compound steam engines.

The throttle goveing, of a compound steam engine, is a method of controlling the engine
output by varying pressure of the intake steam. The pressure of intake steam is varied by opening or
cIong the throttle valve under the control of a centrifugal governor. This is illustrated in Fig. 19.9
(a). In this figure, indicator diagram of a compound steam engine is shown with complete expansion
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in H.P. cylinder and incomplete expansion in L.P. cylinder at full load. Whenever load on thee ' ngine
is decreased, it (ends to run the engine at a higher speed. Now in order to run the engine at the designed
speed, less work is requited to be done in the engine cylinders. Orin other words, area of the indicator
diagram is required to be reduced. In throttle governing, area of the indicator diagram is reduced by
reducing pressure-of the admission steam as shown in Fig. 19.9 (a). Similarly, if the load further
decreases, pressure of the admission steam is also further reduced.
Notes: 1. In throttle governing, cut-off point of the engine cylinder remains the same.

2. If load on the engine is increased, then pressure of the admission steam is also increased to suit the
increased load.

3. In throttle governing, work done in H.P. cylinder is greatly reduced, whereas work done in L.P.
cylinder is slightly reduced.

19.13. Cut-off Governing of Compound Steam Engines

The cut-off governing of a compound steam engine, is a method of controlling the engine
output by varying volume of intake steam in the H.P. cylinder. This is done by varying the cut-off
point under the control of a centrifugal governor. This is illustrated in Fig. 19.9 (b). In this figure,
actual indicator diagram of a compound steam engine at full load on p-vdiagram is shown. Whenever
load on the engine is decreased, it tends to run the engine at a higher speed. Now, in order to run the
engine at the desgne speed, less work is required to be done in the engine cylinder. Or in other
words, area of the indicator diagram is required to be reduced. In this method, area of the indicator
diagram is reduced by reducing the volume of the intake steam as shown in Fig. 19.9(b). Similarly,
if the load further decreases, volume of the intake steam is also further reduced.

From the geometry of the indicator diagram, we see that when volume of the intake steam is
reduced, it will reduce the pressure of steam at the release point of H.P. cylinder (or admission into
the L.P. cylinder). This will happen as the volume of H.P. cylinder (v2) will remain constant. In such
a case, area of H.P. cylinder indicator diagram will slightly increase whereas area of L.P. cylinder
indicator diagram will considerably decrease. The net effect on the indicator diagram will be to reduce
its total area. Or in other words to reduce the total work done in both the cylinders.
Notes:]. In this method, pressure of the intake steam remains the same.

2. If load on the engine is increased, then volume of the admission steam is also increased to suit the
increased load. In this case, area of the H.P. cylinder indicator diagram will slightly decrease; whereas area of
the L.P. cylinder indicator diagram will considerably increase. The net effect on the indicator diagram will be to
increase its total area.

3. If the engine runs on a very little load, area of the L.P. cylinder indicator diagram may almost become
negligible,

19.14. Steam Consumption (Willian's Law)

The amount of steam used by an engine is measured by
weighing the condensate collected from the condenser into
which the engine exhausts.

When the steam consumption per hour is plotted against
the indicated power (IP.) during a test on a throttle governed
engine, it will be a straight line. This shows that the steam
consumption per hour is directly proportional to LI'. It is called
as Wi/han 's law and the straight line is called Wihlian 'S line as
shown in Fig. 19.10.

Willian's law holds good only for a throttle-governed
engine, because the ratio of expansion remains constant. This
condition is not fulfilled in a cut-off governed engine. The
Willian's line follows the law

Fig. 1910. Wi I ian ' lav Ir sicam
COflSU rnpitc fl -
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m = a + b x LP..

where	 m = Steam consumption per hour,

a = A constant, i.e. no load consumption per hour.

b = Another constant representing the shape of the Willian's line, and

I.P. = Indicated power.

Example 19.14. A rhrotzlegovernedsteam engine develops 15 kWwith 280 kg ofsteam used
per hour and 37.5 kW with 520 kg of steam per hour. Determine she steam in kg/h when steam engine
develops 20kW.

Solution. Given: m 1 = 280 kg/h when I.P. = 15kW; m2 = 520 kg/li when I.P. = 37.5 kW

We know that Willian's law is

m = a+bXl.P.
280=a+bX15	 • • . (I)

and

	

	 520=a+bX37.5
	 (ii)

Subtracting equation (1) from equation (10.

240 = 22.5b or b = 10.67

Substituting the value of b = 10.67 in equation (i), we get a = 120.

Now the equation of Willian's line becomes

m = 120+ 10.67x1.P.

Steam cosumption at 20 kW
= 120+10.67x20 = 333.4kg/h Ans.

Example 19.15. A Steam engine of 400 kW I.P. governed by throttle control consumes 10
kg of steam per hour per L P. at full load and 12.5 kg at half load. Find the steam consumption, jf it
runs at two-third the load for 4 hours.

Solution. Given: I.P. = 400kW
We know that steam consumption at full load

= 10kg/1.P./h

Total steam consumption per hour at fuH load i.e. at 400 kW,

= 10x400 = 4000kg/h

We also know that steam consumption at half load

= 12.5 kg/I.P.Th

Total steam consumption per hour at half load i.e. at 200 kW,

M2 = 12.5x200 = 2500kg1h

According to Willian's law:

4000=a+bX400

and

	

	 2500 = a + b x 200	 . . . (ii)

Subtracting equation (ii) from (1),

1500 = 200b or b = 7.5

Substituting the value of b = 7.5 in equation (I), we get a = 1000.
Now the equation of Willian's line becomes

= 1000 + 7.5 xl.P.
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Steam consumption at 2/3 load i.e. at 2 x 400/3 kW.

= I000+7.5xx400 = 3000kg/h

and steam consumption for 4 hours

= 4x30(X) = 12000kg Ans.

Example 19.16. A steam engine with throttle governing and running at 140 r.p.m. develops
4.2 kW and 9.5 kW indicated power while steam consumption is 104 kg/h and 179 kg/h respectively.
The steam is supplied to the engine at a pressure of 6 bar and 0.9 dryness fraction. The condensate
temperature is 40' C. Find the indicated thermal efficiency of the engine when it runs at 140 r.p.m.
and develops 7.5kW.

Solution. Given: *N 140 r.p.m. ; (1.P.) 1 = 4.2kW; (1P.)2 = 9.5kW; m 1 = 104kg/h; m2
= 179 kg/h ; p 6 bar; x = 0.9 ; t 40°C

We know that Willian's law is

m = a+bxl.P.

104=a+bX4.2

and

	

	 179	 a+bX9.5	 ... (ii)
Subfracting equation (i) from (ii),

75 = 5.3b or b	 14.15

Substituting the value of b = 14.15 in equation (i), we get a = 44.57.
Now the equation of Willian's line becomes

in 	 44.57+14.15x1.P.

Steam consumption when engine develops 7.5 kW,

= 44.57 + 14.15 x7.5 = 150.7 kg/h = 2.51 kg/mm

From steam tables corresponding to a pressure of 6 bar, we find that

= 670.4 kJ/kg; and h11 = 2085 Id/kg

and corresponding to a condensate temperature of 40° C.

= 167.5 kJ/kg

We know that total heat of steam supplied,

h 1 = hn+ xhji = 670.4+0.9x2085 = 2547 kJ/kg

Indicated thermal efficiency

1.P.x60	 7.5x60
= ,n(h 1 —h,5)	 51 (2547-167.5) = 3.075 or 7.5% Ans.

EXERCISES
I. A double acting steam engine with piston diameter 275 mm, stroke length 650 mm and cut-off 50%

of stroke length is supplied steam ala pressure of7 bar. The back pressure is 1.2 bar. Assuming a diagram factor
of 0.75. find the indicated power of the engine when it runs at 250 r.p.m. Also find mechanical efficiency of the
engine if its brake power is lOt) kW. Neglect clearance. 	 [Ans. 114kW 87.7%]

Superfluous data.
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2. The following data pertains to a single cylinder double acting steam engine:

Admission pressure = 14 bar; Back pressure = 0.35 bar; Cut-off 0.4 of stroke ; Diagram
factor = 0.7 ; Cylinder diameter = 300mm ; Stroke = 1.5 Cylinder bore ; Mechanical efficiency = 80%.

Neglecting clearance, estimate brake power developed by the engine running at 200 r.p.m.

(Ans. 123.2 kW]
3. A single cylinder double acting steam engine of 280mm bore and 450mm stroke works on a supply

pressure of 10 bar and back pressure of 0.15 bar. The cut-off takes place at 25% of stroke. Assuming a diagram
factor o10.7 and engine speed 3 revolutions per second, find the I.P. of the engine. If the engine consumes IS
kg 0 dry saturated steam per minute, find the indicated thermal efficiency of the engine. Neglect clearance.

(Ans. 10.62%1
4. A single cylinder double acting steam engine with cylinder diameter I50 mm ; stroke length 2(0

mm is required to develop 20 kW of indicated power at 300 r.p.m. with cut-off at 20% of the stroke. Find the
admission pressure if the diagram factor is 0.72 and back pressure is 0.28 bar. Also calculate the indicated thermal
efficiency of the engine, when it receives 240 kg oldiy steam per hour. 	 tAns. 15.0 bar; 11.96 %J

5. The following observations were made during the trial of a steam engine:
Radius of the brake wheel = 500 mm ; Load on the brake = 1350 N ; Spring balance reading = 50 N

Steam supplied per minute = 7kg; Admission pressure of steam = II bar; Quality of steam =0.98 dry: Back
pressure = 1.1 bar: Engine speed = 240 r.p.m.

Find the brake thermal efficiency of the engine, 	 tAns. 8.5%
6. The following data relates to a single cylinder double acting steam engine using dry saturated steam:

Bore 300mm; Stroke = 450mm; Hypothetical mean effective pressure = 35 bar; Cut-off=
25% of stroke; Exhaust pressure =03 by; Steam consumption = 560 kg/b ;Speed = 160rpm.; Diagram factor
= 0.8 ; Mechanical efficiency = 80%.

Calculate brake thermal efficiency. Assume hyperbolic expansion and neglect clearance and
compression.	 (Ans. 10.I%]

7. A single cylinder double acting steam engine is supplied with thy saturated steam at II bar. The
bare is 300 ram and the stroke 375 mm. The engine runs at 250 r.p.m. with a cut-off ratio of 113 and against a
hack pressure of 0.36 bar, If the diagram factor is 0.8, calculate the indicated power if mechanical efficiency is
85% and brake thermal efficiency 15%. Calculate also the brake power and the specific steam consumption in
kg/B.PJh. Assume that the condensate is used as the feed water to the boiler and the expansion of steam is
hyperbolic. Neglect clearance 	 [Arts, 129.5 kW; 110kW; 9.7 kg/B.PJh]

8. The following observations were recorded during a trial of a single cylinder double acting
non-condensing steam engine:

Cylinder diameter = 250 mm Piston rod diameter = 50 mm ; Stroke = 350 mm ; Speed = 240
r.p.m.; Cut-off= 0.3of stroke; Length of indicator diagram = 53mm; Area ofindicatordiagram for coverend
= 1570 mm' Area of indicator (fiagram for crank end = 1440 mm' ; Spring number = 120 bar/m; Diameter of
brake wheel = 1.67 m ; Diameter of brake rope = 20 mm Dead load on the brake = 200) N; Reading of spring
balance = 200 N ; Pressure of steam supplied = 105 bar ; Dryness fraction of steam supplied = 0.9.

Find: I. Indicated power :2. Brake power; 3. Mechanical efficiency; 4. Specific steam consumption
on I.P. and H.P. basis : 5. Indicated thermal efficiency ; and 6. Brake thermal efficiency.

(Ans.45.9 kW: 38.23 kW; 83.3%; 19.35 kg/kWh. 23.23 kg/kWh ; 7.2% ;6%]
9. A steam engine uses 500kg of dry saturated steam per hour at a pressure of 20 bar and exhaust

takes place at a pressure of 0.2 bar with dryness fraction of 0.78. Find Rankine efficiency and relative efficiency
of the engine, if it develops 40 kW at full load.	 tAns. 26.8%:50.3%]

10. The volume and pressure at  certain point on the compression curve of an actual indicator diagram
is 0.028 ni and 4 bar respectively. Estimate the total mass of steam iv the cylinder per stroke when the steam
supplied is 210 kg/min at 105 r.p.m.	 .	 [Arks. 1.06 kgl

In a double acting engine running at 100 r.p.m., the following values were noted:
(i) Immediately after cut-off:

Volume = 0.0588 m 1 ; pressure = 5 bar
29-
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(ii) Immediately after compression has begun:
Volume = 0.0211 m3 ; pressure = 1.4 bar

Find the missing quantity in kg/mm. The steam supplied is 40 kg/mm. 	 [Ans. 18 kg/nun)

12. The following values were rcc&ded during a teston a single cylindet double acting jacketed steam

engifle
Pressure of steam supplied = 5.5 bar; Mass of steam used in engine cylinder = 5.4 kg/mm ; Mass

of steam used injacket= 0.5 kg/mm ;Dryness fraction of steam = 0.95; Mass of circulating water = 126.5 kg/mm
Rise in temperature of ci/culating water = 20° c ; Condensate temperature = 40" C; Temperature of jacket

drain = 140°C; Indicated power = 25 kW.
Draw a heat balance sheet for the engine and find its indicated thermal efficiency. )Ans. 8.16%]

13. The following observations were recorded during a trial on a sinie cylinder double acting
condensing type steam engine:

Pressure of steam supply = 8 bar; Mass of condensate available from condenser per hour = 95 log
Quality of steam supplied to the engine = dry and saturated ; Condenser vacuum = 300 mm of Hg ; Engine

speed = 150 r.p.m. Mean effective pressure on cover end side = 1.52 bar; Mean effective pressure on crank
end side = 1.22 bar; Diameter of cylinder = 200 mm; Length of stmke = 300 mm ; Piston rod diameter= 38
mm; Net load on the brake = 950 N ; Effective diameter of brake wheel = 0.75 m; Mass of cooling water per
minute = 45kg; Rise in temperature of cooling water = 18°C; Condensate temperature = 55° C.

Find the mechanical efficiency and brake thermal efficiency. Also draw a heat balance sheet.
[Ans. 88.14% 8.36%]

14. A reciprocating steam engine, governed by throttling, uses 530 kg of steam per hour, when
developing 55 kW I.P. It uses 2160 kg per hour when developing 280 kW I.P. Find the approximate power of
this engine when the steam consumption is 1580 kg/h, assuming the Willian's relation holds good.

lAns. 200 kW 

15. A throttle governed steam engine requires 500kg of steam per hour while developing 37.5 kW and
2000 kg per hour . when developing 187.5 kW. Find the thermal efficiency of the engine when it develops 115
IoW assuming the steam supplied to be dry saturated at a pressure of 15 bar and exhaust pressure to be 0.3 bar.

[Ans. 13%j

QUESTIONS

I. What is meant by 'efficiency' of a steam engine?

2. Differentiate between:

(a)Mechanical efficicy and overall efficiency.

(b)Indicated thermal efficiency and brake thermal efficiency.

(c)Relative effiiency and Rankine efficiency.

3. Define-missing quantity. Discuss the method to find it.

4. What are the methods used tp reduce cylinder condensation in steam engine?

5. Explain the term 'heat balance sheet'. What important fight does it throw on the workir,

of a steam engine.
6. What do you understand by the term 'governing of steam engines'? Explain its necessity.

7. Discuss the methods of governing a simple Steam engine.
8. Explain clearly, the effect on the distribution of work between the cylinders of a two

cylinder compound steam engine, when governing is done by (a) throttling, and (b) the alterations of

cut-oft in the H.P. cylinder.

9. State and explain Willian's law.
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OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

I. There is always some steam left in the clearance space from the previous strnke. This
steam left inihe clearance space is known as 	 -

(a) wet steam	 (b) saturated steam (c) superheated stam (d) cushion steam
2. The missing equality per stroke is equal to

(a) cylinder feed - indicated mass of steam

(b) cylinder feed + indicated mass of steam

(c) mass of cushion steam + indicated mass of steam

(d) mass of cushion steam - cylinder feed

3. The throttle governing of steam engines is a method of controlling the ettgine output by
varying

(a) volume of intake steam	 (b) pressure of intake steam
(c) temperature of intake steam	 (d) all of these

4. Willin's line for a steam engine is a straight line relationship between the steam
consumption per hour and

(a) indicated power (b) brake power	 (c) efficiency	 (d) pressure of steam
5. Wilian's law holds good for .......governed engine.

(a) cut-off	 (b) throttle

ANSWERS

2.(a)	 3.(b)	 4.(a)	 5.(b)
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Steam Condensers

i. Introduction. 2. Advantages of a Condenser in a Steam Power Plant. 3. Requirements of a
Steam Condensing Plant. 4. Classification of CondensErs. 5. Jet Condensers. 6. Types of Jet Condensers.
7. Parallel Flow Jet Condensers. 8. Countetflow or Low Level Jet Condensers. 9. Barometric or High
Level Jet Condensers. 10. Ejector Condensers. II. Surface Condensers. 12, Types of Surface Condensers.
13. Down Flow Surface Condensers. 14. Central Flow Condensers. 15. Regenerative Surface Condensers.
16. Evaporative Condensers. 17. Comparison of Jet and Surface Condensers. IS, Mixture of Air and
Steam (Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures). 19. Measurement of Vacuum in a Condenser.. 20. Vacuum
Efficiency. 21. Condenser Efficiency. 22. Mass of Cooling Water Required or Condensation of Steam. 23.

_Sources of Air into the Condenser. 24. Effects of Air Leakage. 25. Air Pwmp. 20. Edwards Air Pump.
27. Cooling Towers. 28. Types of Cooling Towers. -

20.1. Introduction
A steam condenser is a closed vessel into which the steam is exhausted, and condensed after

doing work in an engine cylinder or turbine. A steam condenser has the following two objects:
I. The primary object is to maintain a low pressure (below atmospheric pressure) so as to

obtain the maximum possible energy from steam and thus to secure a high efficiency.
2. The secondary object is to supply pure feed water to the hot well, from where it is pumped

back to the boiler.
Note : The low pressure is accompanied by low temperature and thus all condensers maintain a vacuum under
normal conditions.The condensed steam is called condensate. The temperature ofcondensate is higheron leaving
the condenser than that of circulating water at inlet. Itis thus obvious, that thecondensate will have a considerable
liquid heat.
20.2. Advantages of a Condenser in a Steam Power Plant

Following are the main advantages of incorporating a condenser in a steam power plant:
I. It increases expansion ratio of steam, and thus increases efficieno of the plant.

2. It reduces back pressure of the steam, and thus more work can be obtained.

3. It reduces temperature of the exhaust steam, and thus more work can be obtained.

4. The reuse of condensate (i.e. condensed steam) as feed water for boilers reduces the cost
of power generation.

5. The temperature of condensate is higher than that of fresh water. Therefore the amount
of heat supplied per kg of steam is reduced.

20.3. Requirements of aSteam Condensing Plant
The principle requirements of a condensing plant, as shown in Fig. 20.1. areas follows

J. Condenser. It is a closed vessel is which steam is condensed. The steam gives up heat
energy to coolant (which is water) during the process of condensation.
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Coiulensaie pinup. his a pump, which removes condensate (i.e. condensed steam) from

/	 the condenser to the hot well.
I/ut reel!. It is a sump between the condenser and boiler, which receives condensate
pumped by the condensate pump.

Steam Steamturbine

_/4\Cootin9
tower

cooling waterCondensj
J_________	 pump

• Makeup

Air water pump
extraction

Condensatepump TS'4F
Boiler

teed pump

Hot well

Fii. 20. I. Steam condensing plant.

4. Boilerfeed pump. It is a pump, which pumps the condensate from the hot well to the
boiler. This is done by increasing the pressure of condensate above the boil- pressure.
Air cr1/ar 1 jon /'ump. It is a pump which extracts (i.e. removes) air from the condnser.

,... Cooling rower. It is a tower used for cooling the water which is discharged from the
condenser.

, Coolii,g Water pump. It is a pump, which circulates the cooling water through the
condenser.

20.4. Classification of Condensers

The steam condensers maybe broadly classified into the following two types, depending upon
the way in which the steam is condensed:

I. Jet condensers or mixing I) .. condensers, and
2. Surface condensers or non-mixing type condensers.

203. Jet Condensers

These days, the jet condensers are seldom used because there is some loss of condensate during
the process of condensation and high power requirements for the pumps used. Moreover, the
condensate can not be used as feed water to the boiler as it is not free from salt. However, jet
condensers may be used at places where water of good quality is easily available insufficient qu.ntit;
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20.6. Types of Jet Condensers
The jet condensers may be further classified, on the basis of the direction of flow of the

conde'nsate and the arrangement of the tubing system, into the following four types:
I. Parallel flowjet condenser, 2. Counterfiow or low level jet condenser, 3. Barometric or high

level jet condenser, and 4. Ejector condenser.
These condensers are discussed, in detail, in the following pages.

291 Parallel Flow Jet Condensers

/	 In parallel flow jet condensers, both the steam and water enter at the top, and the mixture is

removed from the hot om.
The principle of this condenser is shown ii Fig. 20.2. The exhaust Steam is condensed when

it mixes up with water. The condensate, cooling water and air flow downwards and are removed by
two separate pumps known as air pump and condensate pump. Sometimes, a single pump known as
wet air pump, is also used to remove both air and condensate. But the former gives a greater vacuum.
The condensate pump delivers the condensate to the hot well, from where surplus water flows to the
cooling water tank through an overflow pipe.

Fig. 21)2. Parallel flow jet condenser

Air pump

Peilora led
conical plate

(Ki1. Cooling water

Trays Condenser
shell

Exhaust	 -
steam	 -
inlet

Condensate
t0.

Condensate pump

Hot w- elt

Fti. 203. CounlcrlIow jet ce;idcnser.

20.8. CounterfioW or Low Level Jet Condensers
In counterfloW or low level jet condensers, the exhaust steam enters at the bottom, [lows

upwards and meets the downcoming cooling water.
The vacuum is created by the air pump, placed at the top of the condenser shell. This draws

the supply of cooling water, which falls in a large number of jets, through perforated conical plate as
shown in Fig. 20.3. The falling water is caught in the trays, from which it escapes in a second series
of jets and meets the exhaust steam entering at the bottom. The rapid cctdcnsatiOfl occurs and the
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condensate and cooling waterdescends through a vertical pipe to the condensate pump, whicii delivers
it to the hot well.
20.9. Barometric or High Level Jet Coidensers

These condensers are provided at a high level with a long vertical discharge spe as shown in
Fig. 20.4. In high level jet condensers, exhaust steam enters at the bottom, flows apwards and meets
the downcoming cooling water in the same way s. that of Low level jet condenser,.The vacuum is
created by the air pump, placed at the top of the condenser shell. The condensate and cooling water
descends through a vertical pipe to the hot well without the aid of any pump. The surplus water from
the hot well flows to the cooling water tank through an overflow pipe.

'ieclion water inlet

1
NCold water	 Non return

nozzle	 valve

Hollow	 Exhaust______
truncated

pomp	 Diverg ing 	

steam
cones

• 1 • [
Discharge to

hot well

Fig. 20.4. Iligh level jct condenser. 	 Fig. 20.5. Ejector condenser.

20.10. Ejector Condensers

In ejector condensers, the steam and water mix up while passing through a series of metal
cones. Plater enters at the top through a number of guide cones. The exhaust steam enters the
condenser through non-return valve arrangement. The steam and air then'passes through the hollow
truncated cones. After that it is dragged into the diverging cones where its kinetic energy is partly
transformed to pressure energy. The condensate and cooling water is then discharged to the hot well
as shown in Fig. 20.5.
20 - Surface Condensers

A surface condenser has a great advantage over thejet condensers, as the condensate does not
mix up with the cooling water. As a result of this, whole condensate can be reused in the boiler. This
type of condenser is essential in ships which can carry only a limited quantity of fresh water for the
boilers. It is also widely used in land installations, where inferior wateris availableorthe better quality
of water for feed is to be used economically.,,

Fig. 20.6 shows a longitudinal section of a two pass surface condenser. It consists of a
horizontal cast iron cylindrical vessel packc.d with tubes, through which the cooling water flows. The
ends of the condenser are cut off by vertical perforated type plates into whin'i water tubesre fixed.
This is done in such a manner that the leakage of water into the centre condensing space is prevented.
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The water tubes paes horizontally through the main condensing space for the steam. The steam enters
.at the top and is forced to flow downwards over the tubes due to the suction of the extraction pump
at the bottom.

.xhaust steam inlet
Tube pCooling

JWalef box "Air
Condensate	 Cooling water inlet

Fig. 20.6. Surface condenser.

The cooling water flows in one direction through the lower half of the tubes and returns in
opposite direction through the upper half, as shown in Fig. 20.6.

20.12. .Types of Surface Condensers
The surface condensers may be further classified on the basis of the drection of flow of the

condensate, the arrangement of tubing system and the position of the extraction pump, into the
following four types

I. Down flow surface condenser, 2. Central flow surface condenser, 3. Regenerative surface
condenser, and 4. Evaporati ,e condenser.

These condensers are discussed, in detail, in the following pages.

20.13. Down Flow Surface Condensers

In down flow surface condensers,
the exhaust steam enters at the top and flow
downwards over the tubes due to force of
gravity as well as suction of the extraction
pump fitted at the bottom. The condensate
is collected at the bottom and then pimped
by the extraction pump. The dry air pump
suction pipe, which is provided near tie
bottom, is covered by a baffle so as to
prevent the entry of condensed steam into
it, as shown in Fig. 20.7.

As the steam flows perpendicular to
the direction of flow of cooling water (in-
side the tubes), this is also called a cross-
surfac2 ccndenser.

Ext'aust steam

Battle

To air
extraction

pump

,densate
Lion pump

Fig. 20.7. Down 110w surface condenser.
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20.14. Central Flow Surface Condensers

In central flow surface condensers,
the exhaust steam enters at the top and flow
downwards. The suction pipe of the air ex-
traction pump is placed in the centre of the
tube nest as shown in Fig. 20.8. This causes
the steam to flow radially inwards over the
tubes towards the suction pipe. The conden-
sate is collected at the bottom and then
pumped by the extraction pump as shown in
Fig. 20.8.

The central flow surface condenser is
an improvement over the down flow type as
the steam is directed radially inwards by a
volute casing around the tube nest. It, thus,
gives an access to the whole periphery of the
tubes.
20.15. Regenerative Surface Condensers

In regenerative surface condensers, the condensate heated by a regenerative method. The
condensate after leaving the tubes is passed through the exhaust steam from the engine or turbine. It
thus, raises its temperature for use as feed water for the boiler.

20.16. Evaporative Condenser

The steam to be condensed entei at the top of a series of pipes outside of which a film  of cold
water is falling. At the same time, a current of air circulates over the water film, causing rapid
evaporation of some of the cooling water. As a result of this, the steam circulating inside the pipe is
condensed. The maining cooling water is collected at an increased temperature and is reused. Its
original temperature is restored by the addition of the requisite quantity of cold water.

Cooling	 water
header

Steam

GiI:Deec	 ØCirculating
water pump

Condensate
outlet	 - - -	 -	 - -

Cottecting tank	 - Coldwater

Fig. 20.9. Evaporative condenser.

The evaporative condensers are provided when the circulating water is to be used again and
again. These condensers consist of sheets of gilled piping, which is bent backwards and forwards and
placeJ in a vertical plane, as shown in Fig. 20.9.
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20.17. Comparison of Jet and Surface Coiidensers

Following are the important points of comparison between jet and surface condensers:

S. No.	 Jet condensers	 Surface condensers

I.	 Cooling water and steam are mixed up.	 Cooling water and steam are not mixed up.

2. Less suitable for high capacity plants. 	 More suitable for high capacity plants.

3. Condensate is wasted. 	 Condensate is reused.

4. It requires less quantity of circulating water. 	 K requires a large quantity of circulating
water.

5. The condensing plant is economical and simple. The condensing plant is costly an
complicated.

6. Its maintenance cost is low. 	 Its maintenance cost is high.

7. More power is required for air pomp. 	 Less power is required for air pump.

8. 1 High power is required for water pumping.	 Less power is required for water pumping.

20.1$. Mixture of Air and Steam (Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures)

It states "The pressure of the mixture of air and steam is equal to the sum of the pressures,
which each constitutent would exert, if it occupied the same space by itself." Mathematically, pressure
in the condenser containing mixture of air and steam,

PC = P,,+P,

where	 p = Partial pressure of air, and

p, Partial pressure of steam.

Note: Inmost of the cases. we :ire required to find partial pressure of air. themfo Dalton's law may also be
used as:

PO=PCPl
Example 20.1. The following observations were recorded during a condenser zest;
Vacuum reading = 700 mm of Hg ; Barometer reading = 760 mm of Hg; Condensate

temperature = 34° C

Find: I. Partial pressure of air, and 2. Mass of air per m 3 of condenseri.'olume.

Solution, Given : Vacuum reading = 700 mm of Hg ; Barometer reading = 760 mm of Hg;
T=34°C=34+273=307K

I. Partial pressure of air

We know that pressure in the condenser

= Barometer reading .- Vacuum reading

= 760-700 = 60mm ofHg

= 60 x 0.00133 = 0.0798 bar	 . . (; 1 mm of Hg = 0.00 1 33 bar)

From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 34° C, we find that pressure of steam,

p, = 0.0532 bar

Partial pressure of air,

p. = P — p	 0.0798 — 0.0532 = 0.0266 bar Ans.
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2. Mass of air per tn3 of condenser volume
We know that mass of air per m3 of condenser volume.

p,V	 0.0266X105X1
m0 =	

0.03 kg A
RT = 287x307

	 Am.

(p0 is taken in N/rn2 and R for air = 287 $/1.g K)

20.19. Measurement of Vacuum in a Condenser
The vacuum, in general may be defined as the difference between the atmospheric pressure

and the absolute pressure. Jn he study of condensers, the vacuum is generally converted to correspond
with a standard atmospheric pressure, which is taken as the barometric pressure of 760 mm of
mercury. Mathematically, vacuum gauge reading corrected to standard barometer or in other words

Corrected vacuum = 760— (Barometer reading - Vacuum gauge reading)

Note: We know that
Atmospheric pressure	 = 760 mm of Hg = 1.013 bar

1-013Immofi-Ig	 =0.00133bar	 133N/m1	...(: l 
bar =i05N/m)

Example 20.2. A vacuum gauge fitted to a condenser reads 680 mm of Hg, when the
barometer reads 750 mm of Hg. Determine the corrected vacuum iv terms of mm of Hg and bar.

Solution. Given Vacuum gauge reading = 680 mm of Hg ; Barometer reading = 750 nun

of Hg
We know that pressure in the condenser

= 750-680 = 70 mm of Hg

and corrected vacuum	 = 760-70 = 690 mm of Hg Ans.
= 690x0.001 33 = 0.918 bar Am.

20.20. Vacuum Efficiency
The minimum absolute pressure (also called ideal pressure) at the steam inlet of a condenser

is the pressure corresponding to the temperature of the condensed steam. The corresponding vacuum
(called ideal vacuum) is the maximum vacuum that can be obtained in a condensing plant, with no
air present at that temperature. The pressure in the actual condenser is greater than the ideal pressure
by an amount equal to the pressure of air present in the condenser. The ratio of the actual vacuum to
the ideal vacuum is known as vacuum efficiency. Mathematically, vauum efficiency.

Actual vacum
- Ideal vacuum

where	 Actual vacuum = Barometric pressure - Actual pressure

and	 Ideal vacuum = Barometric pressure - Ideal pressure

Example 203. Calculate the vacuum efficiency from the following data:
Vac&um at steam inlet to condenser = 700 mm of Hg ;Barometer reading = 760 nun of Hg;

Hot well temperature = 30° C.
Solution. Given Vacuum reading or actual vacuum = 700 mm of Hg; Barometer reading =

760 min of Hg; t = 30'C
We know that pressure in the condenser

= 760-700 = 60mmofHg
From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 30°C, we find that idea! pressure of steam,

= 0.0424 bar =0.0424 = 31.88 min of Hg
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We know that ideal vacuum = Barometer reading — Ideal pressure

= 760-31.88 = 728.12 min of Hg
Actual vacuum	 700

Vacuum efficiency, T1. = Ideal vacuum = 728.12 = 0.9614 or 96.14% Ans.

Example 20.4. The vacuum efficiency ofa condenser is 96%. The temperature ofcondensate
is 40° C. lithe barometer reads 752mm of hg, find the vacuum gauge reading of the condenser.

Solution. Given: 11, = 96% = 0.96; t = 40°C Barometer reading= 752 mm of Hg
From steam tables, c.nesponding to a temperature of 40° C, we find that ideal pressure of

steam,

= 0.0737 bar = 0.00133 = 55.4 mm of Hg

Ideal vacuum = Barometer reading - Ideal pressure

= 752 55.4 = 696.6mm of Hg
We know that vacuum efficiency (rI),

	

0.96	 Actualvacudm Actual vacuum
Ideal vacuum —	 696.6

Actual vacuum or vacuum gauge reading of the condenser

= 0.96x696.6 = 668.74 mm of Hg Ans.
Example 203. In a surface condenser, the vacuum maintained is 700 mm of Hg. The

barometer reads 754 mm. If the temperature of condensate is 18' C, de'rmine: I. mass of air per
kg of steam ,' and 2. vt cuum eflciency.

Solution. Given : Actual vacuum = 700 mm of fig; Baromete g reading =754 mm of Hg;
T= 18°C= 18+273=291K

We know that pressure in the condenser,
754-700 = 54mmofHg

From steam tables, corresponding to 18'C, we find that absolute or ideal pressure of steam,

p, = 0.0206 bar = 0.0206 0.00133 = 15.5 mm of Hg

and specific volume of steam, v, = 65.09 M3/kg

Muss of air per kg of st earn
We know that pressure of air (as per Dalton's law),

= p,— p,, = 54-15.5 = 38.5 mmofflg

= 38.5 xO.00l 33 = 0.0512 bar = 0.0512x io N/rn2
and mass of air per kg of steam,

PV	 0.05!2x105x65.O9.	
=	 4kAns. ...(. pv=nth'l)	= 
	 287x291

Vacaw0 efficienc,'

We know that ideal vacuum = Barometer reading — Ideal pressure

754-15.5 = 738.5 mniof Hg

Actual vacuum	 700and vacuum efficiency, 	 Actual
 vacuum	 7385	 0.948 or 94.8% Ans.
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Example 20.6. A surface condenser fitted with separate air and water extraction pumps,

has a portion of the tubes near the air pump suction screened offfrom the steam so that the air is
cooled below the condensate temperature. The steam enters the condenser at 3' C and the

condensate is removed at 37° C. The air removed hOs a temperature of36' C. lithe total air infiltration
from all sources together is 5 kg/h, determine the volume of air handled by the air pump per hour.
What would be the corresponding value of the air handled if a combined air and condensate pump

was employed ? Assume uniform pressure in the condenser.

Solution. Given T, = 38°C = 38+ 273 = 311 K; Tr 37°C = 37+273 = 310K;

T = 36°C = 36+273 = 309K: m=5 kg/h

1. Volume of air hanillcd.b the air pump per hour

Since the pressure atentry to the condenser( p) is equal to the pressure of steam corresponding

to 38"C, therefore from steam tables,
0.0662 bar

and pressure of steam at the air pump suction, corresponding to 36° C (from steam tables),

p = 0.0594 bar

Pressure of air at the air pump suction (as per Dalton's law),

P, PrP = 0.0662-0.0594 0.006bar

= 0.0068x i05 = 680 N1ni2

We know that volume of air handled by the air pump,

m 1 RT	 5x287x309 = 652ni 3fli Ans.
p.	680

2. Valuate of air handled when a combined air and condensate pump is employed

From steam tables, corre j,onding to a condensate temperature of 370 C, we find that pressure

of steam,

p, = 0.0627 bar

Pressure of air (as per Dalton's law),

p. =	 = 0.0662-0.0627 = 0.0035bar

= 0.0035x 10 = 350N/m2

We know that volume of air handled,

- 5x287x310 = 1271 m 3/h Ans.V ='	 -P.	 350

Example 20.7. The air leakage into a surface condenser operating with a steam turbine is
estimated as 84 kg/h. The vacuum near the inlet of air pump is 700 mot of Hg when barometer reads
760 mm of Hg. The temperature at inlet of vacuum pump is 2' C. Calculate:

1. The minimum capacity of the air pump is m'/h: 2. The dimensions of the reciprocating air
pump to remove the air if it runs at 200 r.p.m. Take LID ratio = 1.5 and volumetric efficiency = HX
percent and 3. The mass of vapour extracted per minute.

Solution. Given: in. = 84 k Vacuum = 700 min of Jig; Barometer reading = 760 mm of

Hg?'T=20°C=20+273=293 K
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I. Minimum capacity of the air pnir

We know that pressure in the condenser,

= Barometer reading— Condenser Vacuum

= 760-700 = 60 trim of Hg = 60x0.00133 = 0.0798 bar
From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 200 C, we find that pressure of steam,

p, 0.0234 bar.

Pressure of air (as per Dalton's law),
p. = p - p, = 0.0798 - 0.0234 = 0.0564 bar,

= 0.0564x I  = 5640 N/rn2

We know that minimum capacity of the air pump.

m0RT 84x287x293_= - = ---	 1252.4 m3/h Ans.
P.	 5640	 -

2 Dimensions of the reciprocating pump

1e1	 D = Diameter of the cylinder is metres,

L = Lengthof the stroke inmetres = 1.5D 	 ...(Given)

= Volumetric efficiency = 100% = I

N = Speed of the pump = 200 r.p.m.	 ... (Given)

We know that minimum capacity of the air pump (v0),

1252.4t
60 = xL'xLxN = XD2X 1.5Dx200 = 235.6D3

(v is taken in m3/min)

Ti3 = 0.0886 or D = 0.446 in

and	 L = 1.5D = 1.5x0.446 0.669n1 Ans.

3. Mass of vapour extracted per minute

From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 20° C, we find that specific volume of steam,
57.84 m3/kg

Mass of vapour extracted per minute

=605784
0.361 kg/mm Ans.

V9 
x

Example 20.8. The vacuum at the extraction pipe in a condenser is 710 mm of mercury and
the temperature is 35.820 C. The barometer reads 760 mm of mercury. The air leakage into the
condenser is 4 k per 10000 kg of steam. Determine: I. the volume of air to be dealt with by the dry
air pump per kg of steam entering the condenser, and 2 the mass of water vapour associated with
this air.

Take R=287 J/kgKfor air.

Solution. Given Vacuum = 710mm of Hg; T= 35.82° C = 35.82 + 273 = 308.82 K
Barometer reading = 760 mm of Hg; m , = 4 k per tO 000 kg of steam = 0.0004 kg / kg of steam

Volume of air per kg of steam entering the condenser

Let	 v = Volume of air per kg of steam entering the condenser.
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We know that pressure in the condenser

Pr = Barometer reading - Condenser vacuum

= 760-710 = SOmmofHg = 50x0.00133 = 0.0665 bar

From Nteanl tables, corresponding to the temperature of 35.82°C, we find that the pressure of

steam,
= 0.0588 bar

Pressure of air (as per Dalton's law),

= p. - p = 0.0665 - 0.0588 0.0077 bar

= 0.0077x 10 = 770 N/rn2

We know that p v = in R T

- 0.0004x287x308.82 = 0.046m 3/kgof steam Ans.
-P.	 770

2. Ilavv  nattr vapour associated with this air

From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 35.82° C, we find that specific volume

of steam.

= 24.2 m3/kg

Mass of water vapour associated with the air

= V. 0046 = 24.2 = 0.0019 kg Ans.

Example 20.9. The air entering a steam condenser with steam is estimated at 6 kg per hour.
The temperature at inlet to air cooler section is 3(7 C and at the outlet 26°C. The vacuum in the shell
is essentially constant throughout and is 721 mm of Jig, while the barometer reads 758 mm of Hg.

Calculate:

I. The volume of air entering the cooling section per hour;

2. • The n,o.cs of moisture contained in the air; and

3. The mass of.r team condensed per hour in Me cooling section.

Solution. Given: m,,=6kg/h;T1=30°C=30+273303KT2=260=261273
= 299 K ; Condenser vacuum = 721 mm of Hg; Barometer reading 758 mm of Hg

We know that pressure in the condenser,

= Barometer reading -Condenser vacuum

758 —721 = 37 mm of Hg = 37 x 0.00133 = 0.0492 bar

Consideri pg the inlet to the cooling section. From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature
of 300 C, we find that pressure of steam,

= 0.0424 bar

Pressure of air (as per Dalton's law).

p, = p,. - p, = 0.0492 - 0.0424 = 0.0068 bar

= 0.0068x I  = 680 N/rn2
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Volume of air entering the cooling section per hour

We know that volume of air entering the cooling section,
= m,RT1 

= 6x287x303 = 767m'i1, Ans.
P.	 680

2. Mass of moisture in the air

From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature 0130°C (or pressure 0.0424 bar) ,we find
that specific volume of steam

= 32.93 m3/kg

Mass of moisture or steam associated with the air,

°	 767m 1 = - =3293 = 213 kfh Ans.
UX 

3. Mass ofstcamn condensed per hour in the cooling section

Now considering the outlet of the cooling section. From steam tables, corresponding to a
temperature of 26°C. we find that pressure of steam,

= 0.0336 bar

Pressure of air (as per Dalton's law),
p. = p, — p = 0.0492-0.0336 = 0.0156 bar

= 0.0156x l0 = 1560 N/rn2
We know that volume of air at outlet to the cooling section,

m,,RT2 6x287x299	 3V. =	 330mTh
' Pa	 1560.

From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 26° C (or pressure 0.0336 bar), we find
that specific volume of steam,

= 41.034 m3/kg

and mass of steam associated with the air,
v,	 330

rn, = - =	 = 8.04kg1h-	 vg 	 41.034

Mass of steam condensed
= m 1 — in2 = 23.3-8.04 = 15.26kg/h Ans.

20.21. Condenser Efficiency

The condensçr efficiency may be *defined as the ratio of temperature rise of coaling water to
the vacuum tempe'-ture minus inlet cooling water temperature. Mathematically, condenser effi-
ciency,

Tic-	 Temperature rise of cooling water
- Vacuum temperature - Inlet cooling water temperature

to - Ii

*	 This definition was proposed by M/s C.A. Parsons & Co.. well known manufacturers of steam lurhiucs.
Today this definition is widely used.
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where	 i,, = Outlet temperature of cooling water,

t. = Inlet temperature of cooling water,

tv = Vacuum temperature. It is the saturatiQn temperature
corresponding to the condenser pressure.

Example 20.10. The inlet and outlet temperatures of cooling water in a condenserare 27° C
and 35° C respectively, lithe vacuum in the condenser is 700 min of Hg against barometric pressure
of 760mm of Hg, calculate the efficiency of the condenser.

Solution. Given = 27° C to = 35°C ; Condenser vacuum = 700min of Fig Baromeuric
eessure = 760min of Hg

We know that pressure in the condenser.

= 760-700 = 60 mm of Hg

= 60 x 0.00! 33 = 0.0798 bar

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 0.0798 bar, we find that vacuum tempera-
lure,

= 41.5°C

Condenser efficiency,

- 35-27 = 0.552 or 55.2% Ans.1,. =	 41.5-27

Example 20.11. The following data were obtained from the zest of a surface condenser
Condenser vacuum = 711 mm of Hg ; Hot well temperature = 32° C; Inlet temperature, of

circulated water = 12° C: Outlet temperature ofcircul.ated water = 28° C; Barometer reading = 760
mm of Hg.

Compute the vacuum efficiency and the efficiency of the condenser.
Solution. Given : Condenser vacuum or actual vacuum = 711 mm of Hg; t = 320 C

tj = 12'C; t,' = 281 C ;Barometerreading=760mmofHg

Vacuum efficiency
We know that pressure in the condenser,

p . =76O - 7ll =49mrnofHg

From steam tables, corresponding to a temperature of 32° C, we find that ideal pressure of
steam

0.0475
= 0.0475 bar =

0.001 33 = 35.7 
min of Hg

We know that ideal vacuum

= Barometer reading - Ideal pressure

= 760-35.7 = 724.3 min of Hg

Vacuum efficiency.

Actual vacuum -	
= 0.9816 or 98.16% Arts.= Ideal vacuum - 724.3

30-
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Condenser efficiency
We know that condenser efficiency,

licl,,ti	 28-12
32-12	

0.8 or 80% Ans.

2012. Mass of Cooling Water Required for Condensation of Steam
In the previous articles, we have discussed various types of condensers and their working.

Now we shall discuss the amount of cooling water required for the condensation of steam.

Let	 mi,, = Mass of cooling water,

m, = Mass of steam condensed(i.e. condensate),

h = Total heat of steam entering the condenser,

Total heat in condensate.'

= Inlet temperature of circulating water, and

= Outlet temperature of circulating water.

We know that heat lost by steam
= m(h—h)

Heat gained by cooling water
= m, c (t — t)

We also know that heat gained by cooling water
= Heat lost by steam

in. c(t,,—t) = m,(h—h,1)

m, (h - hfi)
m ='	 c,, (1,, — 1)

Note :The above equation is applicable to both jet and surface condensers.
Example 20.12. A surface condenser is designed to handle 10 000 kg of steam per hour.

The steam enters at 0.08 bar and 0.9 dryness and the condensate leaves at OW cosrespvtvIing
sàtu ration temperature. The press tre is constant throughout the condenser. Estimate the cooling
water flow rate per hour, if site cooling water temperature rise is limited to 10° C.

Solution.Given:m , 10000kWh ;p=0.08bar;x°0.9; to — t, 10°C

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 0.08 bar, we find that

h1 = 173.9 Id/kg h ft 2403.2k1/kg ; and 1=41.5°C

Total heat of the entering steam.

h = h1 +xh15 = 173.9+0.9x2403.2 = 2336.8 ki/kg

Since the condensate temperature is equal to the saturation temperature of 41.5°C, therefore
heat in condensate corresponding to 41.5°C,

= 173.9 kJ/kg

We know that the cooling water 'low rate per hour,

S 14 98(1 kg/h Ants.=	
.) - 4.2x 10
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Example 20.13. Ina condenser test, the following observations were made:
Vacuum = 690 mm of Hg; Barometer reading = 750 mm of Fig ; Mean temperature of

condensation = 35° C; Hot well temperature = 28" C; Mass of cooling water = 50 000 kg/h; Inlet
temperature = 17 C; Outlet temperature = 31Y C; Mass of condensate per hour 1250 kg.

Find: I. The mass of air present per m3 of condenser "olume ; 2. The state of steam entering
the condenser; and 3. The vacuum efficiency.

Take Rfor air =287J/kgK.

Soluf ion. Given : Vacuum = 690 mm of H ; Barometer reading = 750mm oIHg t = 35°C;
=28°C;m=50000kg/h ;y 17°C;ç,=3C1'C;m= 1250kg/h ;R=287J/kgK

I. Mass of air present per m' of condenser volume
We know that pressure in the condenser,

p = 750-690 6OmmofHg = 60x0.00133 = 0.O8bar

From steam tables, corresponding to a condensation temperature of 35° C, we find that the
pressure of steam,

= 0.0562 bar

Pressure of air (as per Dalton's law),

p = p, - p, = 0.08-0.0562 = 0.0238 bar

= 0.0238x IW = 2380N/m2

We know that mass of air per m3 of condenser volume,

PaV 2380x1
=	 =287 (35 + 273) = 0.027 kg Ans.

2. State of steam entering the condenser

Let	 x = Dryness fraction (i.e. state)of steam enteringthe condenser.

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 0.0562 bar (or 35'C), we find that

hf = 146,6kJ/kg, and	 2418.8 kJ/kg

and corresponding to a hot well temperature of 28° C,

= 117.3 kJ/kg

We know that total heat of entering Steam.

h = hf +xhf	146.6'fx< 2418.8 kJ/kg

We also know that mass of cooling water (m,),

- m (h - Fi - 1250 146.6 + x 2418.8-117
- C. (ti. 	 -	 4.2(30-17)

= 22.894 (29.3 +xX2418.8)

or	 29.3 + x x 2418.8 = 50000/22.894 = 2184

2184 — 29.3
2418.8	 = 0,89 Ans.
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3. Vacuum efficiency
We know that corresponding to a condensation temperature of 35°C. ideal pressure of steam

0.0562
= 0.0562 bar =0,00133 = 42.25 mm of Hg

Ideal vacuum

	

	 = Barometer reading - Ideal pressure
750 -'42.25 = 707.75 mm of Hg

We know that vacuum efficiency.

	

Actual vacuum	 690

	

= Ideal vacuum	
= 0.975 or 975% Ans.

Example 20.14. The following observations were recorded during a lest on a steam
condenser:

Barometer reading	 = 765 mm of Hg

Condenser vacuum	 = 710 mm of Hg

Mean condenser temperature	 = 35" C

Condensate temperature	 = 28C

Condensate collected per hour 	 = 2 tonnes

Quantity of cooling water per hour	 60 tonnes

Temperature of cooling water at inlet 	 = JO" C

Temperature of cooling water at outlet	 = 25'C
- Find: I. vacuum corrected to the standard barometer reading ; 2. vacuum efficiency of the

condenser; 3. undercooling of the condensate ; 4. condenser efficiency ; 5. quality of the steam

entering the condenser; 6. mass of air per mt of condenser volume ; and 7. mass of air per kg of

uncondensed steam.
Solution. Given: Barometer reading = 765 mm of Hg ; Condenser vacuum = 710 mm of Hg;

T=35°C=35+273308K ç=28°C; m=21Jhr2000kg/h; m=60tJh60000kgIh

= 10°C; t,, = 25°C

I. Vacuum corrected to the standard barometer reading
We know that absolute pressure in the condenser

= Barometer reading - Condenser vacuum

= 765-710 = 55 mmof Hg

and vacuum corrected to the standard barometer reading (assuming 760 mm of Hg)

= 760 55 = 705 mm of Hg Ans.

2. Vacuum ejfuzeitv 4 the rondett.ct'r
From steam tables, corresponding to the mean condenser temperature of 35° C, we find that

ideal pressure of steam,
0.0562

P, = 0.0562 bar == 42.2 mm of Hg

We know that ideal vacuum
= Barometer pressure - Ideal pressure

= 765 —42.2 = 722.8mm of Hg

Actual vacuum710
and vacuum efficiency, 11,, 	 Ideal vacuum = 722.8 = 0.9c2 or 9.2 % Ans.
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3. Undercao!itzg of the condensate
We know that undercooling of the condensate

= Mean condenser temp. —Condensate temp.

=35-28=7°CAns.

4. Condenser efficiency
We have already found that pressure in the condenser

P,. = 765-710 = 55 mot of Hg

= 55x0,00I 33 = 0.073 bar
From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 0.073 bar, we find that vacuum temperature

= 39.83° C

Condenser efficiency,

-	 Temperature rise of cooling water 	 -

- Vacuum temperature - Inlet cooling temperature	 t —1,

25-1039.83-10 = 0.503 or 50.3 % Ans.

5. Quality of steam entering the condenser

Let	 x = Quality of steam entering the condenser.

From steam tables, corresponding to a pressure of 0.073 bar, we find that

h1 = 166.l kJ/kg ; and hjg = 2407.4 Id/kg

and corresponding to 0 condensate temperature of 28°C. heat in condensate,

hfl = 117,3kJ/kg

We know th2,t total heat of entering steam,

h = h1 + x hIR = 166.7 + x  2407.4

We also know that mass of cooling water (rn),

=	 = 2000(166.7+xX2407.4-1I
60 000 ç(ç—t1)	 4.2(25-10)

= 31.7 (49.4+xX2407.4)

or	 xx2407.4 = 60 000 —49.4 = 1843.3

x = 0.76 Ans.

6. Mars oja,r per nrt of condenser volurne
We kno.w hat absolute pressure of air (as per Dalton's law),

= p. —p = 0.O'13-0.0562 = 0.0168 bar

= 0.0168x i0 = 1680N/m2

Mass of air per m3 of condenser volume,

pT)	 1680x1
RT	

287x 308 -0.019kg Ant. . ..(: pv = mkTandv = I m3)
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7. Mass of air j.'e, kg of u,wonden. ed steam

From steam tables, corresponding to 35°C(i.e. mean condenser temperature), specific volume
of steam,

= 25.245 m3/kg

Thus air associated with I kg of steam at 35°C will occupy the same volume i.e. 25.245 m3.

Mass of air per kg of uncondensed steam,

M 
=	 = 1680x25.245 = 0.48 

kg Ans.
R 	 287x308

20.23. Sources of Air into the Condenser
The following are the main sources through which the air may enter into the condenser
I. The dissolved air in the teed water enters into the boiler, which in turn enters into the

condenser with the exhaust steam.
2. The air teaks into the condenser, through various joints, due to high vacuum pressure in

the condenser.
3	 In case ofjet condensers, dissolved air with the injection water enters into the condenser.

20,24. Effects of Air Leakage
Following are the effects of air leakage on the performance of condensing plants
I. It reduces the vacuum pressure in the condenser.
2. Since air is a poor heat conductor, particularly at low densities, it reduces the rate of heat

transmission.
3. It requires a larger air pump. Moreover, an increased power is required to drive the pump.

20.25. Air Pump
The main function of an air pump is to maintain a vacuum in the condenser as nearly as

possible, corresponding to exhaust steam temperature. This is done by removing uncondensable air
from the condenser. Another common, but not the essential function of the pump, is to remove both
air and condensate from the condenser.

The air pump, which extracts both the condensate and air, is called a wet airpump. But a pump
which extracts only moist air is known as dry air pump. The air pumps may be of reciprocating type
or rotary type. But here we shall discuss only a reciprocating type air pump (or Edward's air pump)
which is commonly used.

20.26. Edward's Air Pump
It is a wet air pump of the reciprocating type. The special features ofIdard's air pump is the

absence of suction valve and bucket valve, which are necessary in the ordinary reciprocating type air
pumps.

The Edward's air pump Consists of delivery or head valves, as shown in Fig. 20.10. These
valves are placed in the cover which is on the top of the pump barrel lever. The reciprocating piston
of the pump is flat on its upper surface and conical at the bottom as shown. The pump lever has a ring
of ports around its lower end for the whole circumference. This communicates with the condenser.

When the piston is at the top of the barrel, the condensate and air from the condenser is
collected in the conical portion of the lower part of the barrel, through the ports. On the downward
stroke of the reciprocating piston ,the vacuum is produced above it, since the head valves are closed
and sealed by water. The piston uncovers the ports. When it moves downwards, the mixture of
coadensate, vapour and air rushes -into the space above the piston. This mixture is compressed. when
the piston goes to the top and raises the pressure slightly above the atmospheric pressure. The head
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valves are now open, which allow the mixture to pass on the top of the cover. The condeisate flows
over the weir to the hot well, which is at atmospheric pressure. A relief valve is pced in the base of
the cylinder o release the pressure.

rig. 20.10. Edward's air pump.

20.27. Cooling Towers
The cooling towers are used in many applications in engineering. The main applications are

in power plants and refrigeration plants. Its function is to cool the hot water from the Co idenser by
exposing it to the atmospheric air, so that the cold water may be used again forcirculation. The cooling
towers are used in steam power plants where there is a limited supply of cooling water. It is placed-
at a certain height (at about 9 metres from the ground level). The hot water falls down in radial sprays
from a height and the atmospheric air enters from the base of the tower. The partial evaporation of
water takes place which reduces the temperature of circulating water. This cooled water is collected
in the pond at the base of the tower and pumped into the condenser.

Following are some factors which affect the cooling of water in a cooling tower:
I. Size and height of cooling tower,
2. Arrangement of plates in cooling tower.
3. Velocity of air entering the cooling tower,
4. Temperature of air,
5. Humidity t.,f air, and
6. Accessibility of air to all parts of the cooling tower.

20.28. Type of Cooling Towers
The cooling towers may be classified as follows:
I. Accoidi,:g to the t y pe of draught. The cooling towers, according to the type of draught

are (a) Natural draught cooling towers, b) Forced draught cooling towers, and (c) lnduceddraught
cooling towers.

In a natural draught cooling tower, as shown in Fig. 20.11, the circulation of air is produce
by the pressure difference of air inside and outside the cooling tower.
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In aforced draught cooling tower, as shown in Fig. 20.12, the circulation of air is produced
by means of fans placed at the base of the tower.

Hot air

Radial T	 I	 Hot water
sprays

Atmospheric	 Condenserosph	 air 
air//	

-	 Pump

Cold water pond
Fig. 20.11. Natural draught cooling tower.

In an induced draught cooling tower, as shown in Fig. 20.13, the circulatk n of air is provided
by means of fans placed at the top of the tower.

Nor air out
Hot water

tt t	 I
Water

eliminators	
¶

Thf
tmosphetic—	 1/J)

air

Cold water..
out

Spray IV
nuzzlesi I it• 1 1 ift

vater	 _______	 I
Air in	 Air in

Cooling
water out

Fi g . 20.12. Forced draught cooling tower.	 20.13. Induced draught cooling tower.

2. Ao,ding tu the niicrful used. The cooling towers, according to the material used are
(a) Timber cooling towers, (b) Concrete (ferro-concrete, multideck concrete hyperbolic) cooling
towers, and (c) Steel duct type cooln g towers.

The timber cooling towers arc rarely used due to the following disadvanages
(i) Short life, (ii) High maintenance charges, (iii) Limited cooling capcity, (iv) Rots easily

due to exposure to sun, wind, water etc., (v) Design generally does not facilitte proper circulation
of air.

The concrete cooling towers has tI'e following advantages

(i) Large capacity, (ii) Improved draught and air circulation, (iii) Increased stability under
pressure, (iv) Low maintenance.

The duct type cooling towers are rarely used in case of modern power r,lants due to their small
capacity.

EXERCISES
1. Tbt vacuum in a condenser is 665 mm of Hg and the barometer reading is 762 mm of Hg. The

temperaturn of steam at inlet to the condenser is 35°C. Calculate the mass of air entering the condenser per unit
volume of the condenser. 	 [Ans. 0.082 kg/m31
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2. The barometer stands at 760 mm and condenser vacuum is at 710 mm and temperature is 30° C.
Calculate the mass of air per kg of uncor.densed steam. 	 (Aris. 0.913 kg)

3. A vacuum gauge fitted to a condenser reads 660 mm of Hg, when the barometer reads 750 mm of
Hg. Find the corrected vacuum referred to standard barometer of 760mm of Hg.	 tAns. 670 mm of Hg)

4, Calculate the vacuum efficiency of a condenser from the following data: Vacuum at steam inlet to

condenser = 710 mm of Hg; Barometer reading =760 min  of Hg; Hot well temperature = 32° C. (Ans'. 98%]

5.
The vacuum gauge on a condenser reads 655 mm of Hg at a barometric pressure of 760 mm of Hg.

Steam condenses at 48° C. Find the ratio of mass of water vapour (steam) to air to be dealt by dry air pump. If

the air leakage into the condenser were reduced by 50%, find the resulting alteration in vacuum in mm of Hg.
jAns. 2.48 665.6 min of Hg]

6. A steam condenser has separate air and condensate pumps. The entry to the air pump section is
screened. Steam enters the condenser at 38° C and the condensate is removed at 37° C. The air removed has a
temperature of 36' C. If the quantity of air infiltration from various sources is 5 kg/h, determine the volume of
air handled by the air pump per hour. Compare this with the quantity that would have to be dealt with by using
a combined air and condensate pump. Neglect the pressure due to air at the entry of steam and assume uniform
pressure in the condenser. 	 [Ans. 652 m3/h ; 1271 tnTh]

7. The vacuum in the shell of a condenser is 710 mm of Hg and atmospheric pressure is 760 mm of
Fig The temperature at inlet and outlet of the air cooling section are 35° C and 30° C respectively. Calculate for
a leakage of 0.5 kg of air per hour: I. The volume of air entering the cooling section per hour, and 2. The mass
of steam condensed per hour in the section. Take  = 294 i/kg K. 	 (Ans. 42.9 m/h; 1.152 kg/h]

S. A 110 kW steam engine has a steam consumption of 9.5 kg per kWh. The back pressure of the
engine which is approximately the same as the condenser pressure is 0.15 bar. The temperature of condensate is
35° C. The cooling water temperature at inlet and outlet are 18°C and 34' C respectively. Estimate the quantity
of cooling water required per hour if the steam exhausted to the condenser is dry	 (Ans. 38140 kgh]

9. A steam turbine uses 45 000 kg of steam per hour which it exhausts at a dryness fraction 0.9 into a
condenser fitted with water extraction and air pumps. With the barometer at 760 mm of mercury, the vacuum at
the air pump suction is 716.8 mm and the temperature 32' C. The air leakage is estimated at I kg per 1000 kg

oistcarn condensed. Estimate the capacity of the air pump in m 3/min and thequantity of circulating water required

.n kg/n if the temperature rise is 15°C.	 [Ans. 66.3 m'/min :25 990 kg/minI
, A surface condenser receives exhaust steam at 0.14 bar from an engine developing 130 kW. The

circun ng water enters the condenser at 15" C and leaves at 40" C. The foal temperature of the condensed steam
is 50 C. If the engine consumes 1225 kg of steam per kW hour, determine the quality of steam entering the
condenser, if the mass of circulating water per hour is 31 600 kg. 	 [An'. 0.87

II. The vacuum in a condenser dealing with 8100kg of steam per hour is found to be 710 mm of Hg
when the barometer reads 750 mm of Hg. The temperature in the condenser is 20° C. The air leakage amounts
to 8.1 kg per 1000 kg of steam. Determine the capacity of a suitable dry air pump in n, per minute required for
the condenser. Take volumetric efficiency of pump as 0.85. 	 [Arts. 36.3 m'/minj

12. The exhaust steam having a dryness fraction of 0.84 enters a surface condenser where the vacuum
is 695 min of Fig and is condensed to water at 35.8° C. The temperature of the hot well is 32.6°C. The circulating
water enters the condenser at IS" C and leaves at 35-C. The barometric pressure is 756 mm of Hg. Calculate
1. The mass of circulating water required pe: kg of steam, and 2. The mass of air extracted per m t of condenser

volume.	 [Ans. 24.3 kg/kg of steam: °.0364 kg/n']

13. A surface condenser receives 15150kg of steam per hour after the steam does work in the turbine.
Steam at 10 bar and 250°C enters the turbine.The vacuum in the condenser is maintained at 650 mm of Hg and
the barometer reads 752 mm of Hg. The rise in temperature of cooling water is limited to 15°C. The temperature
of condensate leaving the condenser is 35" C. What is the amount of cooling water required per hour?

[Ans. 485 470 kg/hI
[flint : First of all, find the dryness fraction of steam entering the condenser by equating the

entropy of steam entering the turbine to the entropy of steam leaving the turbine or entering the condenser]

14. A turbine consumes 14000kg of steam per hour while developing 2500 kW. Steam is supplied at
30 bar and 300' C. The exhaust from the turbine is condensed in a condenser at a var'oum of 725 mm of fig and
the barometer reads 758 mm of Hg. Thz condensate is removed from the condenser at a temperature of 28° C.
Tho temperature of cooling water increases from 7" C to 27° C. Assuming no radiation losses, find : 1. The
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dryness fraction of steam entering the condenser, and 2. The mass of circulating water per hour.

£,tns. 0.965; 391 870 kg/h}
15. The following observations refer to a surface condenser:

Mean temperature of condensation = 34,9° C ; Temperature of hot well = 29.7° C ; Condenser
vacuum = 701 mm ot'Hg; l3arometer= 763 mm ofHg; Mass ofcooling water= 45500kg/h; Inlet temperature
of cooling water = 16.5°C; Outlet temperature of cooling water = 30.6C Mass of condensate =. 1180 kg/h.

Find : I. the mass of air present ?Oer m3 of condenser volume ; 2. the state of steam entering the
condenser ; and 3. the vacuum efficiency. 	 [Ans. 0.03 kg/m'; 0.935; 97.24%)

QUESTIONS
I. What are functions of the condenser in a steam plant?
2. Describe the principle requirements of a steam condensing plant.
3. Explain the principles of operation of different types of jet condensers. Describe with a

sketch a low level jet condenser of the counter flow type.
4. Describe with a neat sketch the working of a surface condenser.
5. Compare the merits and demerits of surface condenser over jet condenser.
6. State Dalton's law of partial pressures.
7. What do you understand by the term vacuum efficiency of a condensing plant? On what

factors does this efficiency depend?
8. Prove with the help of an example that the vacuum efficiency decreases with the increase

in barometric pressure.
9. What are the various sources of air leakage into a Steam condenser? How does it affect

the performance of the condensing plant?
10. Explain the construction and working of Edward's air pump.
ii. What pwt is played by a cooling tower? What are the different types of cooling towers?

Mention advantage and disadvantage of each type.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

1. A condenser in a steam power plant
(a) increases expansion ratio of steam 	 (b) reduces back pressure of steam
(c) reduces temperature of exhaust steam , all of these

2. The temperature of condensate is ......on leaving the condenser than that of circulating
water at inlet.

(041igher	 (b) lower
3. A condenser where circulating water flows through tubes which are Surrounded by steam,

is known as
9'surface condenser	 (b) jet condenser
(c) barometric condenser	 (d) evaporative condenser

4. The ratio of actual vacuum to the ideal vacuum in a condenser is called
(a) condenser efficiency	 (b) vacuum efficiency
(c) boiler efficiency	 (d) nozzle efficiency

S. The actual vacuum in a condenser is equal to
(a) barometric pressure + actual pressure (b) barometric pressure - actual pressure
(c) gauge pressure + atmospheric pressure (d) gauge pressure - atmospheric pressure

ANSWERS
1. (d)	 2.(a)	 3.(a)	 4.(b)	 5.(b)


